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Key Figures

Exchange rate as of December 31:

2009: USD 1 = UAH 7.985

2008: USD 1 = UAH 7.7 

     USD ’000 Change
    2009 2008

Balance Sheet Data
Total Assets  346,481 411,642 -15.8%
Gross Loan Portfolio  270,127 370,646 -27.1%
 Business Loan Portfolio  249,818 346,875 -28.0%
  USD < 10,000  42,209 87,553 -51.8%
  USD > 10,000 < 30,000  43,308 65,046 -33.4%
  USD > 30,000 < 150,000  102,228 130,482 -21.7%
  USD > 150,000  62,073 63,794 -2.7%
 Agricultural Loan Portfolio  6,113 3,457 76.8%
 Housing Improvement Loan Portfolio  3,120 7,784 -59.9%
   of which, Energy Efficiency Loans  1,916 3,501 -45.3%
 Other  11,076 12,530 -11.6%
Allowance for Impairment on Loans  14,885 13,264 12.2%
Net Loan Portfolio  255,242 357,382 -28.6%
Liabilities to Customers  150,146 174,986 -14.2%
Liabilities to Banks and Financial Institutions  120,194 143,774 -16.4%
Shareholders’ Equity  24,408 23,447 4.1%

Income Statement    
Operating Income  23,090 48,200 -52.1%
Operating Expenses  34,153 50,321 -32.1%
Operating Profit Before Tax  -11,063 -2,121 -421.6%
Net Profit  -7,998 -2,039 -292.3%

Key Ratios    
Cost/Income Ratio  92.7% 89.2% 
ROE   -33.4% -6.5% 
Capital Ratio  12.9% 13.5% 

Operational Statistics    
Number of Loans Outstanding  25,510 45,858 -44.4%
Number of Loans Disbursed within the Year  5,518 27,508 -79.9%
Number of Business and Agricultural 
Loans Outstanding  20,987 37,361 -43.8%
Number of Deposit Accounts  121,435 105,656 14.9%
Number of Staff  1,417 2,035 -30.4%
Number of Branches and Outlets  64 74 -13.5%
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Mission Statement

ProCredit Bank Ukraine is a development-oriented full-service bank. We offer excellent 

customer service and a wide range of banking products. In our credit operations,  

we focus on lending to very small, small and medium-sized enterprises, as we are  

convinced that these businesses create the largest number of jobs and make a vital  

contribution to the economies in which they operate.

Unlike other banks, our bank does not promote consumer loans. Instead we focus on 

responsible banking, by building a savings culture and long-term partnerships with our 

customers.

Our shareholders expect a sustainable return on investment, but are not primarily  

interested in short-term profit maximisation. We invest extensively in the training of our 

staff in order to create an enjoyable and efficient working atmosphere, and to provide 

the friendliest and most competent service possible for our customers.
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Mission Statement Letter from the Supervisory Board

Members of the 

Supervisory Board as of 

December 31, 2009:

Anja Lepp

Helen Alexander

Stephan Boven

Doris Koehn

Chikako Kuno

Members of the 

Management Board as of

December 31, 2009: 

Susanne Decker

Viktor Ponomarenko

 

Members of the Extended

Management Board as of

December 31, 2009:

Mahmudali Guseynov

Olga Tomash

Dmytro Yudenko

Andrey Moysyeyenko                 

The economic crisis which began in autumn 2008 continued throughout 2009, leading to a highly vola-
tile UAH/USD exchange rate as well as a decline in GDP of roughly 14% for the year. Banks came under 
increasing pressure and the initial liquidity shortage quickly turned into a growing asset-quality problem 
throughout the banking sector.

Ukraine’s economy is highly dollarised, and ProCredit is not an exception in this regard: 80% of our loan 
portfolio volume is denominated in USD. Thus, many of our business clients faced a twofold problem: 
First, higher unemployment levels and salary cuts led to a sharp decrease in consumer purchasing power, 
and hence in demand. And second, they found that, in the period since they had taken out their USD loans, 
the value of the hyrvna against the dollar had fallen by as much as 64%.1 ProCredit Bank developed vari-
ous tools for dealing with this difficult situation, and, by maintaining very close communication with its 
customers, it was able to resolve many clients’ repayment problems. At year-end, the portfolio at risk 
(over 90 days) accounted for 5.95% of the total loan portfolio – an excellent achievement for a bank op-
erating in Ukraine in 2009.

The fact that 20,000 clients fully repaid their loans in 2009 is another indication of our high loan portfolio 
quality and the soundness of our credit technology. While portfolio quality remains an important issue, 
we are now increasingly concerned about the very low demand for business loans. ProCredit was one of 
the first banks in Ukraine to resume issuing loans after the total lending freeze in the banking system 
caused by the lack of liquidity resulting from massive deposit withdrawals: we started lending again in 
March 2009. Credit is now much more freely available, but businesses are still highly uncertain as re-
gards the likelihood of an economic recovery in Ukraine, and are thus reluctant to invest. However, we are 
confident that demand will pick up again in 2010.

Also, 2009 was a year in which a number of banks in Ukraine came under stress, creating widespread 
public doubts about the soundness of the financial system. Many people were reluctant to entrust their 
funds to banks, leading to a decrease in total deposits by 21.2% in USD terms between October 2008 and 
December 2009.2 Despite this trend, ProCredit Bank saw the number of its deposit accounts rise in 2009.

At year-end, many banks still faced liquidity problems, and were thus offering very high deposit rates. 
Such an approach cannot be sustainable, as the high cost of deposits translates into inflated costs for 
loans, making business investments less attractive. This is not only bad for banks; it also creates a situa-
tion in which it is impossible for economic growth to resume.

Like most banks, ProCredit faced the challenge of addressing increasing provisioning costs and decreas-
ing income due to the sharp decline in lending. As a result, management decided to consolidate the 
branch network by closing 12 offices, leading to a 22% reduction in staff numbers. It is worth noting that 
in 2009 the bank achieved a positive operating result every month, and that the loss of USD 8.0 million 
was due exclusively to a USD 13.8 million increase in loan-loss provisions. 

In order to strengthen the bank’s capital base and underscore their strong commitment to the institution, 
the shareholders increased its equity by UAH 77 million (USD 8.9 million), to UAH 227 million (USD 28.4 
million). The capital adequacy ratio at year-end was a comfortable 12.9%.

2009 has been a year of great challenges and intensive learning for ProCredit Bank Ukraine. Our team’s 
ability to adapt rapidly to the changing environment, to make sound decisions under difficult conditions, 
and to communicate openly and honestly with clients at all times, made us much stronger as an institution. 
Thus, on behalf of the entire Board, I would like to extend my sincere thanks to our dedicated management 
and staff.

Anja Lepp 
Chairperson of the Supervisory Board

1 
2 

1  National Bank of Ukraine, www.bank.gov.ua
2 ibid
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The Bank and its Shareholders

ProCredit Holding is the 
parent company of a global 

group of 22 ProCredit banks. ProCredit Holding 
was founded as Internationale Micro Investitio-
nen AG (IMI) in 1998 by the pioneering develop-
ment finance consultancy company IPC.

ProCredit Holding is committed to expanding ac-
cess to financial services in developing countries 
and transition economies by building a group of 
banks that are the leading providers of fair, trans-
parent financial services for very small, small 
and medium-sized businesses as well as the 
general population in their countries of opera-
tion. In addition to meeting the equity needs of 
its subsidiaries, ProCredit Holding guides the de-
velopment of the ProCredit banks, provides their 
senior management, and supports the banks in 
all key areas of activity, including banking opera-

tions, human resources and risk management. 
It ensures that ProCredit corporate values, in-
ternational best practice procedures and Basel 
II risk management principles are implemented 
group-wide in line with standards also set by the  
German supervisory authorities.

IPC is the leading shareholder and strategic  
investor in ProCredit Holding. IPC has been  
the driving entrepreneurial force behind the 
ProCredit group since the foundation of the  
banks.

ProCredit Holding is a public-private partnership. 
In addition to IPC and IPC Invest (the investment 
vehicle of the staff of IPC and ProCredit), the other 
private shareholders of ProCredit Holding include 
the Dutch DOEN Foundation, the US pension fund 
TIAA-CREF, the US Omidyar-Tufts Microfinance 

ProCredit Bank Ukraine is a member of the  
ProCredit group, which is led by its Frankfurt-
based parent company, ProCredit Holding.  
ProCredit Holding is the majority owner of  
ProCredit Bank Ukraine and now holds 80% of 
the shares.

ProCredit Bank Ukraine was founded in January 
2001 as “Microfinance Bank” (MFB) by an alli-
ance of international development-oriented in-
vestors. Their goal was to establish a new kind of 
financial institution that would meet the demand 
of small and very small businesses in a socially 
responsible way. The primary aim was not short-
term profit maximisation but rather to deepen 
the financial sector and contribute to long-term 
economic development while also achieving a 
sustainable return on investment.

The founding shareholders of ProCredit Bank 
Ukraine were the EBRD, the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC), Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau 
(KfW), the Western NIS Enterprise Fund (WNISEF), 
and ProCredit Holding. Over the years, ProCredit 
Holding has consolidated the ownership and 
management structure of all the ProCredit banks 
to create a truly global group with a clear share-
holder structure and to bring to each ProCredit 
institution all the best practice standards, syner-
gies and benefits that this implies.

Today’s shareholder structure of ProCredit Bank 
Ukraine is outlined below. Its current share capi-
tal is USD 28.4 million.

Sector

Investment
Banking
Banking

Shareholder
(as of Dec. 31, 2009) 
ProCredit Holding 
EBRD
KfW**

Total Capital

Headquarters

Germany
UK
Germany

Share

60.0%
20.0%
20.0%

100%

Paid-in Capital 
(in USD)*

17,057,378.70
5,685,295.30
5,685,653.57

28,428,327.58

*     US dollar equivalent is calculated on the basis of the NBU exchange rate: UAH 7.985/USD 1 = average rate for 2009.

**  At year-end the share purchase transaction had been completed, giving KfW a 20% stake in the bank; however, KfW’s 
legal status as a shareholder of JSC "ProCredit Bank" will not be formally recognised under Ukrainian law until the 
transfer of shares has been registered in the securities register in Ukraine.
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The Bank and its Shareholders

In fulfilling its role as a catalyst of change, the 
Bank encourages co-financing and foreign direct 
investment from the private and public sectors, 
helps to mobilise domestic capital, and provides 
technical cooperation in relevant areas.

KfW Entwicklungsbank (KfW 
Development Bank): On behalf 
of the German Federal Govern-

ment, KfW Entwicklungsbank finances invest-
ments and accompanying advisory services in 
developing and transition countries. Its aim is 
to build up and expand the social and economic 
infrastructure of the respective countries, and to 
advance sound financial systems while protect-
ing resources and ensuring a healthy environ-
ment.

KfW Entwicklungsbank is a leader in supporting 
microfinance and is involved in target group-ori-
ented financial institutions around the world. It is 
part of KfW Bankengruppe (KfW Banking Group), 
which has a balance sheet total of EUR 400.1 bil-
lion (as of December 31, 2009). KfW Bankengru-
ppe is one of the ten biggest banks in Germany 
and is AAA-rated by Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s 
and Fitch Ratings.

Fund and the Swiss investment fund responsAbil-
ity. The public shareholders of ProCredit Holding 
include KfW (the German promotional bank), IFC 
(the private sector arm of the World Bank), FMO 
(the Dutch development bank), BIO (the Belgian 
Investment Company for Developing Countries) 
and Proparco (the French Investment and Promo-
tions company for Economic Cooperation).

ProCredit Holding has an investment grade rating 
(BBB-) from Fitch Ratings Agency. As of the end of 
2009, the equity base of the ProCredit group is 
EUR 388 million. The total assets of the ProCredit 
group are EUR 4.9 billion.

The European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Devel-
opment (EBRD) was estab-
lished in 1991. It aims to 

foster the transition towards open, market-ori-
ented economies and to promote private and en-
trepreneurial initiative in countries from Central 
Europe to Central Asia that are committed to de-
mocracy, pluralism and market economics. The 
EBRD seeks to help its countries of operations to 
implement structural and sectoral economic re-
forms, promoting competition, privatization and 
entrepreneurship.
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Highlights in 2009 

•

•

•

•

•

Thanks to our excellent customer service and 
proactive communication with clients, we 
maintained a stable deposit portfolio which 
totalled USD 146.8 million at the end of this 
challenging year. Like all banks in Ukraine, in 
October 2008 we experienced massive with-
drawals and increasing uncertainty in our 
business environment, and thus we stopped 
disbursing loans. In March 2009 we were one 
of the first banks to resume lending, and at 
year-end had 25,510 loans outstanding with 
a total volume of USD 268.2 million. Portfo-
lio quality remained relatively good, with the 
portfolio at risk (loans in arrears by over 30 
days) amounting to 6.90%.

Demonstrating their strong support, the 
shareholders increased our paid-in capital by 
45.9% to UAH 227 million (USD 28.4 million). 
In November, Fitch Ratings affirmed its confi-
dence in ProCredit Bank’s stability by award-
ing the highest possible ratings in Ukraine: 
“B- Negative Outlook”, and “AAA(ukr)”.

We launched a campaign to encourage clients 
to communicate openly with the bank, while 
underscoring our own commitment to trans-
parency. Our new website includes regular 
letters from the management explaining what 
the bank is doing in times of economic uncer-
tainty. It also provides information on finan-
cial topics, reflecting the insight that a lack of 
financial education is one of the main reasons 
for today’s economic problems.

ProCredit Bank opened new branches in Lviv 
and Zaporizhzhya. In addition, to increase 
the bank’s visibility and provide easier ac-
cess to our services, we relocated a number 
of branches in Kyiv, Odesa, Kryvyi Rih, Sim-
feropol, and Zaporizhzhya. 

In May, the Ukrainian state pension fund au-
thorised the payment of pensions directly 
into accounts at ProCredit Bank. We devel-
oped a special “Pension Programme”, a range 
of products tailored to the needs of pension-
ers. It includes a commission-free debit card 
and deposit products with favourable interest 
rates. Over 4,100 pensioners had become cli-
ents of the bank by year-end.
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To mark World Savings Day, October 31,  
ProCredit Bank launched a new type of debit 
card: the Savings Card. It is linked to regular 
savings accounts and allows customers to ac-
cess their funds whenever they have reached 
their savings goals. Reflecting high public 
confidence in the bank, we issued over 3,100 
Savings Cards in November and December 
alone, opening new savings accounts with a 
combined balance of over USD 3.8 million. 

In line with its ongoing energy-efficiency 
initiatives, ProCredit Bank published an in-
formative brochure entitled “Energy Man-
agement for SME clients”. This brochure was 
produced with support from KfW, IFC and the 
German Federal Ministry for the Environment, 
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 
(BMU). It was available for free at branches, 
on our website, and at workshops conducted 
throughout the country.  

The bank continued to carry out a number of 
community projects, in particular, financial 
education seminars for SMEs, pensioners, 
students and schoolchildren. The ProCredit 
Art project, under which artists display their 
works at our branches, has now been running 
for almost three years. We have held over 40 
exhibitions throughout the country, and in 
2009 an exchange programme with ProCredit 
Bank Georgia was launched: Ukrainian artists 
showed their works at branches of our sister 
bank in Georgia and we hosted exhibitions by 
Georgian artists.

•

•

• 
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Management Business Review

Management 

from left to right: 

Mahmudali Guseynov

Member of the Extended Management Board

Dmytro Yudenko

Member of the Extended Management Board

Susanne Decker

Chairperson of the Management Board

Olga Tomash

Member of the Extended Management Board

Victor Ponomarenko

Vice Chairperson of the Management Board

Andriy Moysyeyenko

Member of the Extended Management Board
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Management Business Review

Political and Economic Environment

The year 2009 was an extremely challenging one 
for Ukraine. The country’s political instability 
was a key factor in shaping not only its domestic 
economic environment but also its relations with 
other nations. The focus in politics in Ukraine 
was on the presidential elections scheduled for 
January 2010. In the run-up to the elections, the 
government’s ability to tackle the financial and 
economic crisis was seriously compromised by 
substantial declines in tax revenues due to popu-
list measures, as well as ongoing confrontations 
between the current president, the prime minis-
ter and the leader of the opposition – the main 
contenders for the presidency.

In the first quarter, decreasing global demand 
led to a sharp drop in the price of steel, Ukraine’s 
main export. Due the general decline in demand 
for the country’s manufactured goods, industrial 
production dropped by 25%1 in 2009. In total, 
Ukraine recorded a 14%2 drop in GDP in 2009 
(2008: 2%3 growth). Driven by the demand for 
foreign currency to repay foreign debts and by 
the outflow of foreign investments, the value of 
the Hryvna against the U.S. Dollar fell by 64%4 
in 2009, and by year-end the exchange rate had 
declined to UAH 7.985 per dollar. As the economy 
moved into recession, producer prices, as well as 
food and oil prices and labour costs, rose more 
slowly. Thus, inflation in Ukraine declined to 16% 
in 2009 (2008: 25%).6 

Due to the severity of the economic contraction, 
Ukraine was one of the first countries in Eastern 
Europe to apply for IMF support. During 2009, it 
obtained USD 10.6 billion of the total of USD 16.5 
billion made available under a Stand-By Agree-
ment, with USD 1.5 billion of the second instal-
ment being used to service the government’s ex-

1  CIA Factbook, www.cia.gov
2  IMF statistics, www.imf.org
3 ibid
4 NBU data, www.bank.gov.ua
5 ibid
6 IMF statistics, www.imf.org
7 IMF Country Report No. 09/270, www.imf.org
8  All figures in this section are from the National Bank 

of Ukraine (NBU), www.bank.gov.ua

ternal debt.7 By taking measures which were not 
in compliance with IMF requirements, the Ukrain-
ian government forfeited the right to further as-
sistance until after the presidential elections in 
January 2010.

The unstable political situation and the suspen-
sion of IMF assistance led Fitch Ratings to down-
grade Ukraine’s country rating, which had been 
lowered from ‘B’ to ‘B-’ (Negative Outlook) by the 
end of the year. This further reduced the coun-
try’s attractiveness to foreign investors and had 
an adverse impact on businesses operating in 
Ukraine in so far as it raised their borrowing costs 
by increasing risk premiums.

Although the Ukrainian economy, and the local 
financial sector in particular, continued to face a 
number of tough challenges, industrial produc-
tion and export levels started to rise gradually in 
the second half of 2009. Amid signs of improve-
ment in global markets, at year-end it appeared 
that Ukraine’s economy was beginning to recover.

Financial Sector Developments

At the end of 2009 the Ukrainian banking system 
consisted of 182 operating banks and 14 institu-
tions in the process of liquidation. Total system 
assets had decreased by 5.7%8  to UAH 873.4 bil-
lion (USD 109.5 billion), compared with growth 
of 55.4% in 2008. The five largest banks held 
34.8% of total assets (2008: 33.3%). The high 
degree of dollarisation in lending (59% of the 
total outstanding loan volume was denominated 
in USD at the beginning of 2009) and aggressive 
consumer lending had a strong negative impact 
on asset quality. The loan volume in arrears by 
more than 90 days increased by a factor of almost 
3.9, reaching USD 8.766 billion (around 9.36% of 
the total portfolio).

Withdrawals amounted to around USD 10.5 bil-
lion between October 2008 and April 2009, and 
by year-end total deposits had decreased by 
6.89% to UAH 334.9 billion (USD 42 billion). A li-
quidity shortage as well as increasing customer 
insolvency forced most banks to stop lending and 
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concentrate on improving asset quality and main-
taining liquidity. The National Bank of Ukraine 
(NBU) injected liquidity into the financial system, 
and it also implemented foreign exchange auc-
tions to make foreign currency more readily avail-
able to households and SMEs that were finding it 
difficult to repay loans not denominated in UAH.

Given the impacts of exchange rate volatility, the 
NBU limited foreign-currency lending to house-
holds and tightened provisioning requirements 
for SME lending. In order to cover rising credit 
risks and their high funding costs, banks raised 
their interest rates. Due to widespread loan re-
structuring, however, the total loan portfolio de-
creased by only 1.46%, to UAH 723.3 billion (USD 
90.7 billion) (2008: 71.96% growth).

In early 2009 the NBU identified the banks with 
weak capital and liquidity positions. The share-
holders of many such institutions boosted their 
capital, and the total increase in paid-in capital 
during the year came to UAH 36.7 billion (USD 4.6 
billion).

Due to insufficient capitalisation, the NBU placed 
several banks under enhanced monitoring and 
imposed limitations on their activities, including 
a moratorium on the repayment of customer de-
posits. By year-end, 14 banks were under tempo-
rary administration by the NBU. The government 
recapitalised three banks and transferred the as-
sets of another to the state-owned bank. The NBU 
restricted the activities of loss-making banks and 
amended the regulatory legislation in an effort to 
stabilise the financial sector, and in particular to 
promote capital and liquidity growth, improve as-
set quality and enhance regulation of the foreign 
exchange market.

There were also some positive trends in 2009. By 
year-end, the volume of deposits held by house-
holds had risen by 10.68% from its low point in 
April. Together with their accumulated liquidity 
reserves, the lessons learned during this chal-
lenging year should enable banks to take advan-
tage of future growth opportunities. The NBU’s 
measures and the support provided by share-
holders in 2009 can help to restore banks’ abil-
ity to perform their key economic functions and 
promote the recovery of the Ukrainian financial 
sector.

ProCredit Performance

Our focus in early 2009 was on the further de-
velopment of effective strategies for handling 
arrears. New options, including the extension of 
maturity periods and the temporary reduction of 
monthly instalments, were introduced to help cli-
ents meet their repayment obligations. In June we 
also established a dedicated Loan Recovery Unit. 
With arrears under control in the second half of 
2009, we concentrated on gradually increasing 
lending and on reassessing our long-term posi-
tioning in the market.

Guided by our commitment to responsible bank-
ing, we undertook a thorough analysis of non-
performing loans by loan type and client seg-
ment. This led to a shift in our strategic focus, 
with priority being given to business loans above 
USD 10,000. As a group, very small clients (<USD 
10,000) often become overindebted and they 
are particularly vulnerable to economic shocks. 
Consequently, we no longer serve clients in 
this segment who are not developing their busi-
nesses but rather using their profits to purchase 
consumer goods. By contrast, small business 
clients are both more resilient and more likely to 
invest in their enterprises, thus contributing to 
economic recovery. They also have a greater po-
tential demand for our services. Thus, while very 
small and small entrepreneurs remained our core 
client group, in 2009 we began concentrating on 
the larger businesses in this segment, in line with 
our long-term goal of becoming the “house bank” 
for SMEs in Ukraine.

Our foremost strength in the difficult year just 
ended was the loyalty of our clients, our staff 
and our shareholders. Thanks to our sharehold-
ers’ support, we maintained our strong liquidity 
position, enabling ProCredit Bank to remain a 
reliable, responsible financial partner for its cus-
tomers. Because we worked with our borrowers 
and preserved our solid relationships with them, 
the bank was able to keep its portfolio quality at 
a level that was high by Ukrainian standards.
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By further improving our staff’s efficiency and 
professionalism, we have been able to ensure 
that our non-credit services meet the needs of 
Ukraine’s demanding retail banking clients. Like 
all of the bank’s operations, our retail banking 
business is organised by client groups rather 
than products, and the new products we have 
introduced are designed to better accommodate 
the changing needs of specific client segments. 
For example, private individuals can now more 
easily access their funds with our new Savings 
Card; senior citizens can receive their state pen-
sions through their ProCredit accounts; and new 
business clients can take advantage of a spe-
cial package of services available on favourable 
terms. Thanks to the modifications we made to 
our product range, in 2009 we were able to retain 
our existing retail customers and also attract new 
clients in this area of our business.

Lending

Due to the effects of the crisis, the share of non-
performing loans (loans in arrears by over 90 
days) in our total portfolio rose from 2.3% in Janu-
ary 2009 to 8.6% in May. Thanks to our intensive 
efforts to help clients meet their repayment ob-
ligations, growth in the share of non-performing 
loans declined significantly in June, allowing us 
to resume full-scale lending. By year-end, fol-
lowing the write-off of unrecoverable loans, the 
share of non-performing loans stood at 5.95%.

In 2009 we disbursed over 4,600 loans for a to-
tal of USD 51.5 million, and at year-end the total 
portfolio volume stood at USD 268.2 million. Ow-
ing to the de facto freeze imposed on lending by 
all banks as from the end of September 2008 and 
the low demand for business loans, our outstand-
ing portfolio volume decreased by 27% in 2009. 
However, due primarily to our focus on the small 
business segment, the average monthly volume 
of new loan disbursements in November and De-
cember was 85% higher than the average for the 
first two quarters. 

Our increasing emphasis on lending to small and 
medium enterprises, together with the effects 
of the economic downturn, led to certain shifts 
in the portfolio structure. Very small businesses 
were hit hard by the crisis, and there were fewer 
applications for loans below USD 10,000. In 2009, 
2,730 new loans totalling USD 9.3 million were 
disbursed in this range. Reflecting lower demand 
as well as a high rejection rate in this segment, 
its share in the total portfolio declined to 8.8%.

In the range from USD 10,000 to USD 150,000, 
we disbursed 500 new loans totalling USD 16.5 
million. At 56.1%, the share of this segment in the 
total portfolio remained largely unchanged. 

The share of loans above USD 150,000 in the to-
tal portfolio rose to 28.6%. New disbursements 
in this segment reached USD 17.1 million. Pro-
Credit Bank was able to increase its market share 
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in this size range because it resumed lending op-
erations relatively soon and offered clients short 
processing times. However, it will be more diffi-
cult for us to compete in this segment once other 
banks have resumed full-scale lending activities.

Large and medium-sized agricultural enterprises 
were the segment least affected by the crisis. We 
resumed agricultural lending in February, when 
the demand for agricultural credit is usually high-
est. Given our focus on larger borrowers, the av-
erage amount disbursed to our agricultural loan 
customers rose from USD 6,400 to USD 15,600. 
New disbursements in this segment totalled USD 
1.2 million and at year-end the agricultural port-
folio amounted to USD 6.1 million, consisting of 
loans to 689 clients. The share of agricultural 
loans in the total portfolio doubled in 2009, from 
0.9% to 2.3%.

In 2009 we disbursed 320 new home improve-
ment loans totalling USD 0.5 million (2008: 2,106 
disbursements totalling USD 3.4 million). In the 
future we plan to focus more on our special home 
improvement loans for investments in energy-
efficiency measures. We also offer energy-effi-
ciency loans for businesses, and disbursements 
in this segment totalled USD 6.3 million. 

By restructuring loans, we helped clients to 
continue making their payments. At year-end, 
restructured loans contributed 28% of the total 
number of loans outstanding and 46% of the total 
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Customer Deposits
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68.4%

12.1%

0.2%

o.1%

2.1%

17.1%

portfolio volume; exposures above USD 10,000 
accounted for the bulk of the restructured port-
folio.

Deposits and Other Banking Services

In the current economic situation, Ukrainians 
have become more demanding, and also more 
cautious, when selecting a bank for their savings. 
They now focus on reliability, stability, transpar-
ency and the service quality, and this has made 
ProCredit Bank an even more attractive financial 
partner. In order to further improve our already 
high standards of customer care, we set up a 
separate Customer Service Department in 2009. 
It ensures that all members of our team maintain 
a strong focus on creating value for our clients in 
everything they do.

In an uncertain environment, there was in-
creased demand for short-term deposits and 
deposits providing easy access to funds, and 
we responded swiftly to the changing market by 
developing new products. Thus, we introduced 
the Savings Card, which allows clients to accu-
mulate funds and earn steady interest while also 
having instant access to their savings via a pay-
ment card. 

In order to attract a new group of clients, we 
concluded an agreement with the state pension 
fund under which pensioners can have their pen-

sions paid directly into accounts at ProCredit 
Bank. We subsequently introduced our Pension 
Programme, which includes a pension account 
as well as deposit products offering favourable 
interest rates.

We continued our efforts to promote the use of 
payment cards as an alternative to cash. Due not 
least to the success of our promotional activities, 
the number of ProCredit Bank payment cards in 
circulation increased by 62% to 63,352 in 2009, 
and the share of active cards rose from 38% to 
43%.

Given the instability of numerous banks in the lo-
cal market, in 2009 many businesses were look-
ing for a new banking partner. ProCredit Bank 
was well positioned to take advantage of this 
opportunity for growth, and, in line with its mis-
sion, it focused on acquiring new business clients 
who actively contribute to employment creation 
in Ukraine. To this end, we developed an attrac-
tive package for businesses: a set of the most 
essential non-credit banking services, for which 
customers are charged a fixed, very reasonable 
monthly fee.

In 2009 we introduced an important additional 
service to help companies optimise their cash 
management: savings accounts for businesses 
which allow them to earn interest on their ex-
cess liquidity while ensuring that they can ac-
cess their funds at any time. Due to the success 
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of our efforts to gain new business customers, 
the number of accounts held by legal entities 
and individual entrepreneurs increased by 39% 
to 17,409, and the total balance in such accounts 
increased by 3.1% to USD 28.2 million.

The total deposit volume decreased by 13.5% to 
USD 146.8 million. The total volume of current ac-
counts rose by 19.2% to USD 37.8 million, while 
savings accounts increased by 79.5% to USD 32.2 

million. The volume of term deposit accounts fell 
by 36.1% to USD 76.7 million.

In 2009, the volume of domestic money transfers 
decreased by 40.7% to USD 1.98 billion. Interna-
tional transfers were also down, falling by 0.77% 
to USD 380 million.
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Financial Results

The bank faced the challenges of 2009 with 
great confidence that was grounded in its inher-
ent strengths. Nonetheless, its financial results 
reflected both its success in meeting those chal-
lenges and the considerable impact of external 
factors.

Total assets decreased by 15.8% to USD 346.5 
million. This decline was driven primarily by a 
27.1% decrease in the gross loan portfolio to USD 
270.1 million, which in turn was due mainly to the 
increase in insolvency among borrowers, regula-
tory restrictions on lending, and the decline in the 
external value of the Hryvna. The portfolio at risk 
(PAR >30 days) increased from 2.77% to 6.9% and 
loan loss provisions rose from USD 13.3 million to 
USD 14.9 million. 

Despite the turbulence in financial markets, the 
bank maintained a strong, stable liquidity posi-
tion throughout 2009, and at year-end liquid as-
sets comprised 23.6% of total assets. This stabil-
ity allowed us to reduce long-term liabilities to 
international financial institutions (IFIs) by 22.8% 
to USD 120 million.

Although conditions in the deposit market re-
mained very challenging, by the end of the year 
we had succeeded in stabilising the customer de-
posit base. While in the first six months the total 
deposit portfolio decreased by 15.7%, starting in 
July deposits grew steadily, reaching USD 146.8 
million by year-end – an increase of 2.6% com-
pared to June 30. This growth demonstrated our 
clients’ high level of trust in the bank. At year-end, 
customer deposits represented 45.6% of total li-
abilities, up by 4.8 percentage points from 2008. 
The ratio of deposits to loans also increased from 
45.9% in 2008 to 54.7% at the end of 2009.

In addition, in 2009 both our shareholders and 
a key IFI provided strong support to enhance 
the bank’s financial position: Our equity was in-
creased by USD 10 million, with ProCredit Hold-
ing providing USD 8 million the EBRD contributing 
USD 2 million. Moreover, we obtained subordi-
nated debt from Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau 
which increased our total volume of subordinated 
debt by 64.1% to USD 23 million. The year-end 

capital adequacy ratio stood at 12.90% (2008: 
13.5%), well above the regulatory requirement of 
10%.

Net interest income amounted to USD 28.8 mil-
lion, which was 34% less than in 2008 due to 
the decrease in the loan portfolio and the central 
bank’s restrictions on lending. Nevertheless, in-
terest income contributed 85.72% of total operat-
ing income, and lending generated 98.9% of the 
interest income.

At USD 4.6 million, net fee and commission in-
come was down by 40% from 2008. However, 
after declining in the initial months of the year, 
fee income began to increase again. Most of the 
growth was generated by the rise in the volume 
of card transactions and money transfers, which 
the bank was able to increase despite the difficult 
economic environment.

Changes in the branch network and staff struc-
ture, together with other cost-saving measures, 
enabled us to reduce total administrative costs by 
32.1%. However, changes in the external environ-
ment had an adverse impact on the bank’s results 
for the year, which caused the cost-income ratio 
to rise to 92.67%.

Due to the impact of the financial crisis, the bank 
reported a net loss of USD 7.998 million in 2009, 
due primarily to the regulatory restrictions on 
loan disbursement and higher loan loss provi-
sions. The return on equity therefore declined 
further, from -6.49% in 2008 to -33.43% in 2009.

Outlook

In 2010 the political and economic outlook in 
Ukraine will undoubtedly remain uncertain. In 
2009, as the presidential elections in January 
2010 drew closer, the political climate was visibly 
affected, with adverse consequences for the abil-
ity of governmental institutions, as well as state 
bodies at all levels, to function properly. The up-
coming elections are expected to bring political 
changes. In addition to initiatives to deal with the 
consequences of the financial crisis, changes in 
economic policies are anticipated, as well as a 
further tightening of financial regulatory stand-
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ards. During most of 2010, banks will continue to 
face considerable uncertainty regarding various 
critical issues. These include the availability of 
medium- and long-term funds in local currency, 
the scope for foreign-currency lending, and over-
indebtedness on the part of borrowers. 

In its decision-making in 2010, ProCredit Bank 
will therefore inevitably place greater emphasis 
on tactical rather than strategic considerations, 
as its primary objective will be to maintain stable 
indicators and achieve cautious lending growth. 
Given the widespread lack of public confidence 
in banks in Ukraine, the high level of trust that 
we continue to enjoy among both businesses and 
retail clients will help us to increase our deposit 
base as well as gain new customers and boost 
our transaction volume. The bank’s infrastruc-
ture, organisational structure, and internal proc-
esses have been significantly enhanced, which 
will enable us to further improve both efficiency 
and service quality. Against this background, our 
expanded range of deposit products, as well as 
our increased focus on becoming a true “house 
bank” for SMEs, will provide a solid foundation 
for a gradual return to profitability.

Our highly conservative, defensive posture after 
the emergence of the financial crisis enabled us 
to deal successfully with the numerous adverse 
developments that made 2009 a very difficult 
year for banks in Ukraine. ProCredit Bank is en-
tering the year 2010 as a strong financial institu-
tion which is well prepared to operate in an envi-
ronment characterised by political instability as 
well as persistent problems in the financial sec-
tor and the economy as a whole.
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Risk Management

The financial crisis is still subjecting both banks 
and their clients to a prolonged stress test and 
reshaping the overall operating environment for 
banks in Ukraine. In line with its commitment to 
responsible banking, ProCredit Bank ensures that 
it can maintain the financial strength needed to 
support to its clients by placing a high priority on 
risk management. Its rigorous approach in this 
area meets the requirements of Germany’s finan-
cial supervisory authority (BaFin), which have 
been adopted by the ProCredit group as a world-
wide standard. The bank continues to offer sim-
ple, transparent, easy-to-understand products, 
thus bolstering customer confidence in times of 
change and crisis.

While ultimate responsibility for risk manage-
ment lies with senior management, the Risk Man-
agement Department works in close co-operation 
with the management to mitigate risk exposures. 
The Risk Management Department identifies, as-
sesses and monitors the risks to which the bank 
is exposed and makes arrangements to limit 
these risks.

Specialised committees which meet on a regular 
basis ensure that risks are identified and dealt 
with in a timely manner. These include the Assets 
and Liabilities Committee (ALCO), the Portfolio 
Credit Risk Committee, the Market Risk Commit-
tee and the Operational Risk Committee.

In accordance with the ProCredit group’s risk man-
agement policy, the bank reports its risk position 
both to ProCredit Holding’s Supervisory Board 
and to Group Risk Management on a quarterly ba-
sis. Some key risk indicators are reported more 
frequently. As a member of the group, our bank 
benefits from ProCredit Holding’s guidance in risk 
management and from the strong risk policies and 
procedures which it has established for the group. 
Our clearly defined risk management processes 
and procedures are supported by the bank’s cul-
ture of transparency and open communication as 
well as regular risk training for our employees.

Credit Risk

Our highly developed credit technology facilitates 
sound credit risk assessment. The bank clearly 
understands its clients’ credit needs and makes 

all lending decisions on an individual basis. Ini-
tially, an analysis of the applicant’s creditworthi-
ness is conducted by the loan officer, with the 
lending decision being taken by an independent 
credit committee. Outstanding loans are moni-
tored by the responsible loan officer over the en-
tire maturity period.

The bank introduced more rigorous eligibility re-
quirements for loan applicants in 2009. Together 
with our policy of maintaining a continuous dia-
logue with all borrowers, this measure further en-
hanced our ability to manage credit risk.
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Risk Management

As we focus on lending to small and medium-sized 
businesses, our loan portfolio consists of a large 
number of small loans. In 2009, 86.7% of the total 
number of loans disbursed (including card over-
drafts and refinancing) were for amounts below 
USD 10,000 , and at year-end the average amount 
outstanding was USD 10,514. The ten largest 
exposures accounted for only 8.7% of the gross 
portfolio. The portfolio is also highly diversified 
in terms of the economic sectors in which our cus-
tomers operate. Our emphasis on diversification 
proved especially valuable in the recessionary en-
vironment that characterised 2009.

The Portfolio Risk Committee monitors the lend-
ing process over the entire credit cycle and regu-
larly assesses the portfolio based on various cri-
teria. Together with our willingness to help clients 
deal with the economic downturn and meet their 
repayment obligations, monitoring by the com-
mittee enables us to promptly address adverse 
changes in the portfolio structure. The portfolio at 
risk (PAR - loans in arrears by more than 30 days) 
increased in 2009, and at year-end it stood at 
6.90% (2008: 2.77%). Most of the increase took 
place in the first half of the year; there was no sig-
nificant rise during the last two quarters. 
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Net write-offs amounted to USD 11.8 million, or 
4.40% of the total loan portfolio at year-end. The 
ratio of the allowance for loan impairment to the 
PAR (> 30 days) had decreased to 80.2% by year-
end. The ratio of provisions to the loan portfolio 
was 5.51%. 

In line with its rigorous, individualised approach 
to both credit analysis and post-disbursement 
monitoring, the bank also takes a conservative 
approach to provisioning. It performs individual 
default risk assessments for a high proportion of 
its loans (79.1% of the loans constituting the PAR 
over 30 days were individually assessed). Given 
that the bank forms loan-loss provisions using 
a conservative approach, and that all borrower 
groups with an overall exposure exceeding USD 
30,000 are individually assessed, we are able 
to ensure that sufficient loan-loss reserves are 
maintained. Nevertheless, arrears management 
will continue to be a top priority in 2010.

Market Risk

The bank focuses on its core business activities: 
retail deposit mobilisation and small business 
lending. It does not engage in speculative trans-
actions or proprietary trading, and also does not 
use derivatives. As a result, it has a low exposure 
to market risk.

In assessing interest rate risk, we use maturity 
structure and gap analysis as well as modified 
duration gap analysis. We also conduct stress-
test analyses based on statistical data and pro-
jections. Open currency positions, interest rates, 
duration gaps and stress scenarios are regularly 
monitored by the ALCO.

The bank uses foreign exchange maturity gap 
analysis to mitigate exchange rate risk. It seeks 
to maintain a very low open currency position 
(OCP), and as of December 31 the OCP was equiv-
alent to 2.51% of the total year-end capital.

At year-end, 36.6% of the outstanding portfo-
lio volume had a remaining maturity of over five 
years. The significant proportion of short-term 
loans allows us to re-price the loan portfolio on 
a regular basis.

Liquidity Risk

The ALCO is also responsible for monitoring the 
bank’s liquidity position. Based on liquidity gap 
analyses and the values for key liquidity indi-
cators, it adjusts the structure of assets and li-
abilities as needed. Monthly liquidity stress tests 
involving various scenarios are performed. With-
drawals are continuously assessed in order to de-
tect potential problems in a timely manner.

Most loans are repaid in monthly instalments, 
and thus the loan portfolio provides a constant 
inflow of liquidity from over 23,000 different 
businesses. Thanks to our open, transparent 
communication with customers, we were able to 
effectively manage the deposit portfolio despite 
the low level of public trust in the banking system. 
Our deposits are highly diversified and the aver-
age deposit size in 2009 was UAH 37,500 (USD 
4,700). In the latter part of the year, the bank had 
sufficient liquidity to deal with withdrawal vol-
umes similar to those seen in the fourth quarter 
of 2008. We knew we could rely on the group to 
provide additional funding if needed, and thus we 
did not have to request support from the Ukrain-
ian central bank or attempt to borrow on the local 
money market.

With a stable liquidity position throughout the 
year, the bank had a year-end current liquidity ra-
tio of 89.93% (2008: 87.02%). The deposit base 
showed a higher rate of decrease than the loan 
portfolio, however, and the ratio of loans to cus-
tomer funds was 182% at year-end.

Operational Risk

The bank introduced a new, enhanced Opera-
tional Risk Policy in 2009 which had been devel-
oped on the basis of international best practices. 
Moreover, all of our business processes are clear-
ly defined and well documented. We maintain 
an appropriate segregation of duties between 
departments and employees and strictly adhere 
to the “four-eyes principle” for approval of sensi-
tive transactions. Internal transparency and open 
communication facilitate the timely identification 
and mitigation of operational risks.
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Operational risk includes the risk of losses result-
ing from inadequate or failed systems and proc-
esses or from external events and human error. 
Exposure to this type of risk decreased substan-
tially in 2009 thanks to our system of regular risk 
assessments and controls and the implementa-
tion of the new Operational Risk Policy. Using the 
procedures it prescribes, we are now able to as-
sess the potential risks associated with all new 
projects, products and processes while they are 
still in the development stage.

The Operational Risk Committee regularly analy-
ses the information in our risk event and loss 
event databases, as well as other information 
prepared by the bank’s risk managers. The ef-
fectiveness of this system is enhanced by regu-
lar controls carried out by the Internal Audit De-
partment. Participation in the bank’s annual risk 
awareness training is mandatory for all employ-
ees.

Capital Adequacy 

As a member of the ProCredit group, the bank 
is required to maintain a capital adequacy ra-
tio (CAR) of at least 12%, in line with the Basel 
II standards. The local regulator requires a CAR 
of at least 10%. To ensure that we will continue 
to have sufficient capital coverage (Tiers I and II) 
for our risk-weighted assets, our shareholders 
carried out a USD 10 million capital increase in 
2009, underscoring their strong support for the 
bank. As a result, the CAR at year-end was 13.6%.

Following the decision by Fitch Ratings in Novem-
ber to lower the country ceiling in Ukraine at the 
end of 2009 from “B” to “B-”, its individual rat-
ing of ProCredit Bank was also downgraded to 
“B-”. At the same time, however, the institution’s 
national long-term rating was confirmed at the 
highest possible level of “AAA(ukr)”.
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Branch Network

At the beginning of 2009, ProCredit Bank’s 
branch network consisted of 74 offices in 28 cit-
ies. In developing the network, our goal has been 
to ensure that the geographic distribution of the 
branches makes our services accessible to as 
many members of our target groups as possible. 
We seek to provide the bank’s full range of prod-
ucts to our clients in large cities, smaller towns 
and rural areas. 

Despite the challenges posed by the difficult 
economic environment, we recognised that it 
also offered an opportunity to enhance our posi-
tion in the market as a socially responsible bank. 
Thus, we were one of the few banks in Ukraine 
that opened new offices in 2009. We inaugurated 
two new full-service branches, in Lviv and Zapor-
izhzhya, underscoring our continuing commit-
ment to a strategy of promoting stable growth by 
building long-term client relationships.

Enhancing operational efficiency and improving 
service quality remained our highest priorities 
in 2009. In line with these two related goals, we 
closely monitored the demand for banking serv-
ices in local markets and thoroughly analysed the 
locations of our branches in terms of visibility and 
accessibility. In order to address challenges in the 
market and improve efficiency, ProCredit Bank re-
located five branches in Kyiv, Odesa, Simferopol, 
and Kryvyi Rih. This move enabled us to strength-
en our position in these key cities.

During the second half of 2009, ProCredit Bank 
temporarily suspended operations in 12 branch-
es and merged them with other offices. This con-
solidation was undertaken to improve our ability 
to meet the challenges we face in our operating 
environment. When choosing which branches to 
merge, our priority was to ensure clients’ uninter-
rupted access to our services. We are confident 
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Branch Network

that these measures will contribute to the further 
improvement of customer service and support the 
future development of our business. At year-end, 
ProCredit Bank was operating through 64 offices 
in 27 cities: we had 11 retail branches provid-
ing non-credit services only and 53 full-service 
branches. 

In the coming years, ProCredit Bank will continue 
to follow the strategy which guided it in 2009. We 
will retain our focus on efficiency and high stand-
ards of customer service, striving to further im-
prove our performance in both areas. Specifically, 
by promoting staff development and responding 
to changes in the demand for banking services, 
we intend to lay the groundwork for sound, long-
term growth.
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We know that our people are the bank’s most 
important asset. Therefore, despite deteriorat-
ing economic conditions in 2009, ProCredit Bank 
Ukraine continued to make a significant invest-
ment in personnel development and in improv-
ing management skills at all levels. By provid-
ing greater opportunities for staff to take part 
in training and keep abreast of developments in 
their areas of activity, we strove to promote their 
professional growth, and hence their ability to 
contribute to our growth as an institution.

In responding to the rapid changes in our op-
erating environment in Ukraine, we faced the 
challenge of increasing our efficiency, which 
necessarily involved a careful assessment of 
our personnel needs. This led to a consolidation 
process which resulted in a decrease in the total 
number of employees to 1,417 by year-end, repre-
senting a decline of 30.4%. As part of our efforts 
to improve efficiency, we identified particularly 
successful managers and teams, encouraging 
them to share their skills and knowledge more 

broadly. In addition, we enabled them to take on 
new responsibilities as a way of enhancing our 
performance in a difficult operating environment.

During 2009 we conducted a total of 91 training 
measures for middle managers and junior spe-
cialists consisting of 149 training days. In addi-
tion, we continued to provide intensive induction 
training for all new staff. As evidenced by the 
size of our total training budget in 2009, which 
exceeded USD 1.1 million, we remained strongly 
committed to enabling our employees to fully re-
alise their potential for professional growth.

We recognise that developing middle managers’ 
skills is crucial for our continued success. In the 
highly competitive and turbulent Ukrainian mar-
ket, our mangers were forced to look for new ways 
of improving operations and our range of services 
in 2009. This resulted in a larger number of work-
shops and meetings with employees. To make 
these discussions more efficient and results-
oriented, a team of internal trainers developed a 

Organisation, Staff and Staff Development
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Organisation, Staff and Staff Development

soft-skills module on running effective meetings 
that was aimed at managers, heads of branches 
and head office staff. By year-end, a total of 294 
managers had participated in the training based 
on this module.

In line with the bank’s new strategy of attracting 
a larger number of SME and institutional clients, 
we also developed a specially tailored skills de-
velopment programme for staff who focus on 
such customers. It included training in effective 
telephone communication, the identification of 
potential clients and the collection of information 
to expand the bank’s database.

Like all of the other institutions in the ProCredit 
group, ProCredit Bank Ukraine requires its man-
agers and other key staff to have a good com-
mand of English. At the end of 2009, our new in-
house English language school in Kyiv opened its 
doors, and three groups of employees began the 
courses it offers at different learning levels. The 
school’s programme consists of four two-week 
blocks of instruction. In addition, 35 staff mem-
bers were selected to attend the English courses 
held by ProCredit Holding in Germany and Mac-
edonia.

In 2009, a total of 25 people participated in the 
senior management training programme at the 
ProCredit Academy in Germany and the course 
for middle managers at the Regional Academy for 
Eastern Europe in Macedonia. These programmes 
provide advanced training in banking, as well as 
instruction in general subjects and training in 
soft skills. Also, 19 of our middle managers at-
tended seminars at group level on topics ranging 
from marketing and IT to risk management and 
credit operations. Participation in these training 
measures allowed them to exchange ideas and 
experiences with colleagues from all of the other 
ProCredit banks.

Next year, all staff members of ProCredit Bank 
Ukraine will be offered an opportunity to improve 
their mathematics skills. Our plans for 2010 also 
include further improvements to our salary struc-
ture to make it fully transparent.
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Business Ethics and Environmental Standards

Part of the overall mission of the ProCredit group 
is to set standards in the financial sectors in 
which we operate. We want to make a difference 
not only in terms of the target groups we serve 
and the quality of the financial services we pro-
vide, but also with regard to business ethics. Our 
strong corporate values play a key role in this 
respect. Six essential principles guide the opera-
tions of the ProCredit institutions:

•   Transparency: We adhere to the princip-
le of providing transparent information both 
to our customers and the general public 
and to our employees, and our conduct is 
straightforward and open;

•   A culture of open communication: We are 
open, fair and constructive in our communi-
cation with each other, and deal with con-
flicts at work in a professional manner, work-
ing together to find solutions;

•   Social responsibility and tolerance: We of-
fer our clients sound advice and assess their 
economic and financial situation, business 
potential and repayment capacity so that 
they can benefit from the most appropriate 
loan products. Promoting a savings culture is 
an important part of our mission, and we are 
committed to treating all customers and em-
ployees with fairness and respect, regard-
less of their origin, colour, language, gender 
or religious or political beliefs;

•   Service orientation: Every client is served in 
a friendly, competent and courteous manner. 
Our employees are committed to providing 
excellent service to all customers, regard-
less of their background or the size of their 
business;

•   High professional standards: Our employees 
take personal responsibility for the quality of 
their work and always strive to grow as pro-
fessionals;

•   A high degree of personal commitment: This 
goes hand-in-hand with integrity and hon-
esty – traits which are required of all employ-
ees in the ProCredit group.

These six values represent the backbone of our 
corporate culture and are discussed and actively 
applied in our day-to-day operations. Moreover, 
they are reflected in the ProCredit Code of Con-
duct, which transforms the group’s ethical prin-
ciples into practical guidelines for all staff. To 

make sure that new employees fully understand 
all of the principles that have been defined, in-
duction training includes sessions dedicated to 
the Code of Conduct and its significance for all 
members of our team. Regular refresher training 
sessions help to ensure that employees remain 
committed to our high ethical standards and are 
kept abreast of new issues and developments 
which have an ethical dimension for our institu-
tion. These events allow existing staff to analyse 
recent case studies and discuss any grey areas.

Another aspect of ensuring that our institution 
adheres to the highest ethical standards is our 
consistent application of best practice systems 
and procedures to protect ourselves from being 
used as a vehicle for money laundering or other 
illegal activities such as the financing of terror-
ist activities. An important focus here is to “know 
your customer”, and, in line with this principle, 
to carry out sound reporting and comply with 
the applicable regulations. Updated anti-money 
laundering and fraud prevention policies are be-
ing introduced across the group to ensure compli-
ance with German regulatory standards.

We also set standards regarding  
the impact of our lending opera-
tions on the environment. ProCredit 
Bank Ukraine has implemented an 
environmental management sys-
tem based on continuous assess-
ment of the loan portfolio accord-
ing to environmental criteria, an 
in-depth analysis of all economic 
activities which potentially in-
volve environmental risks, and 
the rejection of loan applica-
tions from enterprises engaged 
in activities which are deemed 
environmentally hazardous 
and appear on our institution’s 
exclusion list. By incorporating environmental 
issues into the loan approval process, ProCredit 
Bank Ukraine is also able to raise its clients’ over-
all level of environmental awareness. We also 
ensure that requests for loans are evaluated in 
terms of the applicant’s compliance with ethical 
business practices. No loans are issued to enter-
prises or individuals if it is suspected that they 
are making use of unsafe or morally objection-
able forms of labour, in particular child labour.
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The ProCredit Group:  
Responsible Banks for Small Businesses and Ordinary People

The ProCredit group comprises 22 financial in-
stitutions whose business focus is on providing 
responsible banking services in transition econo-
mies and developing countries. We aim to provide 
accessible, reliable services to small businesses 
and the ordinary people who live and work in the 
neighbourhoods in which we operate. At the end 
of 2009 our 19,600 employees, working in more 
than 830 branches, were serving 3.1 million cus-
tomers in Eastern Europe, Latin America and Af-
rica.

The first ProCredit banks were founded more than 
a decade ago with the aim of making a significant 
development impact by promoting the growth of 
small businesses. We sought to achieve this by 
providing loans tailored to their requirements 
and offering attractive deposit facilities that 
would enable and encourage low-income individ-
uals and families to save. The group has grown 
strongly over the years, and today we are one of 
the leading providers of banking services to small 
business clients in most of the countries in which 
we operate.

Our development mission and socially respon-
sible approach remain as relevant today as they 
have always been. Indeed, their importance has 
been underscored by the widespread macroeco-
nomic decline which most of our countries of 
operation experienced in 2009. The challenges 
this has created for individual clients as well as 
for national economies are significant. While the 
impact has differed from country to country and 
from region to region, it is clear that our custom-
ers need a reliable banking partner now more 
than ever. Many small businesses have adjusted 
to the new environment and are beginning to in-
vest again, and ordinary people are regaining 
their trust in banks. That is why we will contin-
ue to apply the principles that have defined the  
ProCredit group since its foundation.

Our mission is to provide credit in a responsible 
manner to very small, small and medium-sized 
enterprises, as we are convinced that these busi-
nesses create the largest number of jobs and 
make a vital contribution to the local economy. 
Unlike most other banks operating in our mar-
kets, we avoid aggressive consumer lending and 
all speculative lines of business. Instead, the  

ProCredit banks work in close contact with their 
clients to gain a full understanding of the prob-
lems small businesses face and the opportuni-
ties that are available to them.

Our credit technology, developed over many years 
with the support of the German consulting com-
pany IPC, relies on the careful individual analysis 
of all credit risks. By making the effort to know 
our clients well and maintain long-term working 
relationships based on trust and understanding, 
we are well positioned to support them not only 
when the economy is buoyant, but also during a 
downturn and recovery. In 2009, the ability of our 
loan officers to proactively make appropriate ad-
aptations to payment plans where necessary to 
reflect clients’ new and more challenging sales 
environments has played an important role in 
maintaining good loan portfolio quality.

We not only extend loans, but also offer our en-
terprise clients a broad range of other banking 
services such as cash management, domestic 
and international money transfers, payroll servic-
es, POS terminals and payment and credit cards. 
These services are geared towards assisting our 
business clients to operate more efficiently and 
more formally and thus help to strengthen the 
real economy and the banking sector as a whole.

Furthermore, our targeted efforts to foster a 
savings culture in our countries of operation 
have enabled us to build a stable deposit base. 
ProCredit deposit facilities are appropriate for 
a broad range of lower- and middle-income cus-
tomers. We place particular emphasis on working 
with the owners, employees and families asso-
ciated with our core target group of very small, 
small and medium-sized businesses. ProCredit 
banks offer simple savings products and place 
great emphasis on promoting children’s savings 
accounts and on running financial literacy cam-
paigns in the broader community. In addition to 
deposit facilities, we offer our clients a full range 
of standard retail banking services. Despite con-
siderable public nervousness about the safety 
of banks and intense competition in the deposit 
market, the ProCredit institutions managed to 
steadily increase their overall retail deposit 
base in 2009, increasing the number of deposit 
accounts by some 300,000 and securing a very 
comfortable liquidity position for the group.
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ProCredit Holding Germany

ProCredit Bank Serbia

ProCredit Bank 
Bosnia and Herzegovina

ProCredit Bank Kosovo

ProCredit Bank Albania

ProCredit Bank Macedonia

ProCredit Bank 
Sierra Leone

ProCredit 
Savings and Loans Ghana

ProCredit Bank 
Democratic Republic of Congo

Banco ProCredit Mozambique

ProCredit Bank Ukraine

ProCredit Bank Moldova 

ProCredit Bank Romania

ProCredit Bank Georgia

ProCredit Bank Armenia

ProCredit Bank Bulgaria
ProCredit 
Mexico 

Banco ProCredit 
Honduras 

Banco ProCredit 
El Salvador

Banco ProCredit
Nicaragua

Banco ProCredit
Colombia 

Banco ProCredit 
Ecuador

Banco Los Andes
ProCredit Bolivia

The ProCredit Group:  
Responsible Banks for Small Businesses and Ordinary People

The international group

of ProCredit institutions;

see also

www.procredit-holding.com

The ProCredit group has a simple business mod-
el: providing banking services to a diverse range 
of enterprises and mobilising deposits from the 
ordinary people who live and work around our 
branches. As a result, our banks have a trans-
parent, low-risk profile. We do not rely heavily 
on capital market funding and have no exposure 
to complex financial products. Furthermore, our 
staff are well trained, flexible and able to pro-
vide competent advice to clients, guiding them 
through difficult times as well as good times. De-
spite the turmoil of the global financial markets, 
the performance of the ProCredit group has been 
remarkably stable: we ended 2009 with a good 
liquidity position, comfortable capital adequacy, 
PAR over 30 days of 2.68%, and a modest profit. 
Given the very difficult macroeconomic situation 
in many of our countries of operation, this was a 
strong performance. 

Our shareholders have always taken a conserva-
tive, long-term view of business development, 
aiming to strike the right balance between a 
shared developmental goal – reaching as many 
small enterprises and small savers as possible – 
and achieving commercial success.

Strong shareholders provide a solid foundation 
for the ProCredit group. It is led by ProCredit 
Holding AG, a German-based company that was 
founded by IPC in 1998. ProCredit Holding is a 
public-private partnership. The private share-
holders include: IPC and IPC Invest, an invest-
ment vehicle set up by IPC and ProCredit staff 
members; the Dutch DOEN Foundation; the US 
pension fund TIAA-CREF; the US Omidyar-Tufts 
Microfinance Fund; and the Swiss investment 
fund responsAbility. The public shareholders 
include the German KfW Bankengruppe (KfW 
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banking group); IFC, the private sector arm of the 
World Bank; the Dutch development bank FMO; 
the Belgian Investment Company for Developing 
Countries (BIO) and Proparco, the French Invest-
ment and Promotions Company for Economic 
Co-operation. The group also receives strong 
support from the EBRD and Commerzbank, our 
minority shareholders in Eastern Europe, and 
from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
in Latin America. With the strong support of its 
shareholders and other partners, the ProCredit 
group ended the year with a total capital adequa-
cy ratio of 16% – a figure that reflects their confi-
dence in the group.

ProCredit Holding is not only a source of equity 
for its subsidiaries, but also a guide for the de-
velopment of the ProCredit banks, providing the 
personnel for their senior management and of-
fering support in all key areas of activity. The 
holding company ensures the implementation of  
ProCredit corporate values, best practice bank-
ing operations and Basel II risk management 
principles across the group. The group’s busi-
ness is run in accordance with the rigorous regu-
latory standards imposed by the German banking 
supervisory authority (BaFin).

ProCredit Holding and the ProCredit group place 
a strong emphasis on human resource manage-
ment. Our “neighbourhood bank” concept is not 
limited to our target customers and how we reach 
them; it also concerns the way in which we work 
with our staff and how we encourage them to 
work with their customers. The strength of our re-
lationships with our customers will continue to be 
central to working with them effectively in 2010 
and achieving steady business results. 

A responsible approach to neighbourhood bank-
ing requires a decentralised decision-making 
process and a high level of judgment and adapt-
ability from all staff members, especially our 
branch managers. Our corporate values embed 
principles such as open communication, trans-
parency and professionalism into our day-to-
day business. Key to our success is therefore 
the recruitment and training of dedicated staff. 
We maintain a corporate culture that promotes 
the professional development of our employees 
while fostering a deep sense of personal and so-
cial responsibility. This entails not only intensive 
training in technical and management skills, but 
also frequent staff exchanges between our mem-
ber institutions. In this way, we take full advan-
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tage of the opportunities for staff development 
that are created by the existence of a truly inter-
national group.

A central plank in our approach to training is the 
ProCredit Academy in Germany, which provides a 
part-time “ProCredit Banker” training programme 
over a period of three years for high-potential 
staff from each of the ProCredit institutions. The 
curriculum includes intensive technical training 
and also exposes participants to subjects such 
as anthropology, history, philosophy and ethics 
in an open and multicultural learning environ-
ment. Our goal in covering such varied topics is 
to give our future managers the opportunity to 
develop their knowledge and views of the world. 
At the same time, we aim to improve their commu-
nication and staff management skills. The first 
ProCredit Academy participants graduated in 
September 2008. The group also operates three 
Regional Academies in Latin America, Africa and 
Eastern Europe to support the professional devel-
opment of middle managers at the local level.

The group’s strategy for 2010 will reflect the pre-
vailing conditions of the countries in which we 
work. We will further expand our business as the 
“house bank” of choice for small and very small 
enterprises, offering tailored loans and other 
banking services. In our lending activities, we will 

increase the minimum loan size for enterprise cli-
ents to EUR/USD 1,000-2,000 in most countries 
since we have found that below this limit there 
is broad access to loans from consumer finance 
providers, a situation which prevents us from 
maintaining loyal client relationships and keep-
ing arrears levels at a sustainable level in that 
particular segment. It follows that for these client 
groups we would rather offer deposit accounts 
and other banking services. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that our development impact can be more 
significant if we focus on issuing slightly larger 
loans to businesses with the greatest capacity 
for job creation. Our other priorities in the coming 
year will be to focus on loan portfolio quality and 
on further improving the efficiency of our bank-
ing services.

Strong investment in our staff will also remain a 
key priority since it is their skills which enable 
us to build strong, broad-based relationships 
with our clients, which are a particularly impor-
tant factor of success in volatile macroeconomic 
conditions. As a group of responsible banks for 
ordinary people with prudent policies and well-
trained staff to ensure our steady performance, 
we look forward to consolidating our position as a 
“house bank” for small businesses, their employ-
ees, and the ordinary people who live and work in 
the neighbourhoods around our branches.
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ProCredit in Eastern Europe

in the region is close to 90%. Thus, in 2009 we 
did not have to rely on unpredictable capital mar-
kets for funds.

And our experience in 2009 confirmed that our 
clients appreciate the transparent, responsible 
approach we take. We offer simple and reliable 
retail banking services, including flexible savings 
and deposit accounts to accommodate deposi-
tors’ long- and short-term needs. Our belief in 
transparent, direct communication is particularly 
important in fostering clients’ trust in these diffi-
cult times. We understand that our clients want to 
know in simple language how to save safely; they 
also want to access their money when they need 
it. Thanks to the trust that the public has placed 
in ProCredit, the group reported solid growth in 
customer deposits in 2009, although we did not 
participate in the very aggressive pricing cam-
paigns that many other banks undertook to shore 
up their liquidity positions. All the ProCredit in-
stitutions in Eastern Europe ended the year with 
a comfortable liquidity position, most without a 
significant increase in the average cost of funds.

ProCredit banks were also in a strong position to 
manage loan portfolio growth and quality. They 
had never participated in the aggressive consum-
er and corporate lending in which other banks 
had engaged, and which is now creating signifi-
cant loan portfolio problems in the region. We 
had always maintained that consumer loans have 
only limited development impact and risk creat-
ing overindebtedness if aggressively advertised 
and disbursed without adequate analysis of cli-
ents’ ability to repay a loan – and this is precisely 
the approach that financial institutions usually 
took to consumer lending in much of Eastern Eu-
rope in recent years.

Instead, at ProCredit we focus on providing re-
sponsible banking services to small entrepre-
neurs and family businesses. We aim to be their 
banking partner of choice, able to understand 
their needs and offer sound, professional advice. 
We believe that these businesses are still an im-
portant driving force behind economic growth and 
job creation across Eastern Europe. We continued 
lending strongly to small businesses throughout 
2009, although other banks significantly scaled 
back their lending activities. The only segment in 
which we slowed lending was that of very small 

ProCredit operates in 11 countries across Eastern 
Europe. It is a leading provider of banking serv-
ices to very small, small and medium-sized busi-
nesses in the region. It prides itself on the high 
standard of transparent, professional services 
it provides to all its clients – the ordinary peo-
ple who live and work in the vicinity of the 539  
ProCredit branches across the region.

2009 proved to be a very challenging year for 
Eastern Europe. The region had enjoyed sev-
eral years of sustained economic growth, in part 
fuelled by the rapid expansion of banking sectors 
dominated by Western European banks. The ef-
fects of the global financial crisis and the ensu-
ing global recession were bound to be felt across 
the region. In nearly all the countries in which we 
operate, banking sector growth stalled and there 
was a strong GDP decline in 2009. The nature 
and severity of the impact differed from country 
to country. At one extreme was Ukraine, in which 
GDP is estimated to have declined by more than 
15%, whilst other countries such as Kosovo and 
Albania experienced a less severe recession.

As a rule for banking sectors across Eastern Eu-
rope, though, 2009 was a year dominated by 
concerns first about liquidity and then about 
non-performing loans. The performance of the 
ProCredit group in Eastern Europe this year as 
regards liquidity and loan portfolio quality high-
lights both the important development role that 
the ProCredit banks play in the region and their 
relatively low risk profile.

The ProCredit banks in Eastern Europe quickly 
built a comfortable liquidity buffer in 2009, de-
spite the strong withdrawals of customer funds 
that most of our markets experienced in the last 
quarter of 2008. This reflected the trust and con-
fidence of our retail deposit clients.

ProCredit has focused for many years on promot-
ing a savings culture amongst its clients. Setting 
money aside can help protect savers against the 
uncertainties of life, and since the ratio of depos-
its to GDP in Eastern European countries is well 
below Western European levels, we believe that 
mobilising savings is an important development 
priority. Accordingly, ProCredit banks fund most 
of their lending activities from local savings. The 
ratio of deposits to loans in the ProCredit banks 
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ProCredit in Eastern Europe

“microenterprise loans” with volumes of less 
than EUR 2,000. In this segment, we found many 
families to indeed be overindebted due to exces-
sive use of consumer loans, and businesses to be 
less viable than in the past. Looking ahead, we 
plan to stop serving this segment of the market 
and focus above all on small and medium-sized 
clients taking loans in the size range from EUR 
2,000 – EUR 150,000.

Our approach is to provide business loans based 
on a careful, individual analysis of each client’s 
ability to meet his or her obligations. We have 
decentralised decision-making systems in place 
and a body of highly qualified staff who are able 
to conduct an efficient and reliable risk assess-
ment even in more volatile economic conditions. 
ProCredit is guided by a responsible, long-term 
attitude towards business development. We aim 
to build lasting relationships with our clients and 
do not forget that a loan is also a debt. 

These values are particularly pertinent when 
managing potential arrears in cases where cli-
ents have to adapt to lower-than-expected sales. 
In anticipation of the difficulties we felt would 
emerge in  2009, we introduced more conserva-
tive lending policies and more intensive arrears 
management procedures in response to greater 
credit risk. Our staff focused on working closely 
with our clients to help them understand and 

respond to changing conditions. This approach 
meant that our Eastern European banks ended 
the year with a PAR (>30 days) of 2.81% and a PAR 
(>90 days) of 1.93%. Only in our two most difficult 
markets, Ukraine and Bosnia, did the PAR (>30 
days) rise above 5% during the year. Relative to 
the banking sectors as a whole, this was a signifi-
cant achievement.

Our lending activities aim in particular to foster 
local production and service industries, and in-
clude the provision of agricultural loans. We are 
keen to support a sector that has been particu-
larly neglected by other banks and that is vital 
for employment and social cohesion outside the 
main urban areas. We also provide housing im-
provement loans to help families renovate their 
homes and improve energy efficiency.

Given our focus on quality rather than quan-
tity, the group did not increase the number of 
branches significantly in 2009, and the number 
of staff was also reduced. In 2010 we expect 
the macroeconomic situation in Eastern Europe 
to continue to be difficult. Our focus will still be 
on the quality of our staff and on deepening our 
relationships with our clients. Only our newer 
banks, in Armenia and Moldova, are likely to add 
branches. In all countries, we aim to consolidate 
our position as the most reliable banking partner 
for small and medium-sized enterprises.
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Our staff is the key element in our approach to be-
ing a stable, down-to-earth and personal banking 
partner. The ProCredit group has a strong commit-
ment to staff training, professional development 
and the cultivation of an open, honest commu-
nication culture. Staff exchanges, cross-border 
training programmes and regional workshops 
are an important part of our approach. We have 
an Eastern European Academy, located near Sko-
pje in Macedonia, which is dedicated to the train-
ing of ProCredit middle managers. The Academy 
is an important channel for rapid and consistent 
communication region-wide and one that helps 
us adapt quickly to face new challenges: More 

than 200 managers have already graduated from 
the six-week intensive course since the facility 
was founded. A language centre at the Academy 
also provides residential English courses, max-
imising the potential for international exchange 
within the group. Like all prudent banks, we will 
continue to focus on efficient cost management 
in 2010 and beyond. Investment in our staff is, 
however, an ongoing commitment and will remain 
a central plank in the ProCredit Bank approach. 
A qualified, motivated and professional team lies 
at the root of our lasting success across Eastern 
Europe.
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*  The figures in this section have been compiled on the basis of the financial and operational reporting performed in accordance with group-
wide standards; they may differ from the figures reported in the bank’s local statements.

Name

ProCredit Bank
Albania

ProCredit Bank
Armenia

ProCredit Bank
Bosnia and Herzegovina

ProCredit Bank
Bulgaria

ProCredit Bank 
Georgia

ProCredit Bank
Kosovo

ProCredit Bank
Macedonia

ProCredit
Moldova

ProCredit Bank
Moldova

ProCredit Bank
Romania

ProCredit Bank
Serbia

ProCredit Bank
Ukraine

Highlights*

Founded in October 1998
42 branches
39,443 loans / EUR 153.6 million in loans
192,840 deposit accounts / EUR 246.5 million
867 employees

Founded in December 2007
9 branches
3,847 loans / EUR 23.5 million in loans
15,479 deposit accounts / EUR 13.0 million
239 employees

Founded in October 1997
26 branches
39,762 loans / EUR 119.7 million in loans
105,106 deposit accounts / EUR 124.1 million
662 employees

Founded in October 2001
86 branches
55,504 loans / EUR 550.8 million in loans
227,104 deposit accounts / EUR 334.7 million
1,797 employees

Founded in May 1999
59 branches
63,993 loans / EUR 220.9 million in loans
400,215 deposit accounts / EUR 159.0 million
1,680 employees

Founded in January 2000
62 branches
99,336 loans / EUR 471.7 million in loans
399,539 deposit accounts / EUR 638.3 million
1,177 employees

Founded in July 2003
41 branches
31,999 loans / EUR 135.8 million in loans
134,603 deposit accounts / EUR 142.3 million
689 employees

Founded in December 1999
1 branch
7,108 loans / EUR 13.0 million in loans
85 employees

Founded in December 2007
27 branches
6,715 loans / EUR 22.4 million in loans
22,646 deposit accounts / EUR 12.7 million
533 employees

Founded in May 2002
43 branches
35,533 loans / EUR 180.5 million in loans
136,576 deposit accounts / EUR 133.3 million
1,006 employees

Founded in April 2001
79 branches
118,249 loans / EUR 472.9 million in loans
450,656 deposit accounts / EUR 345.7 million
1,864 employees

Founded in January 2001
64 branches
25,510 loans / EUR 188.3 million in loans
121,435 deposit accounts / EUR 104.7 million
1,417 employees

Contact

Legal address: Sami Frasheri St., Tirana
Mailing address: Dritan Hoxha St., Tirana
P.O. Box 2395
Tel./Fax: +355 4 2 271 272 / 276
info@procreditbank.com.al
www.procreditbank.com.al

31/99 Moskovyan St.
0002 Yerevan
Tel./Fax: + 374 10 514 860 / 853
info@procreditbank.am
www.procreditbank.am

8 Emerika Bluma
71000 Sarajevo
Tel./Fax: +387 33 250 950 / 971
info@procreditbank.ba
www.procreditbank.ba

26 Todor Aleksandrov Blvd.
1303 Sofia
Tel./Fax: +359 2 813 5100 / 5110
contact@procreditbank.bg
www.procreditbank.bg

154 D. Agmashenebeli Ave.
0112 Tbilisi
Tel./Fax: +995 32 20 2222 / 24 3753
info@procreditbank.ge
www.procreditbank.ge

16 “Mother Tereze” Boulevard
10000 Prishtina
Tel./Fax: +381 38 555 777 / 248 777
info@procreditbank-kos.com
www.procreditbank-kos.com

109a Jane Sandanski Blvd.
1000 Skopje
Tel./Fax: +389 2 321 99 00 / 01
info@procreditbank.com.mk
www.procreditbank.com.mk

65 Stefan cel Mare Ave.
office 900, Chisinau
Tel./Fax: +373 22 836555 / 273488
office@procredit.md
www.procredit.md

65 Stefan cel Mare Ave.
office 901, Chisinau
Tel./Fax: +373 22 836555 / 273488
office@procreditbank.md
www.procreditbank.md

62-64 Buzesti St., Sector 1
011017 Bucharest
Tel./Fax: +40 21 201 6000 / 305 5663
headoffice@procreditbank.ro
www.procreditbank.ro

17 Milutina Milankovica
11070 Belgrade
Tel./Fax: +381 11 20 77 906 / 905
info@procreditbank.rs
www.procreditbank.rs

107a Peremohy Ave.
03115 Kyiv
Tel./Fax: +380 44 590 10 17 / 01
info@procreditbank.com.ua
www.procreditbank.com.ua
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Our Clients

Pavlo Tkachkenko and his wife Oksana, both 33, 
are lawyers. They have two children – Dariya, 6, 
and Danylo, 9. Both parents work in Donetsk, 
a large city in eastern Ukraine, and that is also 
where the family lives.

In 2008, after having worked as lawyers a number 
of years, Pavlo and Oksana decided to set up a 
notarial office in Donetsk with Oksana in charge. 
In the beginning, Pavlo assisted Oksana in run-
ning the office, but then he took a position with 
a local property developer. In September 2009, 
soon after the notarial office was established, 
Oksana opened a current account for it at one 
of ProCredit Bank’s branches in Donetsk. Col-
leagues had recommended the bank to the cou-
ple, stressing its soundness and fast service. But 
it was primarily the convenience of ProCredit’s 
opening hours that initially attracted them to the 
bank, as Pavlo recalls:

“We really needed a bank that would provide 
reliable, attractively priced banking services, and 

ProCredit was the only bank in the city that was 
open after six. That was very important to us,  

 as we both worked full-time.”

The staff at their branch were always avail- 
able if they needed advice or assistance, and  
it soon became clear to Pavlo and Oksana that 
ProCredit’s employees took a real interest in 
them. Thus, about a month after they set up the 
current account for Oksana’s notarial office, the 

couple began making use of other services of-
fered by the bank: Pavlo opened a term deposit 
account for USD 35,000.

The Tkachenkos have now been customers of 
ProCredit Bank for over four years, and they have 
always been very satisfied with the quality of its 
service. Not surprisingly, they have continued to 
expand their relationship with the bank. Pavlo 
currently has six deposits and a card account, 
and Oksana makes use of two card accounts, 
deposit facilities and the bank’s Savings Pro-
gramme. They know that by using ProCredit’s de-
posit products they are helping to build a more 
secure future for their family. Pavlo and Oksana 
began teaching their children the value of saving 
at an early age, and they recently opened Chil-
dren’s Savings Accounts for Danylo and Dariya.

Pavlo currently works for a large construction 
company in Donetsk, where he organises and 
manages property development projects. He en-
joys his job because it is helping him to achieve 
his long-term goals in a way that is consistent 
with his personal values. Oksana feels the same 
way about her work. And because they recognise 
that ProCredit Bank shares the same values that 
guide them in their lives, the couple are sure that 
they will remain loyal customers of the bank for 
many years to come.
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Boris Chernyshov, 49, and his wife Tetiana, 55, 
live in Makiyivka, a city in south-eastern Ukraine, 
and have been married for over 30 years. Thanks 
to Boris’s calm perseverance in the face of adver-
sity and his wife’s strong character, the couple 
have always been able to enjoy life despite the 
inevitable setbacks.

Boris is from Makiyivka and for many years he 
worked in a nearby coal mine. Fifteen years ago he 
survived an explosion there that took the lives of 
12 other miners. He almost died himself and was 
never able to work again as a miner. He stayed on 
at the mine, though, as a locksmith, and eventu-
ally took up artistic metalworking and forging as 
a hobby. Over a year ago, Boris began receiving 
a disability pension, and he now spends a lot of 
time in his workshop, creating attractive objects 
with unique designs.

A devoted and caring wife and mother of two 
daughters, Tetiana helps her husband cultivate 
their vegetable garden and tend the more than 30 
goats they keep. In addition, this tireless wom-
an also works as a shooting instructor and as a 
teacher in a driving school. Tetiana attributes her 
optimism and positive outlook to the fact that she 
is always on the go.

The Chernyshovs began using the services of 
ProCredit Bank three years ago, having first been 
attracted by the appearance of the Makiyivka 
branch and its friendly, welcoming atmosphere. 

Initially, they applied for, and received, a loan in 
the amount of USD 4,000 to renovate their house.

“The application procedure was very simple and 
the loan officer explained everything in language 

that we could easily understand. We used the 
money to purchase new heating and water-supply 

systems and installed everything ourselves,  
as hiring someone would have been 

 very expensive,”
comments Boris.

After finishing the work, they began renovating 
their eldest daughter’s apartment, taking out a 
second home improvement loan from the bank, 
this time for USD 2,500. In addition, Boris was 
one of the first pensioners in Makiyivka to sign 
up for ProCredit Bank’s new Pension Programme, 
which was launched in May 2009, after the gov-
ernment authorised the payment of pensions di-
rectly into accounts at the bank. He particularly 
appreciates the prompt service he receives and 
the bank’s attention to his individual needs. 

“We always recommend ProCredit Bank to our 
friends as a bank which will assist them in find-

ing appropriate solutions, regardless of their 
banking needs. Pensioners in particular have 

special requirements, and they need a bank that 
builds close client relationships and really cares 
about its customers. And that perfectly describes 

ProCredit Bank’s approach,”
says Tetiana.
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Anna and Alik Sapronovy are very fond of their  
“babies” – two successful businesses. The cou-
ple, who live in Donetsk, are the joint owners of 
the Antares Tea Company, also located in Donetsk. 
Antares imports high-quality teas and other food 
items and distributes them to retail outlets in 
Ukraine. Two years ago, Anna and Alik also started 
a hotel. They have two sons, and in addition to 
her responsibilities as a parent, Anna also handles 
marketing for both of the businesses.

Antares was established in 1996 and has grown 
from a small regional distributor to become a ma-
jor player in the Ukrainian tea and coffee market. 
Numerous producers from Sri Lanka, Japan and 
Western Europe have contracted the company to 
promote and distribute their brands in Ukraine. It 
also processes imported tea in a facility in which 
experts from Sri Lanka closely supervise all oper-
ations. In line with its ambitious growth strategy, 
Antares is continually improving its distribution 
system and expanding its portfolio of brands.

Five years ago,  Anna and Alik first made use of 
ProCredit Bank’s services for Antares, based on 
recommendations from friends. Their company 
had begun to expand and the number of staff had 
grown from 85 to 135. They needed a variety of 
banking services to support its growing opera-
tions, and with this in mind they opened current 
accounts with ProCredit. They are now also using 
its Internet banking facilities and a credit line. 
Antares took out its first loan from the bank in 
2005, for USD 100,000, to finance working capi-

tal, and since then it has obtained further loans 
to finance transport facilities and other equip-
ment and to meet working capital needs. The 
largest loan it has taken out so far was for USD 
989,000. Antares has grown considerably over 
the past few years, due not least to the financing 
support provided by ProCredit Bank.

The couple’s second successful business started 
in 2007 with the launch of a family holiday re-
sort. They currently operate three seaside resort 
complexes in Ukraine under the name “Akvatika”. 
The hotels are doing well because more and more 
Ukrainians are now spending their holidays in 
their own country rather than travelling abroad. 

“We began working with ProCredit Bank in 
November 2004. We make use of various prod-
ucts and services offered by the bank and look 

forward to continuing our successful relationship 
with this sound, stable institution. We greatly 

appreciate its prompt service and the employees’ 
flexibility, as well as the responsible approach 

they take to serving their clients,”
says Anna.
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In 1990, while on his way to Kharkiv, Vadym Shapo-
valov, a young man from Moldova, decided to visit a 
friend in Odesa. He had only planned to stay a few 
days, but Vadym so liked the city that he decided to 
settle there permanently. He entered Odesa State 
Polytechnic University and graduated with a de-
gree in wireless electronics. While a student, he 
met his wife Tetiana. The couple have a 15-year-old 
daughter, Anastasia.

In 1997 Vadym and Tetiana, who is an engineer, 
decided to start their own business in Odesa – a 
bold undertaking given the state of the Ukrainian 
economy at that time. Vadym knew he could use 
his professional training in the business, as they 
planned to make window blinds and other related 
products involving automated wireless control de-
vices. They decided to call the company “Venice”, 
as venetian blinds would be an important part of 
their product range.

“We began with a lot of enthusiasm and a very 
small staff – only three employees, compared to 
27 today. “Venice” started out by merely assem-

bling simple horizontal sun blinds,”
Vadym recalls. 

The company currently offers a wide variety of 
window and door blinds and also supplies com-
ponents for the production of sun blinds and mos-
quito nets. Most of the materials for such products 
must be purchased abroad, and thus firms that can 
import these items in bulk can capture a substan-
tial share of the local market. According to Vadym:

“The year 2000 was a real breakthrough for us. 
That was when our dealer network began to ex-
pand. And in 2003 we started working with sup-

pliers in China, enabling us to sell components to 
smaller Ukrainian producers and become a major 

player in the market.”

The company became a customer of ProCredit 
Bank in 2006, when it needed additional funds 
and had experienced problems in obtaining  
a working capital loan from the bank it was using. 

“We simply received a call from a client adviser 
at ProCredit Bank. We were favourably impressed 
with what he had to say. We decided to accept the 
bank’s offer and applied for, and received, a loan 

for USD 8,900,”
says Vadym. 

Since then, ProCredit Bank has provided further 
loans to help “Venice” finance working capital and 
buy modern equipment. Its largest loan to date 
was for USD 350,000. The company now also uses 
the bank’s settlement and cash management serv-
ices.

Although the economic crisis has caused the com-
pany’s sales to decline to their 2006 level, Vadym 
and Tetiana remain optimistic. They know they 
can count on ProCredit Bank continuing support 
to help them deal with the changes in their op-
erating environment and make the most of future 
opportunities.
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Financial Statements
International Financial Reporting Standards
Financial Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report
31 December 2009
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Statement of Financial Position     
For the year ended 31 December 2009
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In thousands of US Dollars Note 2009 2008
Interest income 28 55,029 81,611
Interest expense 28 (26,186) (35,945)
Net interest income  28,843 45,666
   
Allowance for impairment of loans to customers  35 (13,766) (8,211)
Net interest income after allowance for loan impairment   15,077 37,455
   
Fee and commission income 29 5,789 8,607
Fee and commission expense 29 (1,144) (1,446)
Net fee and commission income  4,645 7,161
   
Gains less losses from trading in foreign currencies  3,180 2,256
Foreign exchange translation gains less losses  (11) 1,203
Trading result  3,169 3,459
   
Other operating income  199 125
Administrative and other operating expenses  30 (34,153) (50,321)
Loss before tax  (11,063) (2,121)
    
Income tax credit 31 3,065 82
Loss for the year  (7,998) (2,039)

Statement of Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 31 December 2009

In thousands of US Dollars  2009 2008
Loss for the year  (7,998) (2,039)
Exchange differences on translation to foreign currencies  (930) (13,887)
Other comprehensive income for the year  (930) (13,887)
  
Total comprehensive income for the year  (8,928) (15,926)

Income Statement    
For the year ended 31 December 2009

The notes set out on pages 48 to 83 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 31 December 2009

In thousands of US Dollars Note Share Share  (Deficit) / Currency  Other Total  
  capital premium retained translation reserves equity
    earnings reserve    
Balance at 1 January 2008 
(as previously reported)  29,702 154 9,517 – – 39,373
Reclassification of currency translation reserve (Note 6)  –  –  (190) 1,154 (964)  –
Balance at 1 January 2008 (as adjusted)  29,702 154 9,327 1,154 (964) 39,373
Total comprehensive income for the year  (10,221) (53) (2,039) (13,887) 10,274 (15,926)
       
Balance at 31 December 2008  19,481 101 7,288 (12,733) 9,310 23,447
Total comprehensive income for the year  (942) (4) (7,998) (930) 946 (8,928)
Capital increase 44 9,889 – – – – 9,889
Balance at 31 December 2009  28,428 97 (710) (13,663) 10,256 24,408

The notes set out on pages 48 to 83 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 31 December 2009

In thousands of US Dollars Note 2009 2008

Cash flows from operating activities   
Interest received   53,644 80,193
Interest paid   (28,954) (32,261)
Fees and commissions received  5,883 8,580
Fees and commissions paid  (1,146) (1,057)
Income received from trading in foreign currencies  3,180 2,237
Other operating income received  199 92
Staff costs paid  (16,990) (25,256)
Administrative and other operating expenses paid  (14,390) (19,241)
Income tax paid  – (1,801)
Cash flows from operating activities before changes in operating assets and liabilities  1,426 11,486
   
Net Changes in operating assets and liabilities   
Mandatory reserve balances 32 2,376 (24)
Due from other banks 33 (37,244) 8,208
Loans and advances to customers 34 86,994 (22,733)
Other assets 38 (61) (1,573)
Due to other banks  (93) (18,368)
Customer accounts 39 (20,296) (14,627)
Other liabilities  (15) 1,272
Net cash from / (used in) in operating activities  33,087 (36,359) 
    
Cash flows from investing activities   
Acquisition of investment securities available-for-sale  – (152)
Acquisition of premises and equipment 36 (657) (4,763)
Proceeds from disposal of premises and equipment  – 31
Acquisition of intangible assets 37 (326) (213)
Net cash used in investing activities  (983) (5,097)
   
Cash flows from financing activities   
Repayment of debt securities in issue 41 (2,518) (35,049)
Proceeds from other borrowed funds 40 – 84,232
Repayment of other borrowed funds 40 (46,618) (13,579)
Proceeds from subordinated debt 43 9,000 3,240
Issue of ordinary shares 44 9,889 –
Net cash (used in) / from financing activities  (30,247) 38,844
   
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents  (275) (1,297)
Net changes in cash and cash equivalents  1,582 (3,909)
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year  29,926 33,835
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 32 31,508 29,926

The notes set out on pages 48 to 83 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
31 December 2009
(in thousands of US Dollars unless otherwise indicated)

A. Basis of Presentation

1) Compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards

ProCredit Bank (“the Bank”) prepares its financial statements ac-
cording to International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). 
The Bank’s financial statements for the year ended 31 December 
2009 are prepared in accordance with IFRS as issued by the IASB 
and its predecessor body. Additionally, the interpretations issued 
by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee 
(“IFRIC”) and its predecessor body have been applied.
There was no early adoption of any standard which is not yet ef-
fective.

2) Compliance with Local Law

The Bank was incorporated and is domiciled in Ukraine. As of today, 
the Bank is a public joint stock company according to the Ukrain-
ian legislative requirements. The Bank was initially founded as 
a closed joint stock company named Microfinance Bank and was 
registered by the National Bank of Ukraine (the “NBU”) on 28 De-
cember 2000 registration number 276. On 30 September 2003, by 
the resolution of its shareholders the Bank changed its name from 
Microfinance Bank to ProCredit Bank. This change was implement-
ed in recognition of the full-service bank strategy and emphasises 
the fact that the Bank belongs to the network of ProCredit Banks 
in Eastern Europe, Latin America and Africa. In September 2009, 
following the requirements of the new Joint Stock Company Law of 
Ukraine and amendments to the Law on Banks and Banking provid-
ing that banks in Ukraine may only exist in the form of public joint 
stock companies or cooperative banks, the Bank changed its cor-
porate form to a public joint stock company, retaining all rights and 
obligations of the former closed joint stock company without any 
limitation. The Bank’s immediate parent and ultimate controlling 
party is ProCredit Holding AG (2008: ProCredit Holding AG).

Principal activity
The Bank’s principal business activity is rendering a full range of 
commercial banking and corporate finance services with the focus 
being on the provision of financial services to very small, small and 
medium-sized economic entities in Ukraine for the purpose of mak-
ing a profit and supporting the social and economic development 
of Ukraine. The Bank operates under a full banking licence issued 
by the National Bank of Ukraine since 29 January 2001, licence 
number 195.
The Bank has 64 (2008: 74) branches throughout Ukraine.

Registered address and place of business
The Bank’s registered address and place of business is:
107-A, Peremohy Avenue, 
Kyiv, 03115,
Ukraine

3) Operating Environment of the Bank

The Ukrainian economy while deemed to be of market status con-
tinues to display certain characteristics consistent with that of 
an economy in transition. These characteristics include, but are 
not limited to, low levels of liquidity in the capital markets, high 

inflation and the existence of currency controls, which cause the 
national currency to be illiquid outside of Ukraine.  The stability of 
the Ukrainian economy will be significantly impacted by the Gov-
ernment’s policies and actions with regard to administrative, legal, 
and economic reforms. As a result, operations in Ukraine involve 
risks that are not typical for developed markets. 
The Ukrainian economy is vulnerable to market downturns and 
economic slowdowns elsewhere in the world. The global financial 
crisis has resulted in a decline in the gross domestic product, capi-
tal markets instability, and significant deterioration in the liquid-
ity in the banking sector, tighter credit conditions within Ukraine, 
and significant devaluation of the Ukrainian hryvnia against major 
currencies. Furthermore, the downgrade of the country’s credit 
ratings, which began in late 2008, continued in 2009. Whilst the 
Ukrainian Government continues to introduce various stabilisation 
measures aimed at supporting the exchange rate and the banking 
sector, there continues to be uncertainty regarding exchange rates, 
access to capital and its cost for the Bank and its counterparties. 
At the same time, the global economic recession has also had a 
significant impact on Ukraine’s balance of payments resulting from 
a drop in exports. These factors could affect the Bank’s financial 
position, results of operations and business prospects. 
In addition, the borrowers of the Bank may have been affected by 
deterioration in their own liquidity, which could in turn affect their 
ability to repay the amounts due to the Bank. To the extent that in-
formation is available, the Bank has reflected revised estimates of 
expected future cash flows in its impairment assessment. 
Whilst management believes it is taking appropriate measures to 
support the sustainability of the Bank’s business in the current cir-
cumstances, continued and unexpected further deterioration in the 
areas described above could negatively affect the Bank’s results 
and financial position in a manner not currently determinable. 

4) Use of Assumptions and Estimates

The Bank’s financial reporting and its financial results are influ-
enced by accounting policies, assumptions, estimates, and man-
agement judgement, which necessarily have to be made in the 
course of preparation of the financial statements. 
All estimates and assumptions required in conformity with IFRS 
are best estimates undertaken in accordance with the applicable 
standard. Estimates and judgements are evaluated on a continuous 
basis, and are based on past experience and other factors, includ-
ing expectations with regard to future events and are considered 
appropriate under the given circumstances.
Accounting policies and management’s judgements for certain 
items are especially critical for the Bank’s results and financial 
situation due to their materiality in amount. For the Bank, this ap-
plies to:

Allowances for impairment of loans
The Bank regularly reviews its loans and receivables to assess im-
pairment. The Bank uses its judgement to estimate the amount of 
any impairment loss in cases where a borrower is in financial dif-
ficulties and there are few available sources of historical data re-
lating to similar borrowers. Similarly, the Bank estimates changes 
in future cash flows based on the observable data indicating that 
there has been an adverse change in the payment status of bor-
rowers in a group, or national or local economic conditions that 
correlate with defaults on assets in the group. Management uses 
estimates based on historical loss experience for assets with credit 
risk characteristics and objective evidence of impairment similar to 
those in the group of loans and receivables. The Bank uses its ex-
perienced judgement to adjust observable data for a group of loans 
or receivables to reflect current circumstances.
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Further information on the Bank’s accounting policy on loan loss 
provisioning can be found in Note 13 and Note 35.

Tax legislation
Ukrainian tax, currency and customs legislation is subject to vary-
ing interpretations. The fiscal year of the Bank is the calendar year. 
Refer to Note 18.

Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets are recognised in respect of tax losses to the 
extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against 
which the losses can be utilised. Judgment is required to determine 
the amount of deferred tax assets that can be recognised, based 
upon the likely timing and level of future taxable profits, together 
with future tax planning strategies.

Initial recognition of related party transactions
In the normal course of business the Bank enters into transactions 
with its related parties. IAS 39 requires initial recognition of finan-
cial instruments based on their fair values. Judgement is applied 
in determining if transactions are priced at market or non-market 
interest rates, where there is no active market for such transac-
tions. The basis for judgement is pricing for similar types of trans-
actions with unrelated parties and effective interest rate analysis. 
Particularly, the related parties of the Bank include such entities as 
international financial institutions. Facilities provided by these en-
tities in developing countries are at rates lower than those provided 
by commercial organisations. On the other hand, lending by these 
entities can be considered as a specific market as such rates are 
applied to all entities receiving facilities from international finan-
cial institutions. Based on this no gain on initial recognition of such 
facilities was recognised. Terms and conditions of related party 
balances are disclosed in Note 54.

Investments carried at cost
Management could not reliably estimate fair value of the Bank’s 
available-for-sale investments in the shares of First Ukrainian 
Credit Bureau and ProCredit Regional Academy Eastern Europe, LLC 
in Skopje. The investments are carried at cost of USD 127 thousand 
(2008: USD 131 thousand). The shares of this investee are not quot-
ed and recent trade prices are not publicly accessible. The Bank has 
no intention of selling its investments.

Going concern
The Bank’s management has made an assessment of the Bank’s 
ability to continue as a going concern and is satisfied that the Bank 
has the resources to continue in business for the foreseeable fu-
ture. Furthermore, the management is not aware of any material un-
certainties that may cast significant doubt upon the Bank’s ability 
to continue as a going concern. Therefore, the financial statements 
continue to be prepared on the going concern basis.

Presentation currency
These financial statements are presented in thousands of United 
States dollars (“USD thousands”). For computational reasons, the 
figures in the tables may exhibit rounding differences of ± one unit 
(USD, %, etc).
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of 
these financial statements are set out below. These policies have 
been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless oth-
erwise stated.

5) Accounting Developments

a)  Standards, amendments and interpretations effective on or 
after January 1, 2009

The following standards, or amendments to standards, were issued 
in 2008 or before and become effective for annual periods begin-
ning on or after 1 January 2009: Amendment to IFRS 2 “Share-
based payment – Vesting Conditions and Cancellations”, IFRS 8 
“Operating Segments”, Revised IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial 
Statements”, Revised IAS 23 “Borrowing Costs”, IFRIC 13 “Cus-
tomer Loyalty Programmes”. The amendments to IFRS 2, IFRS 8 and 
IFRIC 13 do not have any effect on the Bank ś financial statements. 
The revised IAS 1 has an impact on the presentation of the finan-
cial statements; and the revised IAS 23 has a minor impact on the 
Bank ś financial statements.
In June 2006 the IASB issued amendments to IAS 32 and IAS 1 
“Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liqui-
dation”. The amendments are applicable for annual periods begin-
ning on or after 1 January 2009. These amendments do not have 
any impact on the Bank’s financial statements.
On 22 May 2008, the IASB published amendments to IFRS 1 and 
IAS 27 “Cost of an Investment in a Subsidiary, Jointly-Controlled 
Entity or Associate”, which are applicable for annual periods begin-
ning on or after 1 January 2009. The amendments have no impact 
on the Bank ś financial statements.
In May 2008, the IASB published “Improvements to International 
Financial Reporting Standards” which are partly applicable start-
ing from January 2009 and partly starting from January 2010. None 
of them have an impact on the Bank’s financial statements.
On 5 March 2009, the IASB issued amendments to IFRS 4 “Insur-
ance Contracts” and IFRS 7 “Financial Instruments: Disclosures”. 
These amendments are applicable for annual periods beginning on 
or after 1 January  2009. Adoption of the amendments has no sig-
nificant impact on the Bank’s financial statements.
On 12 March 2009, the amendments to IFRIC 9 and IAS 39 “Embed-
ded Derivatives” were issued by the IASB. These amendments are 
applicable for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2009. 
The amendments have no impact on the financial statements of the 
Bank.

b)  Standards and interpretations issued but not yet effective

Amendment to IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: recognition and 
measurement” – Eligible Hedged Items
The amendment to IAS 39 was issued in August 2008, and becomes 
effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2009. The 
amendment addresses the designation of a one-sided risk in a 
hedged item, and designation of inflation as a hedged risk or por-
tion in particular situations. It clarifies that an entity is permitted 
to designate a portion of the fair value changes or cash flow vari-
ability of a financial instrument as hedged item.  Management does 
not expect the amendment to IAS 39 to affect the Bank’s financial 
statements as the Bank has not entered into any such hedges. 

IFRS 3 “Business Combinations” (revised in January 2008) and IAS 
27 “Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements” (revised in 
January 2008)
The revised standards were issued in January 2008 and become 
effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 July 2009. Re-
vised IFRS 3 introduces a number of changes in the accounting for 
business combinations that will impact the amount of goodwill 
recognised, the reported results in the period that an acquisition 
occurs, and future reported results. Revised IAS 27 requires that a 
change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary is accounted for as 
an equity transaction. Therefore, such a change will have no impact 
on goodwill, nor will it give raise to a gain or loss. Furthermore, the 
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revised standard changes the accounting for losses incurred by the 
subsidiary as well as the loss of control of a subsidiary. The chang-
es introduced by the revised Standards must be applied prospec-
tively and will affect only future acquisitions and transactions with 
minority interests. The Bank expects that this amendment will have 
no impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

IFRS 2 Share-based Payment: Group Cash-settled Share-based Pay-
ment Transactions 
The amendment to IFRS 2 was issued in June 2009 and become 
effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2010. 
The amendment clarifies the scope and the accounting for group 
cash-settled share-based payment transactions. This amendment 
also supersedes IFRIC 8 and IFRIC 11. The Bank expects that this 
amendment will have no impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

IAS 24 “Related party disclosures” (Revised)
The revised IAS 24, issued in November 2009, simplifies the dis-
closure requirements for government-related entities and clarifies 
the definition of a related party. Previously, an entity controlled or 
significantly influenced by a government was required to disclose 
information about all transactions with other entities controlled 
or significantly influenced by the same government. The revised 
standard requires disclosure about these transactions only if they 
are individually or collectively significant. The revised IAS 24 is 
effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2011, 
with earlier application permitted. The Bank expects that this 
amendment will have no impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

IFRIC 17 “Distribution of Non-Cash Assets to Owners”
IFRIC Interpretation 17 was issued on 27 November 2008 and is ef-
fective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2009. IFRIC 
17 applies to pro rata distributions of non-cash assets except for 
common control transactions and requires that a dividend payable 
should be recognised when the dividend is appropriately author-
ised and is no longer at the discretion of the entity; an entity should 
measure the dividend payable at the fair value of the net assets to 
be distributed; an entity should recognise the difference between 
the dividend paid and the carrying amount of the net assets dis-
tributed in the income statement. The Interpretation also requires 
an entity to provide additional disclosures if the net assets being 
held for distribution to owners meet the definition of a discontin-
ued operation. The Bank expects that this interpretation will have 
no impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

IFRIC 19 “Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instru-
ments”
IFRIC Interpretation 19 was issued on 26 November 2009 and is ef-
fective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2010. IFRIC 
19 clarifies the requirements of IFRSs when an entity renegotiates 
the terms of a financial liability with its creditor and the creditor 
agrees to accept the entity’s shares or other equity instruments 
to settle the financial liability fully or partially. The Bank expects 
that this interpretation will have no impact on the Bank’s financial 
statements.

Improvements to IFRSs
In April 2009 the IASB issued the second omnibus of amendments 
to its standards, primarily with a view to removing inconsistencies 
and clarifying wording. Most of the amendments are effective for 
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2010. There are 
separate transitional provisions for each standard.

Amendments included in April 2009 “Improvements to IFRS” will 
have no impact on the accounting policies of the Bank, except the 
following amendments resulting in changes to accounting policies, 
as described below.
•  IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Op-

erations: clarifies that the disclosures required in respect of 
non-current assets and disposal groups classified as held for 
sale or discontinued operations are only those set out in IFRS 
5. The disclosure requirements of other IFRSs only apply if spe-
cifically required for such non-current assets or discontinued 
operations. The Bank expects that this amendment will have no 
impact on the Bank’s financial statements. 

•  IFRS 8 Operating Segment Information: clarifies that segment 
assets and liabilities need only be reported when those as-
sets and liabilities are included in measures that are used by 
the chief operating decision maker. The Bank expects that this 
amendment will have no impact on the Bank’s financial state-
ments. 

•  IAS 36 Impairment of Assets: The amendment clarifies that 
the largest unit permitted for allocating goodwill, acquired in 
a business combination, is the operating segment as defined 
in IFRS 8 before aggregation for reporting purposes. The Bank 
expects that this amendment will have no impact on the Bank’s 
financial statements. 

•  IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows: Explicitly states that only ex-
penditure that results in recognising an asset can be classified 
as a cash flow from investing activities. The Bank now evalu-
ates the impact of the adoption of new Standard.

Amendments to IAS 32 “Financial instruments: Presentation”: Clas-
sification of Rights Issues”
In October 2009, the IASB issued amendment to IAS 32. Entities 
shall apply that amendment for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 February 2010. Earlier application is permitted. The amendment 
alters the definition of a financial liability in IAS 32 to classify rights 
issues and certain options or warrants as equity instruments. This 
is applicable if the rights are given pro rata to all of the existing 
owners of the same class of an entity’s non-derivative equity instru-
ments, in order to acquire a fixed number of the entity’s own equity 
instruments for a fixed amount in any currency. The Bank expects 
that this amendment will have no impact on the Bank’s financial 
statements.

IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”
In November 2009 the IASB issued the first phase of IFRS 9 Finan-
cial instruments. This Standard will eventually replace IAS 39 Fi-
nancial Instrument: Recognition and Measurement. IFRS 9 becomes 
effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2013. 
Entities may adopt the first phase for reporting periods ending on 
or after 31 December 2009. The first phase of IFRS 9 introduces 
new requirements on classification and measurement of financial 
assets. In particular, for subsequent measurement all financial as-
sets are to be classified at amortised cost or at fair value through 
profit or loss with the irrevocable option for equity instruments not 
held for trading to be measured at fair value through other compre-
hensive income. The Bank expects that this amendment will have no 
impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

6) Reclassification

The Bank has reclassified translation difference reserve as a sepa-
rate component of equity in accordance with IAS 21, The Effect of 
Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates. The effect of this reclassifica-
tion is presented in the table below. 
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In addition, the Bank reclassified deposit certificates issued by the 
National Bank of Ukraine with maturity term up to one month from 
investment securities held to maturity to “Cash and cash equiva-
lents” for the purpose of preparation of the Statement of Cash 
Flows. The effect of this reclassification to the Statement of Cash 
Flows for the year ended 31 December 2008 is presented in the ta-
ble below:

Reporting and valuation are made on the going concern assump-
tion. 

8) Financial Assets

The Bank classifies its financial assets in the following categories: 
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, loans and re-
ceivables, and available-for-sale financial assets. There is no held-
to-maturity category. Management determines the classification of 
financial assets at initial recognition.

(a) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with 
fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active 
market. They arise when the Bank provides money, goods or serv-
ices directly to a debtor with no intention of trading the receivable.
Loans and receivables are initially recognised at fair value plus 
transaction costs; subsequently they are measured at amortised 
cost using the effective interest method. At each statement of fi-
nancial position date and whenever there is evidence of potential 
impairment, the Bank assesses the value of its loans and receiva-
bles. Their carrying amount may be reduced as a consequence 
through the use of an allowance account (see Note 13 for the ac-
counting policy for impairment of loans, and Note 35 for details 
on impairment of loans). If the amount of the impairment loss de-
creases, the impairment allowance is reduced accordingly, and the 
amount of the reduction is recognised in the income statement. The 
upper limit on the reduction of the impairment is equal to the amor-
tised costs which would have been incurred as of the valuation date 
if there had not been any impairment. 
Loans are recognised when the principal is advanced to the bor-
rowers. Loans and receivables are derecognised when the rights to 
receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or where 
the Bank has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of own-
ership.

  2008 as previously reported Reclassification 2008 as adjusted
Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2007   
Retained earnings 9,517 (190) 9,327
Currency translation reserve – 1,154 1,154
Other reserves – (964) (964)
       
Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2008   
Retained earnings 3,865 3,423 7,288
Currency translation reserve – (12,733) (12,733)
Other reserves – 9,310 9,310

  2008 as previously reported Reclassification 2008 as adjusted
Interest received  80,255 (62) 80,193
Cash flows from operating activities 
before changes in operating assets and liabilities  11,548 (62) 11,486
Redemption of investment securities held to maturity  5,941 (5,941) –
Net cash used in investing activities  844 (5,941) (5,097)
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  2,094 (6,003) (3,909)
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year  27,832 6,003 33,835

B. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

7) Measurement Basis

These financial statements have been prepared under the histori-
cal cost convention, unless IFRS requires recognition at fair value. 
A fair value is defined as the amount at which a transaction could 
be concluded between two knowledgeable, willing parties at arm’s 
length. IFRS define a so-called hierarchy of fair value determina-
tion which reflects the relative reliability of the different ways of 
obtaining a fair value:

(a) Active market: Quoted price
Use quoted prices for identical financial instruments in active mar-
kets.

(b) Valuation technique using observable inputs
Use quoted prices for similar instruments in active markets or quot-
ed prices for identical or similar instruments in inactive markets or 
use valuation models where all significant inputs are observable.

(c) Valuation technique with significant non-observable inputs
Use valuation models where one or more significant inputs are not 
observable.

Only if the first best way of determining the fair value is not avail-
able may the next best determination method be applied. If pos-
sible, the Bank obtains fair values from quoted market prices; oth-
erwise, the next best available measurement technique is applied.
Financial instruments measured at fair value for accounting pur-
poses on an ongoing basis include all instruments at fair value 
through profit or loss and financial instruments classified as avail-
able-for-sale. Details on the applied measurement techniques for 
the statement of financial position items are part of the accounting 
policies listed below. 
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(b) Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale assets are those intended to be held for an in-
definite amount of time, which may be sold in response to needs 
for liquidity or changes in interest rates, exchange rates or equity 
prices.
At initial recognition, available-for-sale financial assets are re-
corded at fair value plus transaction costs. Subsequently they are 
carried at fair value. The fair values reported are either observ-
able market prices or values calculated with a valuation technique 
based on currently observable market data. For very short-term fi-
nancial assets it is assumed that the fair value is best reflected by 
the transaction price itself. Gains and losses arising from changes 
in fair value of available-for-sale financial assets are recognised 
directly in other comprehensive income, until the financial asset is 
derecognised or impaired. At this time, the cumulative gain or loss 
previously recognised in other comprehensive income is reclassi-
fied to profit or loss as “gains and losses from available-for-sale 
financial assets”. Interest calculated using the effective interest 
rate method and foreign currency gains and losses on monetary as-
sets classified as available-for-sale are recognised in the income 
statement. Dividends on available-for-sale equity instruments are 
recognised in the income statement when the entity’s right to re-
ceive the payment is established. 
Purchases and sales of available-for-sale financial assets are re-
corded on the settlement date. The available-for-sale financial as-
sets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from 
the financial assets have expired or where the Bank has transferred 
substantially all risks and rewards of ownership. 

9) Foreign Currency Translation

(a) Functional and presentation currency
The Bank’s functional currency is the national currency of Ukraine, 
the Ukrainian hryvnia (“UAH”). Monetary assets and liabilities 
are translated into functional currency at the official exchange 
rate of the NBU at the respective statement of financial position 
dates. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the set-
tlement of such transactions and from the translation at year-end 
exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in 
foreign currencies are recognised in the income statement (trading 
result). Translation at year-end rates does not apply to non-mone-
tary items, including equity investments. Effects of exchange rate 
changes on their fair value of equity securities are recorded as part 
of the fair value gain or loss.
The Bank uses the US dollar (“USD”) as the currency in which it 
presents its financial statements. USD has been selected as the 
presentation currency for convenience and for the benefit of the 
shareholders of the Bank. USD is the currency in which Manage-
ment of the Bank monitors business risks and exposures, and 
measures the performance of its business and reports to the share-
holders.

(b) Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional 
currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the 
transactions.

The results and financial position of the Bank are translated from 
the functional currency (UAH) into the presentation currency (USD) 
as follows:
(i)  assets and liability items other than the net profit or loss for 

the period that is included in the balance of deficit/retained 
earnings for each statement of financial position presented are 
translated at the closing rate at the date of that statement of 
financial position; 

(ii)  income and expenses for each income statement are translated 
at average monthly exchange rates (unless this average is not a 
reasonable approximation of the cumulative effect of the rates 
prevailing on the transaction dates, in which case income and 
expenses are translated at the dates of the transactions); and

(iii)  all resulting exchange differences are recognised directly in 
other comprehensive income.

Monetary items denominated in foreign currency are translated 
with the closing rate as of the reporting date. In the case of changes 
in the fair value of monetary assets denominated in foreign curren-
cy classified as available-for-sale, a distinction is made between 
translation differences resulting from changes in amortised cost of 
the security and other changes in the carrying amount of the securi-
ty. Translation differences related to changes in the amortised cost 
are recognised in the income statement, while other changes in the 
carrying amount are recognised in other comprehensive income.
Non-monetary items measured at historical cost denominated in 
foreign currency are translated at the exchange rate as of the date 
of initial recognition. Equity items other than the net profit or loss 
for the period that is included in the balance of retained earnings 
are translated at the closing rate existing ruling at the date of each 
statement of financial position presented. All exchange differences 
resulting from translation of statement of financial position items 
and income statement items are recognised in other comprehen-
sive income.

The principal UAH rates of exchange used in the preparation of 
these financial statements are as follows:

Currency 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
 UAH UAH
1 US dollar (USD) 7.985000 7.700000
1 euro (EUR) 11.448893 10.85546
1 Russian ruble (RUB) 0.264020 0.262080

The annual average UAH rate of exchange to US dollar (USD) equals 
7.791238 UAH for 1 USD (2008: 5.269255 UAH for 1 USD).

10) Comparatives

In order comply with the requirements of international accounting 
standards and to meet the objective of providing information that 
is useful in making economic decisions the corresponding figures 
have been adjusted to conform to the presentation of the current 
year amounts. 
The respective reclassifications to the financial statements were 
made. Refer to Note 6.
To improve the quality of the disclosure of loans and advances to 
customers and more precisely reflect the nature of these financial 
instruments, the Bank amended the presentation of loans and ad-
vances to customers by classes (Note 34). 
To improve the quality of the disclosure of customer accounts and 
more precisely reflect the nature of these financial instruments, the 
Bank amended the presentation of customer accounts (Note 39). 

11) Cash and Cash Equivalents and Mandatory Reserves

For the purposes of the statement of financial position, cash and 
cash equivalents and mandatory reserves comprise cash, cash bal-
ances with the National Bank of Ukraine (other than restricted bal-
ances – mandatory reserve deposits), corresponding accounts and 
overnight placements with other Banks and other money market 
instruments that are highly liquid and readily convertible to known 
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amounts of cash with insignificant risk of changes in value – de-
posit certificates with central bank.
For the purposes of the cash flow statement, cash and cash equiva-
lents comprise: cash and non-restricted balances with the central 
bank, deposit certificates of the National Bank of Ukraine, and cor-
respondent accounts and overnight placements with other banks.

12) Loans and Receivables

The amounts reported under receivables from customers consist 
mainly of loans and advances issued.
In addition to overnight and term deposits, the amounts reported 
under receivables from banks include current account balances.
All loans and receivables due from banks as well as loans and ad-
vances to customers fall under the category “loans and receiva-
bles” and are carried at amortised cost, using the effective interest 
method. Amortised premiums and discounts are accounted for over 
the respective terms in the income statement under net interest 
income. Impairment of loans is recognised through separate allow-
ance accounts (see Note 13).

13)  Allowance for Impairment on Loans and Advances and Impair-
ment of Available-for-sale Financial Assets 

(a) Assets carried at amortised cost – loans and advances

Impairment of loans and advances
The Bank assesses at each statement of financial position date 
whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group 
of financial assets is impaired. If there is objective evidence that 
impairment of a loan or a portfolio of loans has occurred which in-
fluences the future cash flow of the financial asset(s), the respec-
tive losses are immediately recognised. Depending on the size of 
the loan, such losses are either calculated on an individual loan 
basis or are collectively assessed for a portfolio of loans. The car-
rying amount of the loan is reduced through the use of an allow-
ance account and the amount of the loss is recognised in the income 
statement. The Bank does not recognise losses from expected fu-
ture events.

• Individually assessed loans and advances
Loans are considered individually significant if they have a certain 
size. For the Bank all loans over USD 30,000 are individually as-
sessed for impairment. For such loans, a determination is made as 
to whether objective evidence of impairment exists, i.e. any factors 
that might influence the customer’s ability to fulfil his contractual 
payment obligations towards the Bank: 
· delinquencies in contractual payments of interest or principal; 
· breach of covenants or conditions;
· initiation of bankruptcy proceedings;
·  any specific information on the customer’s business (e.g. re-

flected by cash flow difficulties experienced by the client);
· changes in the customer’s market environment;
· the general economic situation.

Additionally, the aggregate exposure to the client and the realis-
able value of collateral held are taken into account when deciding 
on the allowance for impairment. 
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been in-
curred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference be-
tween the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of its esti-
mated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original 
effective interest rate (specific impairment). If a loan has a variable 
interest rate, the discount rate for measuring any impairment loss 
is the current effective interest rate determined under the contract. 

The calculation of the present value of the estimated future cash 
flows of a collateralised financial asset reflects the cash flows that 
may result from foreclosure less costs for obtaining and selling the 
collateral.

• Collectively assessed loans and advances
There are two cases in which loans are collectively assessed for 
impairment:
·  individually insignificant loans that show objective evidence of 

impairment;
·  a group of loans which do not show signs of impairment, in or-

der to cover all losses which have already been incurred but not 
detected on an individual loan basis.

For the purposes of the evaluation of impairment of individually 
insignificant loans, the loans are grouped on the basis of similar 
credit risk characteristics, i.e. according to the number of days they 
are in arrears. Arrears of 30 or more days are considered to be a 
sign of impairment. This characteristic is relevant for the estima-
tion of future cash flows for the defined groups of such assets, 
based on historical loss experiences with loans that showed simi-
lar characteristics.
The collective assessment of impairment for individually insignifi-
cant loans (lump-sum impairment) and for unimpaired loans (port-
folio-based impairment) belonging to a group of financial assets is 
based on a quantitative analysis of historical default rates for loan 
portfolios with similar risk characteristics (migration analysis).
Future cash flows in a group of financial assets that are collectively 
evaluated for impairment are estimated on the basis of the contrac-
tual cash flows of the assets in the group and historical loss experi-
ence for assets with credit risk characteristics similar to those in 
the group. Historical loss experience is adjusted on the basis of cur-
rent observable data to reflect the effects of current conditions that 
did not affect the period on which the historical loss experience is 
based and to remove the effects of conditions in the historical pe-
riod that do not exist currently. The methodology and assumptions 
used for estimating future cash flows are reviewed regularly by the 
Bank to reduce any differences between loss estimates and actual 
loss experience.
If the Bank determines that no objective evidence of impairment ex-
ists for an individually assessed financial asset, whether individu-
ally significant or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial 
assets with similar credit risk characteristics and collectively as-
sesses them for impairment (impairment for collectively assessed 
loans).

Reversal of impairment
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss de-
creases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event 
occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously 
recognised impairment loss is reversed by adjusting the allowance 
account. The amount of the reversal is recognised in the income 
statement.

Writing off loans and advances
When a loan is uncollectible, it is written off against the related al-
lowance for loan impairment. Such loans are written off after all the 
necessary procedures have been completed and the amount of the 
loss has been determined. Subsequent recoveries of amounts pre-
viously written off decrease the amount of the allowance for loan 
impairment in the income statement.

Restructured loans
Restructured loans which are considered to be individually sig-
nificant are provisioned on an individual basis. The amount of the 
loss is measured as the difference between the restructured loan’s 
carrying amount and the present value of its estimated future cash 
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flows discounted at the loan’s original effective interest rate (spe-
cific impairment). Restructured loans which are individually insig-
nificant are collectively assessed for impairment.

Assets held for sale 
The Bank classifies a non-current asset as held for sale if its carry-
ing amount will be recovered principally through a sale transaction 
rather than through continuing use. For this to be the case, the non-
current asset must be available for immediate sale in its present 
condition subject only to terms that are usual and customary for 
sales of such and its sale must be highly probable.
The sale qualifies as highly probable if the Bank’s management is 
committed to a plan to sell the non-current asset (or disposal group) 
and an active program to locate a buyer and complete the plan must 
have been initiated. Further, the non-current asset must have been 
actively marketed for a sale at price that is reasonable in relation 
to its current fair value and in addition the sale should be expected 
to qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one year from 
the date of classification of the non-current asset as held for sale.
The Bank measures an asset (or disposal group) classified as held 
for sale at the lower of its carrying amount and fair value less costs 
to sell. The Bank recognises an impairment loss for any initial or 
subsequent write-down of the asset to fair value less costs to sell 
if events or changes in circumstance indicate that their carrying 
amount may be impaired.

(b)  Assets classified as available-for-sale
The Bank assesses at each statement of financial position date 
whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group 
of financial assets is impaired. In determining whether an availa-
ble-for-sale financial asset is impaired the following criteria are 
considered:
•  deterioration of the ability or willingness of the debtor to serv-

ice the obligation;
•  a political situation which may significantly impact the debt-

or’s ability to repay the loan;
•  additional events that make it unlikely that the carrying amount 

may be recovered.

In the case of equity investments classified as available-for-sale, a 
significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the security be-
low its cost is considered in determining whether the assets are im-
paired. If any such evidence exists, the cumulative loss – measured 
as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair 
value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset previously 
recognised in profit or loss – is reclassified from Other comprehen-
sive income to the income statement. 
Impairment losses recognised in the income statement on equity 
instruments are not reversed through the income statement at 
any point thereafter. If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of a 
debt instrument classified as available- for-sale increases and the 
increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the 
impairment loss was recognised in the income statement, the im-
pairment loss is reversed.

14) Derivative Financial Instruments

Derivatives are initially recognised at the fair value of the consid-
eration given (when acquiring financial assets) or received (when 
undertaking financial liabilities). Subsequently, derivatives are 
remeasured at fair value. If possible, fair values are obtained from 
quoted markets or from recent market transactions. Otherwise, 
they are appraised via discounted cash flow models or option pric-
ing models, as appropriate (see Note 7). Derivatives with a positive 
fair value are carried as financial assets and reported under “Finan-
cial assets at fair value through profit or loss”. Derivatives with a 

negative fair value are carried as financial liabilities and are report-
ed under “Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss”.
The resulting fair value gain or loss is recognised immediately in 
the income statement. In the Bank, derivatives are used in order to 
hedge risks, i.e. interest rate risks and currency risks. 

15) Intangible Assets

Acquired computer software licences are capitalised on the basis of 
the costs incurred to acquire and bring to use the specific software. 
These costs are amortised on the basis of the expected useful lives. 
Software has a maximum expected useful life of 5 years.

16)  Premises, Leasehold Improvements and Equipment

Premises, leasehold improvements and equipment are stated at 
cost, less accumulated depreciation and provision for impairment, 
where required.
Construction in progress is carried at cost, less provision for im-
pairment where required. Upon completion, assets are transferred 
to premises and leasehold improvements at their carrying amount. 
Construction in progress is not depreciated until the asset is avail-
able for use. 
Costs of minor repairs and maintenance are expensed when in-
curred. Cost of replacing major parts or components of premises 
and equipment items are capitalised and the replaced part is re-
tired.  
At each reporting date, management assesses whether there is any 
indication of impairment of premises and equipment. If any such 
indication exists, management estimates the recoverable amount, 
which is determined as the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs 
to sell and its value in use. The carrying amount is reduced to the 
recoverable amount and the impairment loss is recognised in the 
income statement. An impairment loss recognised for an asset in 
prior years is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates 
used to determine the asset’s value in use or fair value less costs 
to sell.
Gains and losses on disposals determined by comparing proceeds 
with carrying amount are recognised in the income statement. 

Depreciation of premises, leasehold improvements and equipment 
is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate their cost to 
their residual values over their estimated useful lives on the follow-
ing basis (in years): 

Premises  20
Computers and equipment  3 – 5
Furniture and fittings  5 – 7
Leasehold 
improvements over the term of the underlying lease

The residual value of an asset is the estimated amount that the 
Bank would currently obtain from disposal of the asset less the es-
timated costs of disposal, if the asset were already of the age and 
in the condition expected at the end of its useful life. The assets’ 
residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if ap-
propriate, at each statement of financial position date.
The Bank does not hold investment property.
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17) Operating Leases

Where the Bank is a lessee in a lease which does not transfer sub-
stantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership from 
the lessor to the Bank, the total lease payments are charged to the 
income statement on a straight-line basis over the period of the 
lease.

18) Income Tax

Income taxes have been provided for in the financial statements 
in accordance with Ukrainian legislation enacted or substantively 
enacted by the statement of financial position date. The income tax 
charge comprises current tax and deferred tax and is recognised 
in the income statement except if it is recognised directly in other 
comprehensive income because it relates to transactions that are 
also recognised, in the same or a different period, directly in other 
comprehensive income. 

Current tax
Current tax is the amount expected to be paid to or recovered from 
the taxation authorities in respect of taxable profits or losses for 
the current and prior periods. Taxes, other than on income, are re-
corded within administrative and other operating expenses.

Deffered tax
Deferred income tax is provided using liability method for tax loss 
carry forwards and temporary differences arising between the tax 
bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for finan-
cial reporting purposes. In accordance with the initial recognition 
exemption, deferred taxes are not recorded for temporary differ-
ences on initial recognition of an asset or a liability in a transaction 
other than a business combination if the transaction, when initially 
recorded, affects neither accounting nor taxable profit. Deferred 
tax liabilities are not recorded for temporary differences on initial 
recognition of goodwill and subsequently for goodwill which is not 
deductible for tax purposes.  Deferred tax balances are measured 
at tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the statement of 
financial position date which are expected to apply to the period 
when the temporary differences will reverse or the tax loss carry 
forwards will be utilised. Deferred tax assets for deductible tempo-
rary differences and tax loss carry forwards are recorded only to the 
extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available 
against which the deductions can be utilised.

Uncertain tax positions
The Bank’s uncertain tax positions are reassessed by Management 
at every statement of financial position date. Liabilities are record-
ed for income tax positions that are determined by Management 
as more likely than not to result in additional taxes being levied if 
the positions were to be challenged by the tax authorities. The as-
sessment is based on the interpretation of tax laws that have been 
enacted or substantively enacted by the statement of financial po-
sition date and any known Court or other rulings on such issues. 
Liabilities for penalties, interest and taxes other than on income are 
recognised based on Management’s best estimate of the expendi-
ture required to settle the obligations at the statement of financial 
position date. 

19) Borrowings

The borrowings which include liabilities to banks and customers, 
debt securities in issue, other borrowed funds from international 
financial institutions and subordinated debt are recognised ini-
tially at fair value net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are 

subsequently stated at amortised cost; any difference between 
proceeds net of transaction costs and the redemption value is rec-
ognised in the income statement over the period of the borrowings 
using the effective interest rate method.
If the Bank purchases its own debt securities in issue, they are re-
moved from the statement of financial position and the difference 
between the carrying amount of the liability and the consideration 
paid is included in gains arising from early retirement of debt.
Subordinated debt consists mainly of liabilities to shareholders 
and other international financial institutions which in the event of 
insolvency or liquidation are not repaid until all non-subordinated 
creditors have been satisfied. All financial liabilities are derecog-
nised when they are extinguished – that is, when the obligation is 
discharged, cancelled or expires.

20) Provisions for Liabilities and Charges

Provisions for liabilities and charges are non-financial liabilities of 
uncertain timing or amount. They are accrued when the Bank has a 
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events, 
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic 
benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable es-
timate of the amount of the obligation can be made.

21) Financial Guarantee Contracts

Financial guarantee contracts are contracts that require the is-
suer to make specified payments to reimburse the holder for a loss 
which he incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payments 
when due, in accordance with the terms of a debt instrument. Such 
financial guarantees are given to banks, financial institutions and 
other bodies on behalf of customers to secure loans, overdrafts 
and other banking facilities.
Financial guarantees are initially recognised in the financial state-
ments at fair value on the date the guarantee was given. Subse-
quent to initial recognition, the Bank’s liabilities under such guar-
antees are measured at the higher of the initial measurement, less 
amortisation calculated to recognise in the income statement the 
fee income earned on a straight-line basis over the life of the guar-
antee and the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle 
any financial obligation arising at the statement of financial posi-
tion date. These estimates are determined based on experience of 
similar transactions and history of past losses, supplemented by 
the judgement of management. 

22) Share Capital

Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares 
are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.
Dividends on ordinary shares are recognised in equity in the period 
in which they are approved by the company’s shareholders.

23) Interest Income and Expense

Interest income and expenses for all interest-bearing financial 
instruments, except for those classified as at fair value through 
profit or loss, are recognised within “interest income” and “inter-
est expense” in the income statement using the effective interest 
rate method. 
Interest income and expense are recognised in the income state-
ment in the period in which they arise.
Payments received in respect of written-off loans are not recog-
nised in net interest income and reduce the allowance for impair-
ment of loans and advances accordingly.   
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24) Fee and Commission Income and Expenses

Fee and commission income and expenses are recognised on an ac-
crual basis when the service has been provided.
Loan commitment fees for loans that are likely to be drawn down 
are deferred (together with related direct costs) and recognised as 
an adjustment to the effective interest rate of the loan.

25) Dividend Income

Dividends are recognised in the income statement when the en-
tity’s right to receive payment is established.

The statutory accounting reports of the Bank are the basis for profit 
distribution and other appropriations. Retained earnings are de-
fined by the Ukrainian legislation as the basis for distribution.

26) Amendments of the Financial Statements after Issue

Any changes to these financial statements require approval of the 
Bank’s management who authorised these financial statements for 
issue.

27) Staff Costs and Related Contributions

Wages, salaries, contributions to Ukraine state pension and social 
insurance funds, annual leave and sick leave, and non-monetary 
benefits are accrued in the year in which the associated services 
are rendered by the employees of the Bank.

C. Notes to the Income Statement

28) Interest Income and Expense

 2009 2008
Interest income  
Loans and advances to customers 54,412 81,154
Due from other banks 331 379
Deposit certificates 
of the National Bank of Ukraine 286 78
Total interest income 55,029 81,611
  
Interest expense  
Due to other banks (236) (1,001)
Customer accounts (13,074) (17,715)
Other borrowed funds (10,289) (11,874)
Debt securities in issue (1,086) (4,267)
Subordinated debt (1,501) (1,088)
Total interest expense (26,186) (35,945)

 
Net interest income 28,843 45,666

Interest income and expense arising from transactions with related 
parties are disclosed in Note 54. 

29) Fee and Commission Income and Expense

 2009 2008
Fee and commission income  
Settlement and cash transactions 2,978 5,022
Plastic cards 1,743 1,903
Foreign exchange operations 882 1,230
Other 186 452
Total fee and commission income 5,789 8,607
  
Fee and commission expense
Settlement and cash transactions (582) (899)
Plastic cards (562) (547)
Total fee and commission expense (1,144) (1,446)
  
Net fee and commission income 4,645 7,161

Fee and commission expense arising from transactions with related 
parties are disclosed in Note 54.

30) Administrative and Other Operating Expenses

 Note 2009 2008
Staff costs  (17,057) (25,716)
Operating lease expense 
for premises  (4,973) (5,716)
Management fee  (1,268) (1,564)
Office expenses  (1,035) (1,851)
Mail and telecommunications  (1,068) (2,279)
Repair and maintenance  (1,747) (1,615)
Security services  (283) (426)
Amortisation of computer 
software licences 37 (322) (265)
Depreciation of premises, 
leasehold improvements
 and equipment 36 (2,760) (4,070)
Business travel, training 
expenses  (1,109) (1,996)
Advertising, marketing 
and representation services  (766) (2,392)
Taxes other than on income  (850) (1,259)
Professional services  (682) (1,076)
Other  (233) (96)
Total administrative and 
other operating expenses  (34,153) (50,321)

Included in staff costs are statutory social security and pension 
contributions of USD 4,241 thousand (2008: USD 6,232 thousand). 
Information on administrative and other expenses from transac-
tions with related parties is disclosed in Note 54.

31) Income Taxes

Income tax expense comprises the following: 

 2009 2008
Current tax charge 10 498
Deferred tax credit (3,075) (580)
Income tax credit for the year (3,065) (82)

The income tax rate applicable to the Bank’s income is 25% (2008: 
25%). A reconciliation between the expected and the actual taxa-
tion charge is provided below.
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 2009 2008
Loss before tax (11,063) (2,121)
Theoretical tax credit 
at the statutory rate 
(2009: 25%; 2008: 25%) (2,766) (530)
  
Tax effect of items which are not 
deductible or assessable 
for taxation purposes: 
Non-deductible expenses 257 448
Reassessment 
of temporary difference (556) –
  
Income tax credit for the year (3,065) (82)

Differences between IFRS and Ukrainian statutory taxation regu-
lations give rise to temporary differences between the carrying 
amount of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes 
and their tax bases. The tax effect of the movements in these tem-
porary differences is detailed below and is recorded at the rate of 
25% (2008: 25%).

 31 December Translation  Income 31 December 
 2008 to presentation statement  2009
   currency 
Tax effect of deductible/(taxable) temporary differences    
Loan impairment provision  1,215 (75) 846 1,986
Accrued interest income  (556) 24 58 (474)
Origination fees on loans to customers  693 (25) (280) 388
Premises, leasehold improvements and equipment  212 (13) 120 319
Other accrued income and other assets  – – 9 9
Accrued interest expense  76 (3) (28) 45
Origination fees on other borrowed funds   106 (5) (17) 84
Unamortised premium and origination fees on securities issued  (6) – 4 (2)
Other accrued expenses  412 (17) (103) 292
Unamortised premium on subordinated debt  – – 52 52
Tax loss carried forward  – (56) 2,414 2,358
Net deferred tax asset   2,152 (170) 3,075 5,057

 31 December Translation  Income 31 December 
 2007 to presentation statement  2008
   currency 
Tax effect of deductible/(taxable) temporary differences    
Loan impairment provision  1,556 (562) 221 1,215
Origination fees on loans to customers  972 (335) 56 693
Unamortised premium and origination fees on securities issued  – 1 (7) (6)
Premises, leasehold improvements and equipment  136 (76) 152 212
Accrued interest expense  352 (78) (198) 76
Accrued interest income  (753) 264 (67) (556)
Origination fees on other borrowed funds  (27) (22) 155 106
Other accruals  296 (152) 268 412
Net deferred tax asset  2,532 (960) 580 2,152

As at 31 December 2009, the mandatory reserve balance is calcu-
lated on the basis of a simple average over a monthly period (2008: 
monthly period) and should be maintained at the level of 0 to 7 per 
cent (31 December 2008: 0 to 5 per cent) of certain obligations 
of the Bank. As such, the balance can vary from day-to-day. The 
Bank’s mandatory reserve balance as at 31 December 2009 was 
USD 5,267 thousand (2008: USD 4,923 thousand).

D. Notes to the Statement of Financial Position 

32)  Cash and Cash Equivalents and Mandatory Reserves

 2009 2008
Cash on hand 10,192 12,343
Cash balances with 
the National Bank of Ukraine 
(other than mandatory reserve deposit) 526 2,199
Mandatory reserve with NBU 2,547 4,923
Correspondent accounts 
and overnight placements 
with other banks  

Ukraine 569 857 
Other countries 19,470 14,527

Deposit certificates 
of the National Bank of Ukraine 751 –
Total cash and cash equivalents 
and mandatory reserves 34,055 34,849
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As at 31 December 2009, in accordance with the National Bank of 
Ukraine (“NBU”) regulations the Bank is required to maintain not 
less than 90% of the mandatory reserve balance for the preceding 
month, following the next order:
•  50% of the mandatory reserve balance for the preceding month 

on a separate restricted account with the NBU (the mandatory 
reserve deposit);

•  the rest of the amount of the mandatory reserve balance for the 
current month on a non-restricted account with NBU (2008: to-
tal amount of mandatory reserves was kept on non-restricted 
account with the National Bank of Ukraine).

The restricted part of mandatory reserve balance (the mandatory re-
serve deposit) is presented under “Due from Other Banks”, Note 33.
The Bank will not be subject to any sanctions if it fails to comply 
with the requirements less than 30 times within a  3 month period. 
For the purposes of the statement of cash flows the mandatory re-
serve balance is excluded from cash and cash equivalents. As at 
31 December 2009 the Bank’s cash and cash equivalents for the 
purposes of statement of cash flows amounted to USD 31,508 thou-
sand (31 December 2008: USD 29,926 thousand).

The credit quality of cash and cash equivalents and mandatory re-
serves except cash on hand balances as at   31 December 2009 may 
be summarised based on the lowest out of the ratings assigned to 
the counterparties by the international rating agencies Fitch IBCA 
and Moody’s as follows:

 

The credit quality of cash and cash equivalents and mandatory 
reserves, excluding cash on hand, balances as at 31 December 
2008 may be summarised based on the lowest out of the ratings 
assigned to the counterparties by the international rating agencies 
Fitch IBCA and Moody’s as follows:

 Cash balances with the NBU,  Correspondent  Total
 including mandatory reserves  accounts and overnight 
  placements with other banks  
Neither past due nor impaired    
National Bank of Ukraine 7,122 – 7,122
A+ rated – 14,287 14,287
A rated – 27 27
BBB- rated – 8 8
BB+ rated – 136 136
B+ rated  – 2 2
B rated – 857 857
Unrated – 67 67
Total cash and cash equivalents 
and mandatory reserves, excluding cash on hand 7,122 15,384 22,506

Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of 
cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves are disclosed 
in Notes 46, 48, 49. Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of 
each class of Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves.

 33)  Due from Other Banks

 2009 2008
Restricted balances 
with the National Bank of Ukraine 
(mandatory reserve deposit) 2,720 –
Short-term placements 
with other banks 34,524 –
Total due from other banks 37,244 –

The part of mandatory reserve placed on restricted account with 
the NBU carries an interest rate which is defined at the level of 
30% of the discount rate set by the NBU (as at 31 December 2009: 
3.075%, 2008: N/A). 

Analysis by credit quality of amounts due from other banks out-
standing as at 31 December 2009 is as follows:

 

Neither past due nor impaired    
National Bank of Ukraine 3,073 – 751 3,824
AA- rated – 5,793 – 5,793
A+ rated – 13,453 – 13,453
BBB rated – 167 – 167
B- rated – 569 – 569
Unrated – 57 – 57
Total cash and cash equivalents 
and mandatory reserves, excluding cash on hand 3,073 20,039 751 23,863

Cash balances with the NBU, 
including mandatory reserves

Correspondent 
accounts and overnight 

placements with other banks

Deposit certificates 
 of National Bank of 

Ukraine
 

Total
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 Mandatory reserve  Short-term placements Total
 deposits with other banks 
Neither past due nor impaired   
National Bank of Ukraine 2,720 – 2,720
B- rated – 10,010 10,010
Unrated – 24,514 24,514
Total due from other banks 2,720 34,524 37,244

Amounts due from other banks as at 31 December 2009 are not 
secured.
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of each class of due 
from other banks.
Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of due 
from other banks are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49.

34) Loans and Advances to Customers

The breakdown of Loans and advances to customers is presented 
by categories representing the original loan amounts at the origi-
nation date. Loans and advances to customers as at 31 December 
2009 are as follows:

 
 Gross Allowance Net  Share of Number of Share 
 amount for impairment amount total  outstanding of total  
    portfolio  loans number 
Business loans 252,273 (13,556) 238,717 93.5% 20,268 79.5%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 23,955 (1,526) 22,429 8.8% 12,199 47.8%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 39,813 (2,901) 36,912 14.5% 4,894 19.2%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 112,030 (5,763) 106,267 41.6% 2,821 11.1%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 76,475 (3,366) 73,109 28.6% 354 1.4%
      
Agricultural loans 6,075 (141) 5,934 2.3% 711 2.8%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 713 (29) 684 0.3% 556 2.2%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 899 (18) 881 0.3% 103 0.4%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 1,845 (40) 1,805 0.7% 45 0.2%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 2,618 (54) 2,564 1.0% 7 0.0%
      
Housing improvement loans 3,110 (155) 2,955 1.2% 3,224 12.6%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 2,959 (137) 2,822 1.1% 3,200 12.5%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 151 (18) 133 0.1% 24 0.1%
      
Finance leases 1,467 (103) 1,364 0.5% 7 0.0%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 283 (20) 263 0.1% 3 0.0%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 1,184 (83) 1,101 0.4% 4 0.0%
      
Consumer loans* 756 (38) 718 0.3% 638 2.5%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 730 (38) 692 0.3% 636 2.5%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 3 – 3 0.0% 1 0.0%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 23 – 23 0.0% 1 0.0%
      
Other loans 6,446 (892) 5,554 2.2% 662 2.6%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 815 (87) 728 0.3% 449 1.8%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 1,796 (374) 1,422 0.6% 136 0.5%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 3,749 (424) 3,325 1.3% 76 0.3%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 86 (7) 79 0.0% 1 0.0%
      
Total 270,127 (14,885) 255,242 100.0% 25,510 100.0%

*Consumer loans also include overdrafts to private individuals.
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Loans and advances to customers as at 31 December, 2008 are as 
follows:

 Gross Allowance Net  Share of Number of Share 
 amount for impairment amount total  outstanding of total  
    portfolio  loans number
Business loans 349,424 (12,249) 337,175 94.3% 36,511 79.6%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 60,612 (4,734) 55,878 15.6% 25,809 56.3%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 68,102 (2,354) 65,748 18.4% 6,986 15.2%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 142,667 (3,272) 139,395 39.0% 3,342 7.3%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 78,043 (1,889) 76,154 21.3% 374 0.8%
      
Agricultural loans 3,482 (223) 3,259 0.9% 850 1.9%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 734 (17) 717 0.2% 740 1.6%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 582 (24) 558 0.2% 73 0.2%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 937 (29) 908 0.2% 30 0.1%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 1,229 (153) 1,076 0.3% 7 0.0%
      
Housing improvement loans 7,746 (541) 7,205 2.1% 6,492 14.2%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 7,516 (531) 6,985 2.0% 6,463 14.1%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 230 (10) 220 0.1% 29 0.1%
      
Consumer loans * 2,170 (107) 2,063 0.6% 1,042 2.3%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 2,166 (107) 2,059 0.6% 1,033 2.3%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 4 – 4 0.0% 9 0.0%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand – – – 0.0% – 0.0%
      
Other loans 7,824 (144) 7,680 2.1% 963 2.0%
Loan size up to USD 10 thousand 1,538 (34) 1,504 0.4% 738 1.6%
Loan size from USD 10 to USD 30 thousand 2,210 (49) 2,161 0.6% 148 0.3%
Loan size from USD 30 to USD 150 thousand 3,980 (60) 3,920 1.1% 76 0.1%
Loan size more than USD 150 thousand 96 (1) 95 0.0% 1 0.0%
      
Total  370,646 (13,264) 357,382 100.0% 45,858 100.0%

*Consumer loans also include overdrafts to private individuals

Economic sector risk concentrations with the customer loan port-
folio are as follows:

   2009  2008
 Amount % Amount %
Trade 160,946 60 223,640 60
Services 45,644 17 63,432 17
Manufacturing 26,178 10 31,945 9
Transport and communication 18,493 7 26,826 7
Individuals 10,236 4 17,327 5
Agriculture and food industry 6,079 2 3,795 1
Other 2,550 1 3,681 1
Total loans and advances to customers (before impairment) 270,127 100 370,646 100

At 31 December 2009, the Bank had 18 borrowers (2008: 14 bor-
rowers) with aggregated loan amounts above USD 1,000 thousand. 
The total aggregate amount of these loans was USD 28,864 thou-
sand (2008: USD 20,586 thousand) or 10.7% of the gross loan port-
folio (2008: 5.55%).

Information about collateral that covers the risk relevant to the loan 
portfolio as at 31 December 2009 is as follows:
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  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing Finance Consumer Other loans Total
  loans loans  improvement leases loans 
Unsecured loans 23,205 240 2,832 – 704 550 27,531
Loans collateralized by:       

 residential real estate 58,569 252 173 686 – 4,650 64,330
 other real estate 101,386 2,334 2 781 – 313 104,816
 cash deposits 1,226 – – – 48 – 1,274
 transport 41,858 2,005 100 – 4 930 44,897
 other assets 26,029 1,244 3 – – 3 27,279

Total loans and advances 
to customers 
(before impairment) 252,273 6,075 3,110 1,467 756 6,446 270,127

Information about collateral that covers the risk relevant to the loan 
portfolio as at 31 December 2009 is as follows:

  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing Consumer Other loans Total
  loans loans  improvement loans 
Unsecured loans 65,901 390 7,351 2,165 1,166 76,973
Loans collateralized by:           

residential real estate 74,970 574 248 – 5,044 80,836
other real estate 110,877 810 6 – 342 112,035
cash deposits 1,711 – – 5 – 1,716
transport 59,464 1,326 130 – 1,272 62,192
other assets 36,501 382 11 – – 36,894

Total loans and advances 
 to customers (before impairment) 349,424 3,482 7,746 2,170 7 24 370,646

Refer to Note 50 for the estimated fair value of the collateral at 31 
December 2009.
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of each class of loans 
and advances to customers.
Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of 
loans and advances to customers are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49. 
The information on related party balances is disclosed in Note 54.

35)  Allowance for Impairment on Loans and Advances to Custom-
ers

Allowance for impairment on loans and advances to customers as at 
31 December, 2009 are as follows:

 

 Gross Allowance Net 
 outstanding amount for impairment amount 
Individually significant impaired loans 31,293 (5,862) 25,431
Business 27,236 (5,454) 21,782
Agricultural 289 (9) 280
Housing improvement – – –
Consumer 22 (8) 14
Other 3,746 (391) 3,355
   
Individually insignificant impaired loans 6,149 (3,933) 2,216
Business 4,119 (3,326) 793
Agricultural 22 (14) 8
Housing improvement 127 (93) 34
Consumer 28 (16) 12
Other 1,853 (484) 1,369

Collectively assessed loans 232,685 (5,090) 227,595
Business 220,918 (4,776) 216,142
Agricultural 5,764 (118) 5,646
Housing improvement 2,983 (62) 2,921
Finance leases 1,467 (103) 1,364
Consumer 706 (14) 692
Other 847 (17) 830
   
Total 270,127 (14,885) 255,242
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Allowance for impairment on loans and advances to customers as 
at 31 December, 2008 are as follows:

 Gross Allowance Net 
 outstanding amount for impairment amount 
Individually significant impaired loans 11,429 (1,557) 9,872
Business 10,264 (1,397) 8,867
Agricultural 1,153 (158) 995
Housing improvement – – –
Consumer 12 (2) 10
Other – – –
   
Individually insignificant impaired loans 10,229 (6,358) 3,871
Business 9,426 (5,809) 3,617
Agricultural 66 (31) 35
Housing improvement 626 (429) 197
Consumer 67 (62) 5
Other 44 (27) 17
   
Collectively assessed loans 348,988 (5,349) 343,639
Business 329,734 (5,043) 324,691
Agricultural 2,263 (34) 2,229
Housing improvement 7,120 (112) 7,008
Consumer 2,091 (43) 2,048
Other 7,780 (117) 7,663
   
Total 370,646 (13,264) 357,382

Movement in the allowance for impairment on loans and advances 
to customers during 2009 are as follows:

  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing Finance Consumer Other Total
  loans loans  improvement leases loans loans
As at 1 January 2009 12,249 223 541 – 107 144 13,264
Allowances for impairment during the year 12,595 (63) 309 103 19 803 13,766
Translation to presentation currency (276) 7 (9) – – (19) (297)
Amounts written-off during the year as 
uncollectible (11,380) (26) (714) – (90) (38) (12,248)
Recovery of loans and advances 
to customers previously written off 
as uncollectible 368 – 28 – 2 2 400
As at 31 December 2009 13,556 141 155 103 38 892 14,885

Movement in the allowance for impairment on loans and advances 
to customers during 2008 are as follows:

  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing Finance Consumer Other Total
  loans loans  improvement leases loans loans
As at 1 January 2008 9,082 75 589 – 25 99 9,870
Allowances for impairment during the year 7,388 198 596 – 77 66 8,325
Translation to presentation currency (2,115) (31) (319) – (15) (3) (2,483)
Amounts written-off during the year 
as uncollectible (2,396)  (19) (325) – – (18) (2,758)
Recovery of loans and advances 
to customers previously written 
off as uncollectible 290 – – – 20 – 310
As at 31 December 2008 12,249 223 541 – 107 144 13,264

36) Premises, Leasehold Improvements and Equipment

The changes in property, plant and equipment are set as follows:
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 Land and  Leasehold Assets under Furniture IT and other Total
  buildings improvements construction and fixtures equipment  
Cost at 1 January 2008  6,838 2,813 5,359 6,756 7,123 28,889
Accumulated depreciation   (837) (1,033) – (3,098) (4,187) (9,155)
Net book value as at 1 January 2008 6,001 1,780 5,359 3,658 2,936 19,734
       
Additions  – 3 2,008 2,069 1,050 5,130
Transfers  5,391 1,049 (6,440) – – –
Disposals  – – – (8) (24) (32)
Depreciation and amortisation charge  (410) (669) – (1,589) (1,402) (4,070)
Translation to presentation currency (3,778) (764) (320) (1,422) (937) (7,221)
Net book value as at 31 December 2008 7,204 1,399 607 2,708 1,623 13,541
       
Cost at 31 December 2008  8,033 2,494 607 6,065 5,207 22,406
Accumulated depreciation   (829) (1,095) – (3,357) (3,584) (8,865)
Net book value as at 31 December 2008 7,204 1,399 607 2,708 1,623 13,541
       
Additions  – – 333 323 353 1,009
Transfers  226 234 (460) – – –
Disposals  – (292) – (40) (10) (342)
Depreciation and 
amortisation charge  (Note 30)  (410) (478) – (966) (906) (2,760)
Translation to presentation currency (253) (35) (19) (78) (45) (430)
Net book value as at 31 December 2009 6,767 828 461 1,947 1,015 11,018
             
Cost at 31 December 2009  7,967 1,966 461 5,999 5,191 21,584
Accumulated depreciation   (1,200) (1,138) – (4,052) (4,176) (10,566)
Net book value as at 31 December 2009 6,767 828 461 1,947 1,015 11,018

Assets under construction consist mainly of construction and re-
furbishment of branch premises. Upon completion when assets are 
available for use they are transferred to premises.

37) Intangible Assets 

The changes in the intangible assets are set as follows:

Computer software licences 2009 2008
Cost as at 1 January  1,542 2,100
Accumulated amortisation  (549) (564)
Net book value as at 1 January 993 1,536
   
Additions  286 232
Amortisation charge  (Note 30) (322) (265)
Translation to presentation currency (34) (510)
Net book value as at 31 December 923 993
   
Cost as at 31 December   1,886 1,542
Accumulated amortisation  (963) (549)
Net book value as at 31 December 923 993

38) Other Financial and Non-financial Assets

  2009 2008
Other financial assets   
Derivative financial assets  (Note 56) – 1,266
Guarantee deposits  1,165 –
Other financial assets  316 115
Total other financial assets 1,481 1,381
   
Other non-financial assets  
Prepayments for tangible 
and intangible assets  43 20
Other prepaid expenses  230 324
Repossessed property  264 –
Other non-financial assets  6 39
Total other non-financial assets 543 383
   
Total other financial 
and non-financial assets  2,024 1,764

During the year 2009, the Bank took possession of a building with 
carrying value of USD 264 thousand which the Bank is in process 
of selling.

The credit quality of other financial assets as at 31 December 2009 
based on the lowest out of the ratings assigned to the counterpar-
ties by the international rating agencies Fitch IBCA and Moody’s 
may be summarised as follows:
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 Guarantee deposits Other financial assets Total
Neither past due nor impaired    
A+ rated 720 – 720
BBB- rated – 6 6
B- rated 445 – 445
Unrated – 310 310
Total other financial assets 1,165 316 1,481

The credit quality of other financial assets as at 31 December 
2008 based on the lowest out of the ratings assigned to the 
counterparties by the international rating agencies Fitch IBCA 
and Moody’s may be summarised as follows:

 Derivative financial assets Other financial assets Total
Neither past due nor impaired    
AAA rated – 100 100
BB+ rated 1,080 – 1,080
B- rated 186 – 186
Unrated – 15 15
Total other financial assets 1,266 115 1,381

  2009  2008
 Amount % Amount %
Individuals 121,529 81 147,569 84
Services 12,170 8 13,489 9
Trade 7,109 4 6,221 3
Industry and 
other production 2,486 2 3,401 2
Transport and communication 1,168 1 1,001 1
Construction 1,017 1 966 –
Agriculture 
and food processing 256 – 71 0
Other 4,411 3 2,268 1
Total customer accounts 150,146 100 174,986 100

At 31 December 2009, the Bank had 13 customers (2008: 20 cus-
tomers) with balances above USD 500 thousand. The aggregate 
balance due to these customers was USD 10,414 thousand (2008: 
USD 24,686 thousand) or 7% (2008: 14%) of total customer ac-
counts.
At 31 December 2009, included in customer accounts are deposits 
of USD 2,054 thousand (2008: USD 1,249 thousand) held as col-
lateral for irrevocable commitments under guarantees issued, cov-
ered letters of credit and loans. Refer to Note 53.
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of each class of cus-
tomer accounts. Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate 
analyses of customer accounts are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49. 
The information on related party balances is disclosed in Note 54.

40) Other Borrowed Funds

Liabilities to international financial institutions are an important 
source of financing for the Bank. Long-term loans from internation-
al financial institutions are reported under this item.

Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of 
other financial assets are disclosed in Notes 46, 48,49. Refer to 
Note 52 for the estimated fair value of each class of other financial 
assets. The information on related party balances is disclosed in 
Note 54.

39) Customer Accounts

Liabilities to customers consist of deposits due on demand, sav-
ings deposits and term deposits. The following table shows a 
breakdown by customer groups:

  2009 2008
Current accounts 37,857 31,594

private individuals 13,471 11,964
legal entities 24,386 19,630

  
Savings accounts 33,031 18,453

private individuals 31,931 18,453
legal entities 1,100 0

  
Term deposit accounts 78,862 124,889

private individuals 76,127 117,152
 legal entities 2,735 7,737

  
Other liabilities to customers 396 50
  
Total  150,146 174,986

Savings accounts are interest bearing accounts. Customers can 
deposit to and withdraw from such accounts at any time. Interest 
is accrued over daily outstanding balances on such accounts. The 
interest rate can be unilaterally changed by the Bank based on mar-
ket interest rates once a year only. Transactions on these accounts 
are limited to cash depositing and withdrawals, as well as transfers 
to/from accounts of the same holder.

Economic sector concentrations within customer accounts are as 
follows:
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 Balance outstanding
Counterparty Currency Date of contract Maturity date 2009 2008 
ProCredit Holding AG USD 28.09.2005 15.06.2012 5,020 5,020
ProCredit Holding AG USD 07.10.2005 15.12.2010 1,434 2,868
ProCredit Holding AG USD 20.12.2007 15.12.2010 5,019 5,019
ProCredit Holding AG USD 25.05.2006 30.05.2011 – 5,833
ProCredit Holding AG USD 28.09.2006 04.10.2010 – 7,359
ProCredit Holding AG USD 17.09.2007 22.09.2010 10,237 10,237
ProCredit Holding AG USD 15.10.2007 18.10.2010 10,176 10,173
ProCredit Holding AG
(accrued interest on unused amount of credit line) USD 11.05.2009 11.05.2011 44 –
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”) USD 20.12.2006 09.12.2009 – 6,966
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”) USD 20.12.2006 09.12.2011 19,940 19,908
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”) USD 24.09.2004 20.03.2011 11,105 11,163
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”) USD 22.08.2008 18.08.2011 10,031 10,087
Black Sea Trade and Development Bank (“BSTDB”) USD 23.01.2008 24.01.2011 10,116 10,176
Black Sea Trade and Development Bank (“BSTDB”) USD 04.05.2006 03.08.2009 – 12,649
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (“OPIC”) USD 10.12.2004 15.12.2009 – 1,669
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (“OPIC”) USD 10.12.2004 15.12.2009 – 1,669
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (“OPIC”) USD 26.09.2005 15.12.2010 – 3,345
International Finance Corporation (“IFC”) USD 25.06.2004 16.03.2009 – 1,080
International Finance Corporation (“IFC”) USD 21.05.2008 15.05.2015 19,930 19,945
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (“KfW”)  USD 12.12.2007 30.12.2014 19,866 19,822
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (“KfW”)  USD 12.08.2008 30.12.2015 4,947 4,936
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (“KfW”)  USD 12.08.2008 30.12.2015 5,936 5,922
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (“KfW”)  USD 12.08.2008 30.12.2015 4,001 4,003
Credit Suisse Microfinance Fund USD 18.07.2008 30.07.2011 4,093 8,272
responsAbility SICAV (Lux) USD 18.07.2008 30.07.2011 1,023 2,068
Total other borrowed funds    142,918 190,189

During 2009 the Bank repaid:
•  a loan of USD 1,062 thousand to International Finance Corpo-

ration (“IFC”). 
•  a loan of USD 1,429 thousand partially and repaid two loans 

in advance in the amount of USD 12,960 thousand to ProCredit 
Holding AG (“PCH”).

•  a loan of USD 12,500 thousand to Black Sea Trade and Develop-
ment Bank (“BSTDB”).

•  a loan of USD 7,000 thousand to European Bank for Recon-
struction and Development (“EBRD”).

•  3 loans of USD 2,500 thousand partially and 3 loans in advance 
of USD 4,167 thousand to Overseas Private Investment Corpo-
ration (“OPIC”).

•  partially in advance a loan of USD 4,000 thousand to Credit Su-
isse Microfinance Fund.

•  partially in advance a loan of USD 1,000 thousand to responsA-
bility SICAV (Lux).

Total amount of repayments during the year 2009 is USD 46,618 
thousand.

The following table gives a breakdown of liabilities to international 
financial institutions grouped by the type of interest rate under the 
respective loan agreements and by the term over which the relevant 
liabilities are due.

 Due 2009 2008
Liabilities with fixed interest rates  55,797 77,017
 up to 1 year 26,866 3,338
 up to 2 years 44 39,001
 up to 3 years 5,020 5,833
 up to 4 years – 5,020
 more than 4 years 23,867 23,825
   
Liabilities with variable interest rates  87,121 113,172
 up to 1 year – 20,695
 up to 2 years 56,308 –
 up to 3 years – 61,674
 up to 4 years – –
 later than 4 years 30,813 30,803
   
Total  142,918 190,189
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As at 31 December 2009, the Bank was in breach of some of the 
financial covenants on the its borrowings from international finan-
cial institutions other than ProCredit Holding, giving them the right 
to demand premature repayment of credit facilities booked as other 
borrowed funds. The covenants were broken due to sudden Ukrain-
ian hryvnia devaluation and its effect on the Bank’s assets and 
capital.  As at 31 December 2009 the Bank has received waivers 
of rights to demand premature repayment from its counterparties, 
most of which are at the same time the shareholders of the Bank 
and of ProCredit Holding.  Taking this into consideration, all of the 
other borrowed funds are expected to be repaid according to their 
contractually agreed schedules.
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of other borrowed 
funds.
Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of oth-
er borrowed funds are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49. The informa-
tion on related party balances is disclosed in Note 54.

41) Debt Securities in Issue

As at 31 December 2009 the Bank has debt securities in issue with 
a total nominal value of USD 4,008 thousand (2008: USD 6,850 
thousand) and carrying value of USD 4,263 thousand (2008: USD 
7,131 thousand) denominated in Ukrainian hryvnias. These bonds 
mature from April 2008 and October 2008 to September 2010, have 
a coupon rate of interest of 17.75% (2008: 17.75%) and weighted 
average yield to maturity of 17.97% (2008: 17.97.1%). 
Under the terms of the bonds issue the Bank has changed the cou-
pon rate on the bonds from 13% to 17.75% effective from October 
2008. 
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of each class of debt 
securities in issue. 
Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of debt 
securities in issue are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49.

42) Other Financial and Non-financial Liabilities

 2009 2008
Other financial liabilities   
Derivative financial instruments – 59
Amount payable and other accruals 547 593
Accrual for unused vacation  923 897
Total other financial liabilities 1,470 1,549
   
Other non-financial liabilities  
Other  22 199
Total other non-financial liabilities 22 199
   
Total other financial and 
non-financial liabilities  1,492 1,748

Geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of oth-
er financial liabilities are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49. The infor-
mation on related party balances is disclosed in Note 54.

43) Subordinated Debt

Subordinated debt represents a long term borrowing agreement, 
which, in the case of the Bank’s default, would be secondary to 
the Bank’s other obligations, including deposits and other debt 
instruments. In accordance with the Law of Ukraine on Banks and 
Banking Activities and NBU regulations, subordinated debt cannot 
be withdrawn from the Bank for at least five years from the date of 
receipt.

The subordinated debt can be broken down as follows:

 

 Number of outstanding shares in thousands Ordinary registered Shares (carrying value) Total
At 1 January 2008 314,604 29,702 29,702
Currency revaluation effect – (10,221) (10,221)
At 31 December 2008 314,604 19,481 19,481
Capital increase  161,497 9,889 9,889
Currency revaluation effect – (942) (942)
As at 31 December 2009 476,101 28,428 28,428

     Balance outstanding
Counterparty Currency Date of contract Maturity date 2009 2008
ProCredit Holding AG USD 23.05.2005 22.05.2015 8,000 8,000
ProCredit Holding AG USD 28.09.2006 03.10.2016 2,801 2,801
ProCredit Holding AG USD 17.12.2008 21.12.2018 3,247 3,246
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (“KfW”)  USD 25.09.2009 06.10.2014 9,206 –
Total Subordinated Debt    23,254 14,047

On 7 October 2009, the Bank received subordinated debt from 
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau amounting to USD 9,000 thousand 
with maturity in October 2014.
Refer to Note 52 for the estimated fair value of subordinated debt.
The geographical, currency, maturity and interest rate analyses of 
subordinated debt are disclosed in Notes 46, 48, 49. The informa-
tion on related party balances is disclosed in Note 54.

44) Share Capital
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At 31 December 2009, all of the Bank’s outstanding shares were 
authorised, issued and fully paid in.
All ordinary shares have a nominal value of UAH 476.79 per share 
or equivalent of USD 59.71 per share (2008: UAH 476.79 per share 
or equivalent of USD 61.92 per share) and rank equally. Each share 
carries one vote.

The shareholding structure of the Bank as at 31 December 2009 
was as follows:

Shareholder Number of shares owned % in share capital  Nominal value
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 95,214 20.00% 5,685
ProCredit Holding AG 380,887 80.00% 22,743
Total 476,101 100.00% 28,428

The actual shareholding structure of the Bank has changed due to a 
share purchase transaction between  ProCredit Holding and Kredi-
tanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) in November 2009, in which Pro-
Credit Holding sold 20% of the Bank’s voting shares to KfW. Upon 
registration of the share title transfer with the securities registrar 
in Ukraine  KfW’s status as a shareholder of the Bank will become 
formally effective for the Ukrainian legal environment.

E. Risk Management

45)  Management of Capital

The capital management of the Bank is ruled by the Group Policy on 
Capital Management and the Group Policy on Risk Bearing Capac-
ity. To ensure that the below stated objectives are met at all times, 
the Market Risk Management Committee of the Bank monitors capi-
tal ratios according to requirements of the NBU and Basel II on a 
monthly basis.

The capital management of the Bank has the following objectives:
•  Meeting the internally defined minimum capital adequacy re-

quirements. 
•  Enabling the Bank to implement its plans for continued growth 

while following its business strategy as a “neighbourhood 
bank”. 

Under the current capital requirements set by the National Bank 
of Ukraine banks have to maintain a ratio of regulatory capital to 
risk weighted assets (“statutory capital ratio”) above a prescribed 
minimum level (at 31 December 2009 at the level at least 10 %). 
Regulatory capital is based on the Bank`s reports prepared under 
Ukrainian accounting standards and comprises:

 2009 2008
Primary capital 25,433 24,898
Additional capital 25,433 20,545
Deductions – (103)
Total regulatory capital 50,866 45,340

During the reporting period, all regulatory capital requirements 
have been met at all times. At the statement of financial position 
dates, the ratios were as follows:

 2009 2008
Statutory capital ratio (N2)  14.2% 10.4%

Additionally, capital adequacy is monitored by using a uniform 
capital adequacy calculation across ProCredit Group according to 
the guidelines of the Basel Committee (Basel II). The Bank regards 
its capital as adequate when it can be assumed with sufficient cer-
tainty that the Bank have sufficient capital to adequately cover all 
of the risks that have been incurred in the course of its business 

operations. The calculation of the capital adequacy ratio is based 
on the Bank’s IFRS financial statements and as of statement of fi-
nancial position dates comprises:

 2009 2008
Tier 1 capital 24,408 23,524
Tier 2 capital  12,204 14,047
Total regulatory capital 36,612 37,571
  
Risk Weighted Assets 283,630 278,721
   
Tier I capital ratio 8,6% 8,4%
Total capital ratio 12,9% 13,5%

The capital adequacy ratio calculation (Basel II) implemented and 
monitored as at 2009 year end includes credit risk, currency risk 
and operational risk (2008: credit risk only).
The Bank has complied with all externally imposed capital adequa-
cy requirements as at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008.

46) Liquidity Risk

Liquidity risk (“LR”) in the narrowest sense (risk of insolvency) is 
the danger that Bank will no longer be able to meet its current and 
future payment obligations in full, or in a timely manner. The Bank 
must therefore maintain at all times sufficient liquid funds avail-
able to meet its obligations, even in view of potential extraordinary 
circumstances.
Liquidity risk in a broader sense (funding risk) is the danger that ad-
ditional funding can no longer be obtained, or can only be obtained 
at uneconomic interest rates.
The Bank was founded as a lending institution and financial inter-
mediary for ordinary people. The Bank is therefore characterized 
by having a loan portfolio that is the largest single component of 
the asset side, and is (primarily) refinanced through locally mobi-
lised deposits. The loan portfolio is characterized by a high con-
centration of short- and medium-term loans to very small and small 
businesses (high diversification). The loans are disbursed as an-
nuity term loans (good cash flow) and have very low default rates 
(high degree of predictability of cash flows). Since deposits are the 
Bank’s primary source of financing to fund loan portfolio growth, 
the (structural) dependency on capital market instruments is low. 
All of these factors warrant a relatively simple and straightforward 
liquidity risk management system.
On the other hand, the Bank operates in interbank markets that can 
be unreliable if the local macro environment becomes unfavour-
able. Customer behaviour can also be more volatile and especially 
in situations of economic or political crisis, significant outflows of 
liquidity can occur. The Bank therefore places great emphasis on 
establishing strong relationships with its deposit clients in order 
to maintain loyalty even in difficult times. Furthermore, the Bank 
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The liquidity management of the Bank requires considering the 
level of liquid assets necessary to settle obligations as they fall 
due; maintaining access to a range of funding sources; maintain-
ing funding contingency plans and monitoring the statement of fi-
nancial position liquidity ratios against regulatory requirements. 
The Bank calculates liquidity ratios in accordance with the require-
ments of the National Bank of Ukraine. These ratios are:
•  Instant liquidity ratio (N4), which is calculated as the ratio of 

highly-liquid assets to liabilities payable on demand. The ratio 
was 51.51% at December 2009 (2008: 158.06%), weighted av-
erage ratio for December 2009 was 74.30% (2008: 132.04%), 
with the required ratio being not less than 20%.

•  Current liquidity ratio (N5), which is calculated as the ratio of 
liquid assets to liabilities maturing within 31 calendar days. 
The ratio was 89.93% at 31 December 2009 (2008: 87.02%), 
with the required ratio being not less than 40%.

•  Short-term liquidity ratio (N6), which is calculated as the ra-
tio of liquid assets to liabilities with original maturity of up to 
one year. The ratio was 63.12% at 31 December 2009 (2008: 
68.51), with the required ratio being not less than 20%.

The Bank monitors its liquidity position on a daily basis and uses 
liquidity indicators and GAP analysis for liquidity position assess-
ment. Regular stress testing under a variety of scenarios covering 
both normal and severe market conditions is performed by the 
Treasury and Risk Management Department.

The undiscounted maturity analysis of financial liabilities at 31 De-
cember 2009 is as follows:

in line with its risk strategy and because of local regulatory author-
ity requirements adopts conservative liquidity risk practises and 
keeps the level of highly liquid assets high.

The Bank uses following key principles/tasks of liquidity risk man-
agement (“LRM”):
• Ensure appropriate levels of liquidity, at all times.
•  Monitor liquidity and funding on an ongoing basis to ensure 

that the approved business targets are met in a manner that 
does not compromise the risk profile of the Bank.

•  Analyse all potential future payments and measure their ef-
fect on liquidity risk, especially those arising out of derivative 
transactions.

The Bank’s risk management department is responsible for con-
trolling and monitoring regularly that the liquidity risk manage-
ment is in line with the LRM policy and its limits. In addition, the 
department controls liquidity limits according to the requirements 
of the National Bank of Ukraine. Moreover, the Bank’s risk manage-
ment department is responsible for monitoring that the measures 
defined in the ALCO are being put into practice. It also conducts 
appropriate local stress tests based on the 3-month cash-flow fore-
cast.
Liquidity risk is managed by the Assets and Liabilities Committee, 
Market Risk Committee and the Treasury of the Bank.

  Demand 1 – 3 3  – 12 12 month  Over Total
 and less than 1 month months month to 5 years  5 years
Liabilities      
Customer accounts 90,891 20,041 40,583 1,850 1,780 155,145
Other borrowed funds 10,184 9,726 45,306 87,258 5,018 157,492
Debt securities in issue 181 – 4,625 – – 4,806
Other financial liabilities 1,435 35 – – – 1,470
Subordinated debt – – 1,291 19,938 15,858 37,087
Total potential future payments for financial obligations 102,691 29,802 91,805 109,046 22,656 356,000

The undiscounted maturity analysis of financial liabilities at 31 December 
2008 is as follows:

  Demand 1 – 3 3  – 12 12 month  Over Total
 and less than 1 month months month to 5 years  5 years
Liabilities      
Due to other banks  94 – – – – 94
Customer accounts  71,553 26,336 78,878 3,915 1,908 182,590
Other borrowed funds  143,730 425 4,999 49,160 –  198,314
Debt securities in issue  303 – 1,212 7,737 – 9,252
Gross settled derivatives (outflow only) 26,675 – – – – 26,675
Other financial liabilities  1,361 129 – – – 1,490
Subordinated debt  –  –  1,291 5,172 17,145 23,608
Total potential future payments 
for financial obligations  243,716 26,890 86,380 65,984 19,053 442,023

The Bank does not use the above undiscounted maturity analysis to man-
age liquidity. Instead, the Bank monitors expected maturities of assets 
and liabilities which may be summarized as follows at 31 December 2009: 
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  Demand 1 – 3 3  – 12 12 month  Over No stated Total
 and less than 1 month months month to 5 years  5 years maturity
Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
and mandatory reserves 34,055 – – – – – 34,055
Due from other banks 37,244 – – – – – 37,244
Loans and advances to customers 10,134 17,149 73,274 118,981 35,704 –  255,242
Investment securities available-for-sale – – – – – 127 127
Current income tax asset – – – 791 – – 791
Deferred income tax asset – – – – 5,057 – 5,057
Premises and equipment – – – – 11,018 – 11,018
Intangible assets – – – – 923 – 923
Other financial assets 244 – 721 71 445 – 1,481
Other non-financial assets – – – 335 208 – 543
Total assets 81,677 17,149 73,995 120,178 53,355 127 346,481
         
Liabilities       
Due to other banks – – – – – – –
Customer accounts 90,797 19,275 37,671 1,630 773 – 150,146
Other borrowed funds 10,160 9,294 39,387 79,223 4,854 – 142,918
Debt securities in issue 181 – 4,082 – – – 4,263
Other financial liabilities 1,435 35 – – – – 1,470
Other non-financial liabilities 22 – – – – –  22
Subordinated debt – – 8 9,206 14,040 – 23,254
Total liabilities 102,595 28,604 81,148 90,059 19,667 – 322,073
       
Net liquidity gap as at 31 December 2009 (20,918) (11,455) (7,153) 30,119 33,688 127 24,408
       
Cumulative liquidity gap 
as at 31 December 2009 (20,918) (32,373) (39,526) (9,407) 24,281 24,408 –

The analysis by expected maturities of assets and liabilities may be 
summarized as follows at 31 December 2008: 

  Demand 1 – 3 3  – 12 12 month  Over No stated Total
 and less than 1 month months month to 5 years  5 years maturity
Assets       
Cash and cash equivalents and 
mandatory reserves 34,849 – – – – –   34,849
Loans and advances to customers 19,621 25,895 99,059 169,397 43,410 –  357,382
Investment securities available-for-sale – – –  – –  131 131
Current income tax asset – – – 830 – – 830
Deferred income tax asset – – – – 2,152 – 2,152
Premises and equipment – – – – 13,541 – 13,541
Intangible assets – – – – 993 – 993
Other financial assets 1,381 – – – – – 1,381
Other non-financial assets – – 7 – 376 – 383
Total assets 55,851 25,895 99,066 170,227 60,472 131 411,642
       
Liabilities       
Due to other banks 94 – – – – –   94
Customer accounts 71,252 25,416 74,294 3,361 663 –  174,986
Debt securities in issue 598 1,847 26,584 143,549 17,611 –  190,189
Other borrowed funds  303 –  –  6,828 –  –  7,131
Other financial liabilities 1,420 129 –   – –  –  1,549
Other non-financial liabilities 199           199
Subordinated debt –  –  6 –  14,041 –  14,047
Total liabilities 73,866 27,392 100,884 153,738 32,315 – 388,195

              
Net liquidity gap at 31 December 2008 (18,015) (1,497) (1,818) 16,489 28,157 131 23,447
       
Cumulative liquidity gap 
at 31 December 2008 (18,015) (19,512) (21,330) (4,841) 23,316 23,447 –
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The Bank has a maturity mismatch of the assets and liabilities ma-
turing within 12 months. This liquidity mismatch arises due to the 
fact that a significant source of finance for the Bank as at 31 De-
cember 2009 was customer accounts being on demand and matur-
ing up to 12 months. Diversification of these deposits by number 
and type of depositors, and the past experience of the Bank would 
indicate that these customer accounts provide a long-term and sta-
ble source of funding for the Bank.

47) Funding Risk

The annual business plan serves as the basis for determining medi-
um-term funding needs with regard to both equity and debt financ-
ing for the Bank.
The risk is considered as low due to strong reliance on customer de-
posits and Bank continues to access funding from various interna-
tional sources. At the same time the Bank reduced the exposures to 
banks and international financial institutions partially by prepay-
ing credit lines due to sufficient liquidity of the Bank.

The borrowings from banks and international financial institutions 
are as follows at 31 December 2009:  

 
 Currency Balance outstanding Comments
  at 31 December 2009
EBRD USD 10,000  
EBRD USD 11,000  
EBRD USD 20,000  
BSTDB USD 10,000  
Credit Suisse Microfinance Fund USD 4,000  
IFC USD 20,000  
KfW USD 20,000  
KfW USD 5,000  
KfW USD 6,000  
KfW USD 4,000  
ProCredit Holding AG USD 5,000  
ProCredit Holding AG USD 6,429  
ProCredit Holding AG USD 10,000  
ProCredit Holding AG USD 10,000  
responsAbility SICAV (Lux) USD 1,000  
ProCredit Holding AG USD 3,240 subordinated
ProCredit Holding AG USD 2,800 subordinated
ProCredit Holding AG USD 8,000 subordinated
KfW USD 9,000 subordinated
Total USD 165,469  

48) Market Price Risk

Market price risk is defined as currency risk and interest rate risk.

Currency risk
The assets and liabilities of the Bank are denominated in more than 
one currency. Hence, the Bank is exposed to exchange rate move-
ments if it has open currency positions. 
Daily monitoring and control of foreign currency exposure is con-
ducted by the Bank’s Risk Management Department.

The following rules apply to the Bank’s currency risk management:
•  The currency in which the Bank obtains financing determines 

the currency in which loans are given to customers and vice 
versa. The currencies of assets and liabilities should be 
matched so as to protect the Bank against unforeseen currency 
fluctuations. If such matching is not possible, financial instru-
ments should be used to the extent possible to close the gaps. 

•  The foreign currency exposure is monitored on a daily basis 
by treasury department with the aim of closing any open posi-
tions. 

•  The establishment of foreign currency positions for specula-
tive purposes is not permitted.

•  Before using, hedging instruments are reviewed including 
through a profit and loss analysis of such positions.

The table below summarises the Bank’s exposure to foreign cur-
rency exchange rate risk at the statement of financial position date:
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 At 31 December 2009 At 31 December 2008
 Monetary Monetary Derivates Net Monetary Monetary Derivates Net
 financial financial  position financial financial  position
 assets liabilities   assets liabilities
US dollars 228,469 228,997 – (528) 289,201 278,898 (10,569) (266)
Euros 27,285 27,333 – (48) 12,779 32,144 19,737 372
Other 482 223 – 259 257 76 – 181
                 
Total  256,236 256,553 – (317) 302,237 311,118 9,168 287

The above analysis includes only monetary assets and liabilities/ 
Investments in equities and non-monetary assets are not consid-
ered to give rise to any material currency risk.
Currency movements and foreign exchange rate shocks are ana-
lyzed via scenario analyses. Scenario analyses assess the effect 
that exchange rate movements have on the OCP (open currency 
position) in each material operating currency. Based on this move-

ment, the potential negative impact on the income statement is 
calculated by applying the exchange rate movement on the state-
ment of financial position of the Bank. In addition, the effect on the 
capital adequacy ratio will be assessed.
The following table presents sensitivities of profit and loss and 
equity to reasonably possible changes in exchange rates applied 
at the statement of financial position date, with all other variables 
held constant:

  At 31 December 2009  At 31 December 2008
 Impact on profit or loss Impact on equity Impact on profit or loss Impact on equity
US dollars strengthening by 12.5% (66) (66) – –
US dollars weakening by 12.5% 66 66 – –
US dollars strengthening by 17% – – (45) (45)
US dollars weakening by 10% – – 27 27
Euro strengthening by 25% (12) (12) 93 93
Euro weakening by 10% 5 5 (37) (37)
Other strengthening by 12.5% 32 32 – –
Other weakening by 12.5% (32) (32) – –
Other strengthening by 17% – – 31 31
Other weakening by 10% – – (18) (18)

The Bank seeks to maintain low open currency position, and as at 
31 December 2009 the OCP was equivalent to 2.28% of the total 
year-end capital.

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk specifies the risk that movements in market inter-
est rates will adversely affect the Bank’s capital and interest earn-
ings. Two subcategories are identified: economic value risk and 
interest earnings risk.
Economic value risk is the change in fair value of already contracted 
interest rate sensitive assets and liabilities. Interest earnings risk 
is the risk that changes in the Bank’s net interest margin occur.
The Bank’s risk management department analyses what effect 
significant interest rate changes could have on the financial state-
ments and reviews all interest rate positions in all material curren-
cies monthly and before any transaction large enough to affect the 
Bank’s interest rate risk. 

During the monthly analyses mentioned above, the following cal-
culations are made:
a) Calculation of the economic value impact.
b)  Calculation of the expected interest earnings decline over the 

next 3 months.
c) Calculation of the modified duration gap.
d) Calculation of the maturity gaps.

The results of the analysis are provided to the Assets and Liabilities 
Committee of the Bank (“ALCO”) and the Market Risk Management 
Committee who are responsible for managing the interest rate risk.

The table below summarises the Bank`s exposure to interest rate 
risk:
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  Demand 1 – 3 3  – 12 12 month  Over Non- Total
 and less  months month to 5 years  5 years interesting
 than 1 month     bearing

 31 December 2009       
Total financial assets 46,759 17,149 73,274 118,980 36,892 35,095 328,149
Total financial liabilities (64,614) (40,275) (139,188) (15,630) (18,813) (43,531) (322,051)
Net interest sensitivity 
gap at 31 December 2009 (17,855) (23,126) (65,914) 103,350 18,079 – 14,534
       
31 December 2008       
Total financial assets 19,621 25,895 99,059 169,397 43,410 36,361 393,743
Total financial liabilities (60,425) (53,715) (165,620) (58,466) (16,482) (33,288) (387,996)
Net interest sensitivity gap 
at 31 December 2008 (40,804) (27,820) (66,561) 110,931 26,928 – 2,674

The Bank monitors interest rates for its financial instruments. The 
table below summarises interest rates based on reports reviewed 
by key management personnel:

  At 31 December 2009 At 31 December 2008
  UAH USD EUR Other UAH USD EUR Other
Assets        
Cash and cash equivalents 
and mandatory reserves – – – – – – – –
Due from other banks 18 1 – – – – – –
Loans and advances to customers 27 14 13 – 23 15 13 –
Debt investment securities 
held to maturity 6 – – – – – – –
        
Liabilities        
Due to other banks – – – – – 0 0 –
Customer accounts 11 7 5 – 15 10 8 –
Debt securities in issue 18 – – – 18 – – –
Other borrowed funds – 5 – – – 6 – –
Subordinated debt – 11 – – – 9 – –

The part of the liabilities of the Bank (other borrowed funds) has 
the floating interest rates, which depend on the 6-months LIBOR 
rate. The following table presents sensitivities of profit and loss 
changes in 6-months LIBOR rate applied at the statement of finan-
cial position date:

 Impact on income statement
At 31 December 2009
6-month LIBOR rate increasing by 100 bps (870)
6-month LIBOR rate decreasing by 10 bps 87

Taking into account the early and planned repayments according to 
the loan agreements with floating interest rate after 31 December 
2009 the amount of liabilities in respect of “Other borrowed funds” 
with floating interest rate will be decreased. Accordingly possible 
impact on income statement would be decreased: to USD (493) 
thousands for each 100 bps increase of 6-month LIBOR rate and to 
USD 49 thousands for each 10 bps decrease of 6-month LIBOR rate.
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49) Geographical Risk Concentrations

The geographical concentration of the Bank`s financial assets and 
liabilities at 31 December 2009 is set out below:

   Ukraine OECD Non-OECD Total
Assets    
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves 14,585 19,246 224 34,055
Due from other banks 37,244 – – 37,244
Loans and advances to customers 255,242 – – 255,242
Investment securities available-for-sale 31 – 96 127
Other financial assets 754 726 1 1,481
Total financial assets 307,856 19,972 321 328,149
Non-financial assets 18,332 – – 18,332
Total assets 326,188 19,972 321 346,481
    
Liabilities    
Customer accounts 141,974 7,201 971 150,146
Other borrowed funds – 142,918 – 142,918
Debt securities in issue 4,263 – – 4,263
Other financial liabilities 1,433 37 – 1,470
Subordinated debt – 23,254 – 23,254
Total financial liabilities 147,670 173,410 971 322,051
Non-financial liabilities 22 – – 22
Total liabilities 147,692 173,410 971 322,073
      
Net position 178,496 (153,438) (650) 24,408
Credit related commitments 2,433 – – 2,433

Assets, liabilities and credit related commitments have been clas-
sified based on the country in which the counterparty is located. 
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves have been al-
located based on the country in which they are physically held.

The geographical concentration of the Bank’s financial assets and 
liabilities at 31 December 2008 is set out below:

  

  Ukraine OECD Non-OECD Total
Assets    
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves 20,322 14,314 213 34,849
Loans and advances to customers 357,382 – – 357,382
Investment securities available-for-sale 32 – 99 131
Other financial assets 201 100 1,080 1,381
Total financial assets 377,937 14,414 1,392 393,743
Non-financial assets 17,899 –  – 17,899
Total assets 395,836 14,414 1,392 411,642
    
Liabilities    
Due to other banks 94 – – 94
Customer accounts 173,294 1,582 110 174,986
Other borrowed funds  – 190,189 – 190,189
Debt securities in issue 7,131 – – 7,131
Other financial liabilities 1,477 72 – 1,549
Subordinated debt – 14,047 – 14,047
Total financial liabilities 181,996 205,890 110 387,996
Non-financial liabilities 199 – – 199
Total liabilities 182,195 205,890 110 388,195
    
Net position 213,641 (191,476) 1,282 23,447
Credit related commitments 2,450 – – 2,450

50) Credit Risk

Credit risk is defined as the danger that the party to a credit trans-
action will not be able, or only partially able, to meet it’s contractu-
ally agreed obligations towards the Bank. Exposure to credit risk 
arises as a result of the Bank’s lending and other transactions with 
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counterparties giving rise to financial assets. Credit risk is the sin-
gle largest risk the Bank faces.
The Bank’s maximum exposure to credit risk is reflected in the 
carrying amounts of financial assets in the statement of financial 
position. The impact of possible netting of assets and liabilities to 
reduce potential credit exposure is not significant. For guarantees 
and letters of credit, the maximum exposure to credit risk is the 
amount of the commitment. Refer to Note 53. 
The core business of the Bank, lending to very small and small en-
terprises, necessitates a high degree of standardisation in lending 
processes and ultimately lead to a high degree of diversification of 
these exposures in terms of geographic distribution and economic 
sectors. Nevertheless, lending to medium-sized enterprises con-
stitutes a supplementary area of the Bank’s business in terms of 
overall strategic focus.
The credit portfolio risk of the Bank is naturally limited by the credit 
strategy resulting from the business model of the Bank, in particu-
lar the Bank’s focus on small and very small credit exposures and 
the broad economic sector diversification of loan portfolio.

The following principles characterise the Bank’s approach to man-
aging credit risk: 
• intensively analysing the debt capacity of the Bank’ clients
•  carefully documenting credit risk analyses, ensuring that the 

analysis performed can be understood by knowledgeable third 
parties

• rigorously avoiding over indebting the Bank’ clients
•  building a personal and long-term relationship with the client 

and maintaining regular contact
• strictly monitoring credit exposure repayment
• practising tight arrears management
• exercising strict collateral collection in the event of default
•  implementing carefully designed and well-documented proc-

esses
• rigorously applying the four-eyes principle
• investing in well-trained and highly motivated staff

The decision-making process ensures that all credit decisions on 
individually significant exposures, and most decisions on individu-

ally insignificant exposures, are taken by a credit committee. As a 
general principle, the Bank considers it very important to ensure 
that its lending business is conducted on the basis of organisation-
al guidelines that provide for appropriate rules governing organisa-
tional structures and operating procedures; job descriptions that 
define the respective tasks; a clear allocation of decision-making 
authority; and a clear definition of responsibilities.
As a general rule, the lower the amount of the credit exposure, the 
stronger the documentation provided by the client, the shorter the 
term of the credit exposure, the longer the client’s history with the 
Bank and the higher the turnover of the client with the Bank, the 
lower will be the collateral requirements.
Loans in arrears are defined as loans for which contractual inter-
est and/or principal payments are overdue. The Bank apply strict 
rules regarding credit exposures for which, in our view, there is no 
realistic prospect that the credit exposure will be repaid and where 
typically the realisation of collateral has either been completed or 
the outcome of the realisation process is uncertain. The recovery 
and collection efforts are performed by specialised employees, 
typically with either a lending or legal background.
The Bank monitors the quality of the loan portfolio on an ongoing 
basis. The Bank’s measure for loan portfolio quality is the portfolio 
at risk (“PAR”). The Bank defines PAR as all loan exposures out-
standing with one or more payment of interest or principal in delay 
by more than 30 days. The Bank chooses this measure because the 
vast majority of all loans have fixed instalments with monthly pay-
ment of principal and interest. Exceptions are seasonal agricultural 
loans and investment loans, which typically have a grace period of 
up to six months. The Bank does not deduct any collateral and does 
not apply any other exposure-reducing measures when determin-
ing its PAR.
Additionally, the quality of credit operations is assured by a credit 
controlling unit which is responsible for monitoring the Bank’s 
credit operations and compliance with its procedures. This unit, 
made up of experienced lending staff, ensures compliance, in form 
and substance, with the lending policy and procedures through on-
site checks and system screening.

Analysis by credit quality of loans outstanding at 31 December 
2009 is as follows:

 
	 	 Businesss		 Agricultural		 Housing	improve-	 Finance	 Consumer	 Other	 Total
	 	 loans	 loans		 ments	loans	 leases	 loans	 loans
Neither	past	due	nor	
impaired	loans		 215,648	 5,756	 2,946	 1,467	 706	 2,664	 229,187
       
Past	due	but	not	impaired	loans	 5,489	 13	 51	 –	 9	 –	 5,562
1 to7 days 1,929 – 17 – 5 – 1,951
8 to 30 days 3,560 13 34 – 4 – 3,611
       
Collectively	impaired	loans	 3,900	 17	 113	 –	 19	 36	 4,085
31 to 60 days 596 – 13 – 4 9 622
61 to 90 days 491 2 14 – 7 6 520
91 to 180 days 1,318 15 71 – 8 6 1,418
> 180 days 1,495 – 15 – – 15 1,525
       
Individually	impaired	loans	 27,236	 289	 –	 –	 22	 3,746	 31,293
0 days 11,152 289 – – 5 3,703 15,149
1 to7 days 15 – – – – – 15
8 to 30 days 398 – – – – – 398
31 to 60 days 867 – – – – – 867
61 to 90 days 590 – – – – – 590
91 to 180 days 2,914 – – – – – 2,914
> 180 days 11,300 – – – 17 43 11,360
       
Total	 252,273	 6,075	 3,110	 1,467	 756	 6,446	 270,127
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Analysis by credit quality of loans outstanding at 31 December 
2008 is as follows: 

  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing improve- Consumer Other Total
  loans loans  ments loans loans loans
Neither past due 
nor impaired loans 327,941 2,266 7,041 2,094 7,810 347,152
      
Past due but 
not impaired loans 2,611 – 94 – – 2,705
1 to7 days 2,611 – 94 – – 2,705
      
Collectively impaired loans 8,608 63 611 58 14 9,354
8 to 30 days 3,922 41 193 22 4 4,182
31 to 60 days 1,614 16 114 5 3 1,752
61 to 90 days 650 5 67 12 4 738
91 to 180 days 953 – 88 19 – 1,060
> 180 days 1,469 1 149 0 3 1,622
      
Individually impaired loans 10,264 1,153 – 18 – 11,435
0 days 3,333 196 – 3 – 3,532
1 to7 days 151 – – 5 – 156
8 to 30 days 2,621 664 – – – 3,285
31 to 60 days 2,683 293 – – – 2,976
61 to 90 days 571 – – 10 – 581
91 to 180 days 846 – – – – 846
> 180 days 59 – – – – 59
      
Total 349,424 3,482 7,746 2,170 7,824 370,646

The Bank regularly analyses the level of credit exposure defaults 
which should be expected within a given year, based on past expe-
rience in this area. Expected losses have a significant covering with 
loan loss provisions. 
Individually significant credit exposures are reviewed for impair-
ment on an individual basis (specific impairment). Impairment for 
individually insignificant credit exposures in arrears is calculated 
on a portfolio basis at historical default rates. There are the fol-
lowing indicators, which are considered as objective evidence of 
impairment of individually significant credit exposure: the avail-
ability of arrears more than 30 days (2008: more than 7 days); the 
restructuring of the credit exposure, in case net present value of 
credit exposure is lower than book value after restructuring; other 
indicators refer to the decrease of the market value of the credit 
exposure below its book value (Refer to Note 13). 
For all unimpaired credit exposures, portfolio-based allowances for 
impairment are made, again based on historical loss experience. 
For the calculation of the individual impairment a discounted cash 

flow approach is applied. Individually significant credit exposures 
for which there is no need for an individual impairment allowance 
are covered by portfolio-based impairment allowances. 
Restructuring is defined  as any modification of the terms and con-
ditions of a credit exposure by agreement between the Bank and 
the client to modify the payment plan of a credit exposure agree-
ment in response to an increase in the current or future credit de-
fault risk associated with the client.
Restructured credit exposures are not generally considered to be 
in arrears but are treated according to their current status. Restruc-
turings of credit exposures are generally necessitated by economic 
or payment problems encountered by the client. If a credit exposure 
is restructured, amendments are made to the parameters of the 
loan. Otherwise, these credit exposures for which the terms have 
been renegotiated would be past due or impaired.

The table below presents the customer loan exposures which were 
restructured and otherwise would be past due or impaired as at 31 
December 2009:

  Loan portfolio Restructured financial assets  Restructured loans 
   that would otherwise in % of loan portfolio
   be past due or impaired
Loans to customers      
Business 252,273 7,163 2.84%
Agricultural 6,075 28 0.46%
Housing improvement 3,110 45 1.45%
Finance leases 1,467 1,467 100.00%
Consumer 756 10 1.30%
Other 6,446 2 0.03%
Total 270,127 8,715 3.23%
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The table below presents the exposures which were restructured and 
otherwise would be past due or impaired as at 31 December 2008:

  Loan portfolio Restructured financial assets  Restructured loans 
   that would otherwise in % of loan portfolio
   be past due or impaired
Loans to customers      
Business 349,424 719 0.21%
Agricultural 3,482 22 0.63%
Housing improvement 7,746 40 0.52%
Consumer 2,170 – 0.00%
Other 7,824 11 0.14%
Total 370,646 792 0.21%

The Bank regularly analyses the level of credit exposure defaults 
which could be expected within a given year, based on past experi-
ence in this area. Expected losses are fully covered with loan loss 
provisions.

According to the credit policy, very small credit exposures are is-
sued without being fully collateralised. Credit exposures with a 
higher risk profile are covered with solid collateral. The Bank takes 
the collateral for determining the allowance for impairment on 
loans and advances to customers. The significant amount of collat-
eral gives the Bank confidence in sufficiency of credit risk covering.

The fair value of collateral covering total loan portfolio at 31 De-
cember 2009 is set out below:

   Businesss  Agricultural  Housing improve- Finance Consumer Other Total
  loans loans  ments loans  Leases loans loans
Fair value of collateral              

residential real estate 113,311 641 1,556 686 – 5,591 121,785
other real estate 205,471 5,887 6 781 – 340 212,485
cash deposits 1,361 – – – 392 – 1,753
transport 87,247 5,563 252 – 6 1,125 94,193
other assets 19,875 1,728 – – – – 21,603

Total 427,265 13,819 1,814 1,467 398 7,056 451,819

At 31 December 2009 the fair value of collateral covering individu-
ally impaired loans was USD 40,748 thousand and included resi-
dential real estate (USD 12,479 thousand), other real estate (USD 
19,174 thousand), cash deposits (USD 64 thousand), transport 
(USD 6,173 thousand) and other assets (USD 2,858 thousand).

The fair value of collateral covering total loan portfolio at 31 De-
cember 2008 is set out below:

  Businesss  Agricultural  Housing improve- Consumer Other Total
  loans loans  ment loans loans loans
Fair value of collateral            

residential real estate 122,151 829 1,588 – 5,742 130,310
other real estate 191,782 1,472 19 – 352 193,625
cash deposits 1,937 – – 962 – 2,899
transport 104,530 3,365 227 – 1,276 109,398
other assets 23,225 265 – – – 23,490

Total 443,625 5,931 1,834 962 7,370 459,722
 

At 31 December 2008 the fair value of collateral covering individu-
ally impaired loans was USD 16,094 thousand and included resi-
dential real estate (USD 2,882 thousand), other real estate (USD 
8,995 thousand), cash deposits (USD 6 thousand), transport (USD 
3,029 thousand) and other assets (USD 1,182 thousand).
Credit risk concentrations by single borrowers, loan sizes and ma-
turities, industries, products, currencies and regional distribution 
are regularly monitored by the Portfolio Credit Risk Committee, 
which meets on a monthly basis.
Credit risk for credit related commitments and contingencies is de-
fined as the possibility of sustaining a loss as a result of another 

party to a financial instrument failing to perform in accordance with 
the term of the contract. The Bank uses the same credit policies in 
making conditional obligations as it does for loans and advances 
through established credit approvals, risk control limits and moni-
toring procedures.
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basic organizational requirements, risk assessments, new risk ap-
provals, key risk indicators and the risk event database are the key 
instruments to execute the risk management process.

The overall objectives of the Bank’s approach to the management 
of operational risks are: 
• to understand the drivers of the Bank’s operational risks;
• to be able to identify critical issues as early as possible;
• to avoid losses caused by operational risks; and
• to ensure efficient use of the Bank’s capital.

To deliver on these goals the special tools and processes have been 
implemented in detail, being part of the framework components as 
depicted above. They are presented as they are used within the 
process to manage operational risks. This process is subdivided 
into the phases of identification, evaluation, treatment, monitor-
ing, documentation and communication, and follows up. All corre-
sponding details have been implemented in the Bank by approving 
the Group Operational Risk Policy.

The following categories of operational risk are looked at specifi-
cally:

People Risks
•  the Bank seeks to avoid key person dependencies and enforces 

a two-weeks consecutive leave policy
•  staff training has a very high priority in the Bank and ensures 

continuous development of staff members’ personal attitude 
and commitment and their professional skills

IT Risks 
•  business continuity plans are in place
• Information Security standards are in place

Legal Risks
•  suitable legal resources are employed to deal with legal mat-

ters (internal legal staff and / or external legal counsel)
•  the legal function is involved whenever required and appropri-

ate (e. g. NRA process, all legal issues)

Compliance and Regulatory Risk
•  The Bank ensures the identification of new regulations or 

updates on the interpretation of regulations and covenants 
agreed with financing institutions in a timely manner. This 
function is hosted in legal/compliance department.

Fraud Risk and AML Risk
•  A new Group AML Policy and a Group Fraud Prevention Policy 

have been implemented in the Bank and corresponding risk as-
sessments have been executed for these areas, based on the 
German standards. 

•  A new group wide IT solution to manage unusual transactions 
has been acquired and is being rolled out to the banks of the 
group.

Reputation Risk
•  Any extraordinary mentions (whether positive or negative) are 

reported to the management board and to the risk manage-
ment department to decide on possible responses.

External Risk Factors
•  External risk events such as a natural disaster that damages a 

firm’s physical assets as well as electrical or telecommunica-
tions failures that disrupt business are analysed by risk man-
agers. 

Credit risk from interbank placements and issuer risk

Credit risk from interbank placements and securities is subdivided 
into:
•  principal risk – the risk of losing the amount given to the coun-

terparty because of the counterparty’s failure to repay the prin-
cipal in full amount on time (counterparty default) 

•  replacement risk – the risk of loss of an amount equal to the in-
curred cost of replacing an outstanding deal with an equivalent 
one on the market

•  settlement risk – the risk of loss due to the failure of a counter-
party to honour its obligation to deliver assets as contractually 
agreed

•  issuer risk – the probability of loss resulting from the default 
and insolvency of the issuer of a security.

Exposures to the central bank also represent counterparty risk and 
are measured and reported as such. However, the exposure mainly 
results from the deposit and payment business of the Bank as well 
as the individual policy of the central bank and is thus beyond our 
direct control. The Bank seeks to minimise its exposure to counter-
party risk by:
•  completing a thorough counterparty approval process before 

executing a transaction with any counterparty
•  limiting the Bank’s exposure to any single counterparty or 

group of counterparties
• reducing the number of counterparties to a manageable level.

The Bank ensures through its Market Risk Management Commit-
tee and Assets and Liabilities Committee that every counterparty 
is approved including a limit for the maximum exposure, based on 
a thorough analysis, typically performed by the risk management 
department of the Bank in collaboration with the treasury depart-
ment. 
In order to limit the maximum risk exposure towards any one coun-
terparty or group of related counterparties, the Banks’ exposure to 
one counterparty is not to exceed 10% of its regulatory capital for 
non-OECD and 25% for OECD banking groups, unless approved by 
the Group Risk Management Committee. All large placements are 
approved by the ALCO, in which senior management staff members 
participate. 

51) Operational Risk

Operational risk management is a distinct area within the overall 
risk management of the Bank, which is integrated into day-to-day 
risk management and implemented at all levels throughout the 
Bank.
Operational risk is recognised as an important risk factor for the 
Bank, given that the Bank relies on a high degree of decentralized 
processing and decision-making. In line with Basle II, we define 
operational risks as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or 
failed internal processes, people and systems and/or external 
events. This category includes all “risk events” in the areas of per-
sonnel, processes, and information technology. To further expand 
the processes for managing operational risks, a new Operational 
Risk Policy was implemented in the Bank in 2009. The principles 
outlined in this document have been designed to effectively man-
age the operational risk exposure, and they are in compliance with 
the Basle II requirements for the “standard approach”.
The overall framework to manage operational risks is as a comple-
mentary and balanced system with its key components - corporate 
culture, governance framework, policies and procedures, risk as-
sessments, new risk approvals (“NRA”), key risk indicators and the 
risk event database. While of the corporate culture, the governance 
framework, and policies and procedures are installed to set the 
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As at 31 December 2009, no significant legal proceedings were pending.

F. Additional Notes

52) Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Fair values of financial instruments are as follows at 31 December 2009: 

   Fair value Carrying value Unrecognised gain (loss)
Financial assets   
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves  34,055 34,055 –
Due from other banks 37,244 37,244 –
Loans and advances to customers 253,768 255,242 (1,474)

Business loans 238,207 238,717 (510)
Agricultural loans 5,997 5,934 63
Housing improvement loans 3,026 2,955 71
Finance leases 270 1,364 (1,094)
Consumer loans 718 718 –
Other loans 5,550 5,554 (4)

Investment securities available-for-sale 127 127 –
Other financial assets 1,481 1,481 –
Total financial assets 326,675 328,149 (1,474)
   
Financial liabilities   
Customer accounts 150,412 150,146 (266)

Current accounts of individuals 13,471 13,471 –
Current accounts of legal entities  24,386 24,386 –
Saving accounts of individuals 31,931 31,931 –
Saving accounts of legal entities  1,100 1,100 –
Term deposits of individuals 76,392 76,127 (265)
Term deposits of legal entities  2,736 2,735 (1)
Other liabilities to customers 396 396 –

Other borrowed funds 127,238 142,918 15,680
Debt securities in issue 4,095 4,263 168
Other financial liabilities 1,470 1,470 –
Subordinated debt 27,236 23,254 (3,982)
Total financial liabilities 310,451 322,051 11,600
   
Total unrecognised change in unrealized fair value   10,126

Fair values of financial instruments are as follows at 31 December 
2008: 

  Fair value Carrying value Unrecognised gain (loss)
Financial Assets   
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves  34,849 34,849 –
Loans and advances to customers 353,537 357,382 (3,845)

Business loans 333,506 337,175 (3,669)
Agricultural loans 3,216 3,259 (43)
Housing improvement loans 7,130 7,205 (75)
Consumer loans 2,052 2,063 (11)
Other loans 7,633 7,680 (47)

Investment securities available-for-sale 131 131 –
Other financial assets  1,381 1,381 –
Total financial assets 389,898 393,743 (3,845)
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Continued Fair value Carrying value Unrecognised gain (loss)
Financial liabilities
Due to other banks 94 94 –
Customer accounts 174,239 174,986 747

Current accounts of individuals 11,964 11,964 –
Current accounts of legal entities 19,630 19,630 –
Saving accounts of individuals 18,453 18,453 –
Saving accounts of legal entities – – 
Term deposits of individuals 116,618 117,152 534
Term deposits of legal entities  7,524 7,737 213
Other liabilities to customers 50 50 –

Other borrowed funds 189,794 190,189 395
Debt securities in issue 6,905 7,131 226
Other financial liabilities 1,549 1,549 –
Subordinated debt 15,630 14,047 (1,583)
Total financial liabilities 388,211 387,996 (215)

Total unrecognised change in unrealized fair value   (4,060)

Fair value is the amount at which a financial instrument could be ex-
changed in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in 
a forced sale or liquidation, and is best evidenced by an active quoted 
market price. Where quoted market prices are not available, the Bank 
used valuation techniques. As disclosed in Note 7, generally valuation 
techniques used by the Bank do not require significant assumptions that 
would not be supported by observable market data. 

The fair value of floating rate instruments that are not quoted in an ac-
tive market was estimated to be equal to their carrying amount. The fair 
value of unquoted fixed interest rate instruments was estimated based 
on estimated future cash flows expected to be received discounted at 
current interest rates for new instruments with similar credit risk and 
remaining maturity. Discount rates used depend on currency, maturity 
of the instrument, credit risk of the counterparty and were as follows:

 2009 2008
Due from other banks   
Short-term placements with other banks 0.01% to 18% p.a. n/a
  
Loans and advances to customers   
Business loans 8.5% to 40% p.a. 8.5% to 40% p.a.
Agricultural loans 12.5% to 40% p.a. 14% to 30% p.a.
Housing improvement loans 15% to 35% p.a. 19% to 40% p.a.
Finance leases 0.1% to 13% p.a. n/a
Consumer loans 13% to 35% p.a. 13% to 40% p.a.
Other loans 8% to 24% p.a. 10% to 30% p.a.
  
Other financial assets   
Derivative financial assets  

gross amounts to be delivered to the Bank n/a 0.25% to 8% p.a.
gross amounts to be delivered by the Bank n/a 3% to 38% p.a.

Other financial assets n/a n/a
  
Due to other banks  
Short-term placements of other banks n/a n/a
  
Customer accounts  
Current accounts of private individuals n/a n/a
Current accounts of legal entities n/a n/a
Saving accounts of private individuals n/a n/a
Saving accounts of legal entities n/a n/a
Term deposits of private individuals 5% to 22% p.a. 1% to 19% p.a.
Term deposits of legal entities 0.1% to 21% p.a. 7.5% to 18.5% p.a.
  
Other borrowed funds 2.5% to 8.55% p.a. 7.4% to 7.8% p.a.
  
Debt securities in issue 17.75% p.a. 21.8% p.a.
  
Other financial liabilities   
Derivative financial liabilities  

gross amounts to be delivered to the Bank n/a 5% to 10% p.a.
gross amounts to be delivered by the Bank n/a 15% to 33.75% p.a.

Other financial liabilities n/a n/a
  
Subordinated debt 7.1% to 13.0% p.a. 7.2% p.a.
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 53) Contingencies and Commitments

Legal proceedings
From time to time and in the normal course of business, claims 
against the Bank may be received. On the basis of its own esti-
mates and internal professional advice, Management is of the 
opinion that no material losses will be incurred in respect of claims 
and accordingly no provision has been made in these financial 
statements. 

Tax legislation
Ukrainian tax and customs legislation is subject to varying inter-
pretations, and changes, which can occur frequently. Manage-
ment’s interpretation of such legislation as applied to the transac-
tions and activity of the Bank may be challenged by the relevant 
authorities.
The Ukrainian tax authorities may be taking a more assertive posi-
tion in their interpretation of the legislation and assessments, and 
it is possible that transactions and activities that have not been 
challenged in the past may be challenged.
As a result, significant additional taxes, penalties and interest may 
be assessed. Fiscal periods remain open to review by the authori-
ties in respect of taxes for three calendar years preceding the year 
of review. Under certain circumstances reviews may cover longer 
periods.

Capital expenditure commitments
At 31 December 2009, the Bank has contractual capital expendi-
ture commitments in respect of computer software of USD 189 
thousand (2008: USD 200 thousand).
The Bank has already allocated the necessary resources in respect 
of these commitments. The Bank believes that future net income 
and funding will be sufficient to cover this and any similar such 
commitments.

Compliance with covenants
The Bank is subject to certain covenants relating primarily to its 
other borrowed funds. Non-compliance with such covenants may 
result in negative consequences for the Bank including increase in 
the cost of borrowing and declaration of default.
There are financial covenants under agreements with Black Sea 
Trade and Development Bank (BSTDB), Credit Suisse Microfi-
nance Fund Management Company (CSMFMC), European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), International Financial 
Corporation (IFC), Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), and responsAbility SICAV 
(Lux).
In particular, the Bank is required to maintain a certain level of risk 
weighted capital adequacy ratio, liquid assets to short-term liabili-
ties ratio, maximum exposure to a single party to capital ratio, ma-
turity gap to capital ratio, foreign currency gap, share of outstand-
ing loans over EUR 10,000 and group exposure ratio.
As at 31 December 2009, the Bank was not in compliance with cer-
tain financial covenants under the loan agreements with the EBRD, 
IFC, KfW and CSMFMC and responsibility SICAV (Lux).
The Bank has received waivers of rights to declare events of default 
from its counterparties under the respective loan agreements be-
fore 31 December 2009.

Credit related commitments
The primary purpose of these instruments is to ensure that funds 
are available to a customer as required. Guarantees and standby 
letters of credit, which represent irrevocable assurances that the 
Bank will make payments in the event that a customer cannot meet 
its obligations to third parties, carry the same credit risk as loans. 
Documentary and commercial letters of credit, which are written 
undertakings by the Bank on behalf of a customer authorising a 

third party to draw drafts on the Bank up to a stipulated amount 
under specific terms and conditions, are collateralised by the un-
derlying shipments of goods to which they relate or cash deposits 
and therefore carry less risk than a direct borrowing.

Outstanding credit related commitments are as follows:

 2009 2008
Import letters of credit – 833
Guarantees issued 2,433 1,617
Total credit related commitments 2,433 2,450

The total outstanding contractual amount of guarantees does not 
necessarily represent future cash requirements, as these financial 
instruments may expire or terminate without being funded. In addi-
tion as at 31 December 2009 cash deposits of USD 306 thousand 
(2008: USD 1,249 thousand) are held as collateral for irrevocable 
commitments under guarantees issued. Import letters of credit are 
100% covered with blocked amounts on clients’ current accounts. 
Refer to Note 39.

Credit related commitments are denominated in currencies as fol-
lows:

 2009 2008
Ukrainian hryvnias 301 481
US dollars 25 83
Euros 2074 1,886
Others 33 –
Total 2,433 2,450

Commitments to extend credit represent unused portions of au-
thorisations to extend credit in the form of loans, guarantees or let-
ters of credit. With respect to credit risk on commitments to extend 
credit, the Bank is potentially exposed to loss in an amount equal 
to the total unused commitments. However, the likely amount of 
loss is less than the total unused commitments since most commit-
ments to extend credit are contingent upon customers maintaining 
specific credit standards. The Bank monitors the term to maturity 
of credit related commitments because longer-term commitments 
generally have a greater degree of credit risk than shorter-term 
commitments.
As at 31 December 2009, all commitments to extend credit are revo-
cable and amounted to USD 4,573 thousand (31 December 2008: 
all revocable and amounted to USD 3,531 thousand).

Assets pledged and restricted
At 31 December 2009, the Bank as no assets pledged as collateral.
At 31 December 2008, the Bank had no assets pledged as collateral 
other than currencies receivable under foreign exchange swap con-
tracts which are placed against amounts payable. Only net position 
is recognised in the statement of financial position. 

The gross assets/liabilities under such agreements placed against 
each other are as follows:
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  2009  2008
 Asset pledged Related liability Asset pledged Related liability
Gross receivables under foreign 
exchange swap contracts – – 27,777 26,570
Total – – 27,777 26,570

In addition, mandatory cash balances with the NBU in the amount 
of USD 5,267 thousand (31 December 2008: USD 4,923 thousand) 
represent mandatory reserves that the Bank is required to keep on 
the accounts with the NBU as disclosed in Note 32.

54) Related Party Transactions

Parties are generally considered to be related if the parties are un-
der common control or one party has the ability to control the other 
party or can exercise significant influence over the other party in 
making financial or operational decisions. In considering each pos-
sible related party relationship, attention is directed to the sub-
stance of the relationship, not merely the legal form.

At 31 December 2009, the outstanding balances with related par-
ties were as follows:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Gross amount of loans 
and advances to customers 
(contractual interest rate: 10-16%) – – – 354 –
Investment securities available-for-sale – – 96 – –
Other assets 10 – 1 – –
Customer accounts 
(contractual interest rate: 0%-17%) – – 18 159 30
Other borrowed funds 
(contractual interest rate: 2.5%- 8.55%) 31,930 41,076 – – 34,750
Other liabilities 35 – – – –
Subordinated debt 
(contractual interest rate: 7.1% -13.0%) 14,048 – – – 9,206

The income and expense items with related parties for the year 
2009 were as follows:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Interest income – – – 31 –
Interest expense 4,416 2,546 130 9 2,012
Fee and commission income 45 – 9 – –
Fee and commission expense – 13 – – –
Administrative and other operating 
expenses other than key management remuneration 1,010 – 596 – 290

including management services 923 – – – 261

Aggregate amounts lent to and repaid by related parties during 
2009 were:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Amounts lent to related parties during the period – – – 6 –
Amounts repaid by related parties during the period – – – 20 –
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At 31 December 2008, the outstanding balances with related par-
ties were as follows:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Correspondent accounts 
with other banks (contractual interest rate: 0.0%) – – 136 – –
Gross amount of loans and advances 
to customers (contractual interest rate: 10-16%) – – – 370 –
Investment securities available-for-sale – – 99 – –
Derivative financial assets – – 1,080 – –
Other assets – 100 – – –
Customer accounts 
(contractual interest rate: 3%-17%) – – – 99 31
Other borrowed funds 
(contractual interest rate: 2.5%- 9.47%) 46,509 48,124 – – 34,683
Other liabilities 72 – 1 23 –
Subordinated debt 
(contractual interest rate: 7.10 % -10%) 14,047 – – – –

The income and expense items with related parties for the year 
2008 were as follows:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Interest income – – – 23 –
Interest expense 5,681 2,938 454 6 947
Fee and commission expense – 14 – – –
Administrative and other operating expenses 
other than key management remuneration 1,595 – 351 – 233

including management services 1,331 – – – 233

Aggregate amounts lent to and repaid by related parties dur-
ing 2008 were:

 Parent Other Entities Key Other
 company significant under common management related
  shareholders  control personal parties
Amounts lent to related parties during the period – – – 492 –
Amounts repaid by related parties during the period – – – 283 –

In 2009, the remuneration of members of key management person-
nel comprised salaries, discretionary bonuses and other short-
term bonuses totalling USD 234 thousand (2008: USD 646 thou-
sand), including social insurance and pension contributions in the 
amount of USD 30 thousand (2008: USD 90 thousand).
The vacation accrual related to key management personnel as at 
31 December 2009 is USD 24 thousand (2008: USD 23 thousand).

55)  Presentation of Financial Instruments by Measurement Cat-
egory

For the purposes of measurement, IAS 39, Financial Instruments: 
Recognition of Measurement, classifies financial assets into the 
following categories: (a) loans and receivables; (b) available-for-
sale financial assets; (c) financial assets held to maturity and (d) 
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”). Finan-
cial assets at fair value through profit or loss have two subcatego-
ries: (i) assets designated as such upon initial recognition, and (ii) 
those classified as held for trading. The following table provides 
a reconciliation of classes of financial assets with these measure-
ment categories as at 31 December 2009:
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  Loans  Available- Assets at Total
  and receivables for-sale assets FVTPL 
Assets    
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves 34,055 – – 34,055
Due from other banks 37,244 – – 37,244
Loans and advances to customers 255,242 – – 255,242

Business loans 238,717 – – 238,717
Agricultural loans 5,934 – – 5,934
Housing improvement loans 2,955 – – 2,955
Finance leases 1,364 – – 1,364
Consumer loans 718 – – 718
Other loans 5,554 – – 5,554

Investment securities available-for-sale – 127 – 127
Other financial assets 1,481 – – 1,481
Total financial assets 328,022 127 – 328,149
Non-financial assets    18,332
Total assets    346,481

The following table provides a reconciliation of classes of finan-
cial assets with these measurement categories as at 31 December 
2008:

  Loans  Available- Assets at Total
  and receivables for-sale assets FVTPL 
Assets    
Cash and cash equivalents and mandatory reserves 34,849 – – 34,849
Due from other banks – – – –
Loans and advances to customers 357,382 – – 357,382

Business loans 337,175 – – 337,175
Agricultural loans 3,259 – – 3,259
Housing improvement loans 7,205 – – 7,205
Consumer loans 2,063 – – 2,063
Other loans 7,680 – – 7,680

Investment securities available-for-sale – 131 – 131
Derivative financial assets – – 1,266 1,266
Other financial assets 115 – – 115
Total financial assets 392,346 131 1,266 393,743
Non-financial assets    17,899
Total assets    411,642

As at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 all of the Bank’s 
financial liabilities except for derivatives were carried at amortised 
cost. Derivatives (Note 56) belong to the fair value through profit or 
loss measurement category.

56) Derivative Financial Instruments

Foreign exchange derivative financial instruments entered into by 
the Bank are represented by currency swaps entered into with oth-
er banks in an over-the-counter market on customised contractual 
terms and conditions. Derivatives have potentially favourable (as-

sets) or unfavourable (liabilities) conditions as a result of fluctua-
tions in market interest rates and foreign exchange rates relative to 
their terms. The aggregate fair values of derivative financial assets 
and liabilities can fluctuate significantly from time to time.

The table below sets out fair values, at the statement of financial 
position date, of currencies receivable or payable under foreign ex-
change swap contracts entered into by the Bank. The table reflects 
gross positions before the netting of any counterparty positions 
(and payments) and covers the contracts with settlement dates 
after the respective statement of financial position date. The con-
tracts are short term in nature.

    2009  2008
 Contracts Contracts  Contracts Contracts
 with positive fair value  with negative fair value with positive fair value  with negative fair
Foreign exchange swaps: 
fair values, at the statement 
of financial position date, of    

UAH payable on settlement (-) – – (4,862) (3,099)
USD payable on settlement (-) – – (18,609) –
EUR receivable on settlement (+) – – 19,737 –
USD receivable on settlement (+) – – 5,000 3,040

Net fair value of foreign exchange swaps – – 1,266 (59)

As at 31 December 2008 credit risk is limited to USD 1,266 thou-
sand as SWAP agreements are pledged against each other.
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Contact Addresses

Head Office

Kyiv
107a Peremogy Ave.,
Kyiv 03115
Tel.: (38 044) 590 10 00
Fax: (38 044) 590 10 01
Email: cs@procreditbank.com.ua
www.procreditbank.com.ua

Branches

Kyiv 1
26/41 Pavlivska St.,
Kyiv 01135
Tel.: (38 044) 538 09 00
Fax: (38 044) 538 09 00

Kyiv 2
10 Artema St.,
Kyiv 04053
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 72
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 73

Kyiv 3
24-A Geroyiv Stalingradu St.,
Kyiv 04210
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 26
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 29

Kyiv 4
26 Bazhana Ave.,
Kyiv 02140
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 10
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 13

Kyiv 5
86 Bozhenka St.,
Kyiv 03150
Tel.: (38 044) 490 60 40
Fax: (38 044) 490 60 41

Kyiv 6
103 Peremogy Ave.,
Kyiv 03115
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 05
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 06

Kyiv 7
25 Entuziastiv St.,
Kyiv 02154
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 30
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 32

Kyiv 8
52 Chervonoarmiyska St.,
Kyiv 01004
Tel.: (38 044) 538 08 91
Fax: (38 044) 538 08 91

Kyiv 9
1 Lysenka St.,
Kyiv 01034
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 20
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 23

Kyiv 10
3b Tuluzy St.,
Kyiv 03170
Tel.: (38 044) 585 85 91
Fax: (38 044) 585 85 92

Kyiv 11
3 Sichnevogo Povstannja St.,
Kyiv 01010
Tel.: (38 044) 585 85 95
Fax: (38 044) 585 85 96

Kyiv 12
6 Vasilkivska St.,
Kyiv 03040
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 00
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 03

Kyiv 13
41 Sagaydachnogo St.,
Kyiv 04070
Tel.: (38 044) 538 08 55
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 37

Kyiv 14
120 Saksahanskoho St.,
Kyiv 01032
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 50 
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 57 

Kyiv 15
25/1 Malyshka St.,
Kyiv 02206
Tel.: (38 044) 585 30 00
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 49

Kyiv 16
3 Praz`ka St.,
Kyiv 02090
Tel.: (38 044) 585 35 00
Fax: (38 044) 585 86 38

Kyiv 17
98/2 Peremohy Prospekt,
Kyiv 03062
Tel.: (38 044) 538 08 43
Fax: (38 044) 538 08 44
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Kyiv 18
13 Pymonenko St.,
Kyiv 04050
Tel.: (38 044) 585 86 76
Fax: (38 044) 585 85 98

Bila Tserkva 1
15, 50 Richya Peremohy St.,
Bila Tserkva 09117
Tel.: (38 04563) 90 272
Fax: (38 04563) 90 275

Bila Tserkva 2
137, 50-rokiv Peremogy Blvd.,
Bila Tserkva 09113
Tel.: (38 04563) 44 450
Fax: (38 04563) 44 450

Bila Tserkva 3
46 Levanevskogo St.,
Bila Tserkva 09108
Tel.: (38 04563) 44 384
Fax: (38 04563) 44 390

Dnipropetrovsk 1
4-A Karla Libknehta St.,
Dnipropetrovsk 49000
Tel.: (38 056) 770 77 10
Fax: (38 056) 770 77 10

Dnipropetrovsk 2
12 Gasety “Pravda” Ave.,
Dnipropetrovsk 49081
Tel.: (38 056) 23 49 222
Fax: (38 056) 23 49 222

Dniprodzerzhinsk
49 Lenina Ave.,
Dniprodzerzhynsk 51900
Tel.: (38 0569) 55 09 09
Fax: (38 0569) 50 09 05

Donetsk 1
34 Chervonoarmiyska St.,
Donetsk 83086
Tel.: (38 062) 345 32 00
Fax: (38 062) 345 32 06

Donetsk 2
23 Pushkina St.,
Donetsk 83055
Tel.: (38 062) 348 36 00
Fax: (38 062) 348 36 06

Donetsk 3
67 Shevchenko Ave.,
Donetsk 83017
Tel.: (38 062) 349 33 40
Fax: (38 062) 349 33 39

Donetsk 4
282 Artema St.,
Donetsk 83018
Tel.: (38 062) 348 85 00
Fax: (38 062) 348 84 96

Gorlivka
70 Peremogy Ave.,
Gorlivka 84626
Tel.: (38 0624) 52 18 18, 52 19 19
Fax: (38 0624) 52 19 28

Ivano-Frankivsk
11 Sichovyh Striltsiv St.,
Ivano-Frankivsk 76000
Tel.: (38 0342) 55 70 00
Fax: (38 0342) 55 70 13

Kharkiv 1
37 Petrovskogo St.,
Kharkiv 61024
Tel.: (38 057) 766 95 00
Fax: (38 057) 766 95 10

Kharkiv 2
2/15 K. Marksa St.,
Kharkiv 61052
Tel.: (38 057) 703 94 28
Fax: (38 057) 703 94 39

Kharkiv 4
32/20, 23 Serpnya St.,
Kharkiv 61072
Tel.: (38 057) 766 38 08
Fax: (38 057) 766 38 22

Kharkiv 5
24 Geroyiv Pratsi St.,
Kharkiv 61146
Tel.: (38 057) 766 95 45
Fax: (38 057) 766 95 85

Kharkiv 7
25 Chernyshevs’kogo St.,
Kharkiv 61002
Tel.: (38 057) 766 23 50
Fax: (38 057) 766 23 43

Kolomiya
2 Stusa St.,
Kolomiya 78200
Tel.: (38 03433) 4 78 15
Fax: (38 03433) 4 78 27

Kramatorsk
54 Sotsialistychna St.,
Kramatorsk 84300
Tel.: (38 0626) 423 406
Fax: (38 0626) 423 406

Kremenchuk
31 Lenina St.,
Kremenchuk 39600
Tel.: (38 0536) 760 750/57
Fax: (38 0536) 760 752

Kryvyi Rih
2-A Lermontova St.,
Kryvyi Rih 50002
Tel.: (38 056) 440 44 10
Fax: (38 056) 440 44 13

Lviv 1
33 Gorodotska St.,
Lviv 79007
Tel.: (38 032) 298 73 45
Fax: (38 032) 298 73 45

Lviv 2
3 O. Basarab St.,
Lviv 79017
Tel.: (38 032) 297 72 55
Fax: (38 032) 298 78 20

Lviv 3
5 Mitskevycha Sq.,
Lviv 79000
Tel.: (38 032) 244 44 60
Fax: (38 032) 244 44 60
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Lviv 4
51 Volodymyra Velykogo St.,
Lviv 79053
Tel.: (38 032) 245 82 00
Fax: (38 032) 245 82 01

Lviv 5
39 Ivana Franka St.,
Lviv 79005
Tel.: (38 032) 244 56 58
Fax: (38 032) 244 56 58 

Lviv 6
4/40 Syhovs`ka St.,
Lviv 79066
Tel.: (38 032) 245 08 25
Fax: (38 032) 245 08 30

Mykolaiv
17A Pushkinskay St.,
54029 Mykolayiv
Tel.: (38 0512) 53 08 50
Fax: (38 0512) 53 08 52

Makiyivka
49/17 Lenina St.,
Makiyivka 86157
Tel.: (38 0623) 22 07 64/65
Fax: (38 0623) 22 07 67

Mariupol 1
77 Metalurgiv Ave.,
Mariupol 87539
Tel.: (38 0629) 41 28 04
Fax: (38 0629) 41 28 05

Melitopol
24/1 B. Khmelnitskoho Ave.,
Melitopol 72312
Tel.: (38 0619) 44 08 52
Fax: (38 0619) 44 08 56

Odesa 1
11-A Varlamova St.,
Odesa 65009
Tel.: (38 048) 786 07 30
Fax: (38 048) 786 07 28

Odesa 2
33 Bunina St.,
Odesa 65045
Tel.: (38 048) 786 07 74/72
Fax: (38 0482) 32 92 44

Odesa 3
33 Koroleva St.,
Odesa 65113
Tel.: (38 048) 784 16 93
Fax: (38 048) 791 50 73

Odesa 4
98 Dnipropetrovska Doroha,
Odesa 65117
Tel.: (38 048) 779 55 60
Fax: (38 048) 779 55 66

Poltava 1
19/10 Kotlyarevskogo St.,
Poltava 36000
Tel.: (38 0532) 503 693
Fax: (38 0532) 506 203

Simferopol
2/10 Pionerskiy Lane,
Simferopol 95000
Tel.: (38 0652) 60 55 90
Fax: (38 0652) 60 55 80

Slovyansk
80 Yunyh Komunariv,
Slovyansk 84122
Tel.: (38 06262) 3 41 74
Fax: (38 06262) 2 62 11

Sevastopol
27 Velyka Morska St.,
Sevastopol 99011
Tel.: (38 0692) 53 90 00
Fax: (38 0692) 53 90 01

Severodonetsk
39 Lenina St.,
Severodonetsk 93404
Tel.: (38 06452) 5 55 97
Fax: (38 06452) 5 55 97

Sumy
6 Kirova St.,
Sumy 40030
Tel.: (38 0542) 67 57 20
Fax: (38 0542) 67 57 29

Uzhgorod
67a Shvabska St.,
Uzhgorod 88000
Tel.: (38 0312) 67 22 76
Fax: (38 0312) 67 15 59

Vinnytza
7 Pyrogova St.,
Vinnytza 21018
Tel.: (38 0432) 55 19 90
Fax: (38 0432) 55 19 88

Zaporizhzhya 2
190 Lenina Ave.,
Zaporizhzhya 69035
Tel.: (38 061) 220 60 71
Fax: (38 061) 220 95 57

Zaporizhzhya 3
5 Metalurgiv Ave.,
Zaporizhzhya 69032
Tel.: (38 061) 220 01 11
Fax: (38 061) 220 94 40
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